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MATTERS REFERRED TO IN DECISIONS OF INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT, INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION AND 
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATES CONTAINED IN VOL. 64 PART 1, SUB PARTS 6 

NOTE: 'Denotes Industrial Appeal Court Decision. 'Denotes Commission in Court Session Decision. 
"Denotes Full Bench Decision. 4Denotes Decision of President. 

Subject Page 

ABSENCE WITHOUT LEAVE 
Employee dismissed due to lack of work and his intermittent absences occasioning payment of sick leave/leave without 

pay—Employee had been warned about his absenteeism and his work performance shortcomings—Commission noted 
that it is wrong to suggest employees must be counselled and warned in all cases of poor work performance.. .depends on 
circumstances—Award entitlement to sick leave doesn't give employee licence to absent himself without immunity from 
dismissal—Employee's absences found to have restricted employers capacity to operate effectively given manner in which 
work performed—Dismissed—Railway construction  600 

Dismissal subsequent to Applicant's absence without leave due to family emergency—Claim under contract of service for I 
week's pay in lieu of notice, 3 days' pay owing and payment of telephone bill—Applicant had conveyed intention to take 
leave and return, to Employer's agent—Pay in lieu refused as Applicant had failed to advise employer of recommencement 
date—Other claims granted "according to fairness"—Selling  966 

ACTS—INTERPRETATION OF 
Further hearing re claim forprorata Long Service Leave entitlement by retrenched employee—Previous hearing and appeal 

re jurisdiction at 63 W.A.I.G. 1869 and 63 W.A.I.G. 2399, respectively—Applicant covered by Federal award but L.S.L. 
entitlement governed by (State) L.S.L. Act—Commission noted similarities with 'Bevron Fibreglass'case (64 W.A.I.G. 6), 
although that had concerned an employee covered by a State award—Commission "loathe to exercise jurisdiction" over 
employees inan industry subject to the jurisdiction of the Australian Commission—Reference to other cases and principle 
that Commission should not alter conditions fixed by Parliament—Circumstance of an employee covered by a Federal 
award and L.S.L. Act considered sufficient to distinguish him from employees allowed an entitlement different to that 
determined by Commission for private industry employees at large—Claim dismissed—Engineering  

Alleged dismissal due to employee's resignation from Union—Employee had informed employer of intention and sub- 
sequent resignation from Union—Employee subsequently downgraded then dismissed for deliberately "provoking a 
confrontation"—Magistrate considered Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act, sections 96B and 100 LA. 
Act and other decisions and decided the "resignation", etc., must be the "predominant reason" for a dismissal in order for 
a breach under Section 100 LA. Act to result—On evidence. Magistrate satisfied that employer's predominant reason for 
dismissal was to avert widespread stoppages—Dismissed—Iron Ore  

Questions re award coverage in relation to alleged breach—Consideration of Section 37 LA. Act—Comparison with 
"equivalent" Section 85 of previous LA. Act re industry to which award "relates" or "applies"—Reference to earlier case 
(57 W.A.I.G. 1679) re identification of industry by examination of "scope" clause—Magistrate not persuaded as to 
distinctions between sections in question—Complaints decided accordingly—Independent Day and Boarding Schools 

"Questions re proper exercise of Commission's jurisdiction—Appeal against decision of Commission dismissing claim for 
pro rata long service leave by retrenched employee who had been covered under Long Service Leave Act (at W.A.I.G. 121) 
—Commission had mainly relied on 'principle' that it should not alter conditions fixed by Parliament (i.e. L.S.L. Act)— 
Full Bench decided that given the amendment to section 44 of the LA. Act [see s. 44(7)(a)(iii)], the Commission "was 
empowered to alter by determination an entitlement whether set by Parliament or otherwise" and that the Commission 
had erred in exercising judical discretion founded upon 'principle' mentioned—Compensation ordered, although Full 
Bench commented that each retrenchment/redundancy case is still to be decided "on its own particular circumstances"— 
Engineering  

Wage increase sought on basis of extra duties and responsibility—Claim considered under Principles re Work Value 
Changes—Work formerly done by leading hand, now being done by Individual employees because of change of shift 
system—Respondent argued that granting of claim prohibited by s.40 LA. Act re "in term" awards—Commission 
considered requirements of s.40(3) met because work had been changed by employer after award issued—Commission 
satisfied that there had been a significant addition to work responsibilities in question, but not that all of leading hand's 
duties had fallen on individuals in question—Granted part of increase claimed—Tyre Fitters (Iron Ore)  

Claim that Full Bench erred in law in upholding appeal against Commission's decision refusing to issue a new award (see 
63 WA1G 1918 and 64 WAIG 141)—Questions re approach of Full Bench in exercising its appellate jurisdiction under 
s.49 LA. Act—Majority noted s.49(4) and adopted various "established principles" as correct approach—Brinsden J. 
questioned approach taken in earlier cases re union's prima facie entitlement to an award and emphasised that such 
matters should depend on whether/not Union satisfies Commissioner re the substantial merits of its case—If 
Commission's decisions had been open on the evidence, fact that Full Bench would have decided differently considered no 
justification for reversing decision—Dissent by Olney J., who considered that the court's enforcement of 'established 
principles' would inhibit the Full Bench's statutory responsibility to exercise its own discretion in such appeals—Appeal 
upheld by Majority—Iron Ore (A.D.S.T.E.)  

Section 29 application seeking compensation for "breach of employment contract"- Applicant claimed she had not been 
allowed to take up position promised to her at an interview, subsequent to which she had terminated her existing 
job—Respondent claimed he had not promised her a job, but only indicated that he thought she was suitable— 
Conflicting evidence—Refusal to employ does not constitute "dismissal", etc., as required under section 29 (2) (a) LA. 
Act—Section 29 (2) (b) not applicable either as Applicant had not earnt any remuneration/would have had to rely on 
award to determine amount of remuneration payable/ No contract in existence with previous employer to support a claim 
for wages lost had she remained in his emolov—Possibility of valid claim for breach of contract in civil courts— 
Dismissed—Retail    

"Questions re proposition that where an award has been interpreted contrary to the intention of the parties/Commissioner 
who originally made the Award, it is open to Commission to vary the award to give effect to its real intention and also to 
vary it retrospectively—proposition allegedly expressed in recent Federal case and referred to Full Bench during appeal 
against Commission's decision made contrary to long-standing practices in industry concerned—Full Bench noted 
"limited power" of Commission to vary award in relation to applications for interpretation under section 46 I.A. 
Act—Full Bench unable to relate proposition to circumstances in question, to aid Appellants—See under Tallies for 
remainder of Commission's findings—Meat (North West)  

ALLOWANCES 
Board of Reference re dispute relatng to non-payment of underground allowance—Union claimed workers laying pipes and 

fittings in a tunnel should be entitled to allowance—Necessary to prove workers are "working underground on tunnel- 
ling—Definitions of "tunnelling" outlined—Tunnelling work already completed, therefore allowance not payable— 
Claim dismissed—Government Water Supply  99 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST- continued 

ALLOWANCES—continued 
Payment of untaken lunch /tea breaks, overtime and mileage allowance—Reference to contract of service—Employer under 

no obligation to reimburse employee for choosing not to take breaks—Employer also not liable to pay overtime/mileage 
allowance where employee not given specific instructions re performing overtime/using own vehicle for employer's 
purposes—Dismissed—Travel Consulting  

'Additional return airfare to Perth at Christmas, for employees engaged on construction work at the Burrup Peninsula- 
Employees currently allowed return trip and leave after three months continuous service—Additional airfare not 
considered justified under Anomalies Principle 1 1, however order made permittingemployees to take leave before it falls 
due/hold it over for up to three months, to enable their return at Christmas—Construction (Burrup Peninsula)  

"Indexation" of overaward payments and various other allowances—Commission distinguished between "Overaward 
Payments" and other special payments relating to a particular work condition—Claim re overaward payment not 
considered, as parties had agreed to increase—Claims re Service Pay, Multi-skilled Experience Allowance and Under- 
ground allowances refused, for not having been indexed in the past and because of the state of the industry—Commission 
noted that variations to the "Special Rates" and "Coded Welding Allowances" of the Metal Trades (General) Award 
10/68 appeared to have been applied to the awards in question, without formal variations being effected—Considered 
logical to continue updating such provisions accordingly—Claims allowed subject to outcome of similar application re 
Metal Trades (General) Award 10/68—Order subsequently issued varying "Overaward Payments", "Special Rates" and 
"Coded Welding" Provisions—Nickel Mining and Processing  

Payment of "power station alowancc" to employees working on gas turbine units and diesel power stations—Earlier 
considerations of allowance made in context of thermal stations only, although wording of provision restricted payment 
by reference to the administrative structure of the S.E.C.—1982 S.E.C. reorganisation inadvertently bought gas turbine 
units and diesel stations into scope of provision—Commission decided gas turbine units had few features ol thermal 
stations and excluded them from the provision—Employees at diesel stations already receiving "heat and noise 
allowance", originally based on the "power station allowance"—discrepancy indicates need for reassessment— Matter to 
be discussed with Chief Commissioner re Anomalies Conference proceedings—State Energy Commission  

Standard rates of pay for government apprentices—M.W.A. and some P.W.D. apprentices receiving industry allowance 
awarded in 1980 (61 W.A.I.G. 869) However the same award fixed apprentices' wages as a proportion of the rate 
payable under the Engineering Trades (Government) Award, as was the practice since 1972—Commission noted 
advantages of such equality but was precluded from reducing apprentices' wages by virtue of the 1983 "Restraint on 
Remuneration"—Awards varied accordingly after expiration of the "wage freeze"—Government Water, Sewerage and 
Drainage  

Special payments sought for work in confined, dirty and fumy places—Reference to earlier decision (63 W.A.I.G. 563) re site 
allowance--Site and Construction allowances designed to compensate employees for all disabilities associated with 
construction work—Work did not have "Special character of extremeness" required to justify its classification as an 
exception to the usual— Dismissed  

Application seeking increased Site, Clothing and Living Away from Home allowances, plus liberty to apply for variation re 
termination payments—Commission re-emphasised that construction of massive Dampier-South West pipeline had no 
significant similarity to construction of smaller lateral connecting pipelines— Determinations to be made with regard to 
the nature, conditions of the work and the "wage principles"- Site and Clothing allowance claims granted in part - 
Living away from home allowance considered inappropriate, given board and lodging allowances, etc. — Liberty to apply 
re termination payment granted, but not to be considered indicative of Commission's seeing merit in such application- 
Pipeline construction  

'Allowance sought for "extra responsibility" associated with connecting a power station'to S.E.C. power grid—Claim that 
matter constituted an "exceptional problem within the context of the 1983 'Wage Pause'"—New circumstances not 
considered exceptional and such changes not cause for Commission to authorise wage increase during period of 
restraint — Employees would be exercising no more responsibility than before/ than that exercised by similar employees in 
another power station—Merits of case not fully explored — Matter adjourned whilst Commissioner investigates and 
reports— Possibility of new considerations pending outcome of 1983 National Wage Case—Electricity production  

Qualifying period for overtime—Applicant sought to reduce qualifying period, claiming nexus upon which overtime 
provisions based was inappropriate—Commission found no change in work conditions necessitating the variation of a 
long-standing provision—Claim also not in accordance with Commission's "Principles" -Dismissed  

Site allowance claim—Union relied on rates fixed by both Australian Commission and W.A. Industrial Commission for 
other Perth sites—Commission noted Australian Commission had not set allowance for site in question, but majority of 
federal-award employees on site being paid an allowance—Reference to Alexander State Library case (63 W.A.I.G. 
1505) —Granted in part- Metal & Electrical Trades  

'Flow-on of increase in 'camping' and living away from home allowances, based on nexus with Federal award—Award in 
question had long established nexus with another State award, which in turn had nexus with Federal Award—Federal 
Award allowances recently increased under Principle 9(a)(i)- Union sought same increase based on traditional nexus 
under Principle 6(a)(iv)— Respondent argued that comparison with parent awards no longer appropriate. State of rural 
economy such that increase should not be allowed and that claim did not fall within Principle 6—Majority accepted that 
claim could be pursued under Principle 6, but decided that circumstances under which increase made in Federal Award 
were not reasonably comparable— Considered appropriate to adjust allowances in line with C.P.l. in view of long period 
since last adjustments made/ need for an "equitable base", with option for union to re-apply in respect of certain employees 
re whom nexus originally established— Order made accordingly—Grain Handling  

'Application to amend Bread carters (Metropolitan) Award 35/63 re "Collection of Monies", "Rest Periods" and "Learning 
a Round"-—Commission noted that allowance paid in respect of collecting monies had been fixed with regard to allow- 
ances in other awards ... decided that regard should be had to provisions of Transport Workers (General) Award with 
adjustments to reflect national wage movements—Granting of claim re increased rest periods would interrupt work in the 
bakery/differ from practice re bakers/reduce standard hours (precluded by Principle 5) however, clause amended to permit 
partaking of refreshment without interrupting work—Claim to delete clause re payment of reduced wage whilst employee 
learning a round refused, as such employees under supervision/do not exercise responsibilities of experienced brcadcarters 
... however, clause altered so that lesser wage may only be paid whilst employee under supervision—Brcadcarters  

Claim for increase in travelling allowance—Allowance based on 'bands', with the lowest payment for areas within a 50 km 
radius from Perth GPO (lower band) and higher payments for areas over 50 km from Perth (upper bands)—Rate for lower 
band had been increased several times in line with that of building trades—Union claim that upper bands should be 
increased by same proportions—Employers only prepared to offer most recent increase in lower band rates granted to 
building trades (SI)—Commission re-emphasised need to maintain uniformity between workers on large construction 
sites and decided that would not be achieved if claim granted in full—Also no evidence presented re satisfying Wage 
Principle 9(a)(i) - Granted SI increase only -Electrical Trades—Claim for increase in safety allowance—Claim not 
substantiated Refused- Electrical Trades  

'Reclassification' and 'Higher duties allowances' for storemen Employer's offer to reclassity, without retrospectivity. 
endorsed by Commission Question re H.D.A. decided by reference to award definitions; considered to be question of 
fact which should be capable of agreement between parties - Dismissed- Iron Ore  
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A L LO \V A N C ES—continued 

Claim that employee entitled to Living Out Allowance during period of stand down—Defendant argued there was no entitle- 
ment on basis of the wording of the clause in question, re employee being reasonably able to return to his usual place of res- 
idence each night and not being 'employed', as he was not doing thejob—Magistrate found need to look at overall contract 
(not just that employee had been stood down and would have more time to travel) and considered it was not reasonable to 
expect employee to commute daily—'Employed'found to mean 'hired", etc—Contract of employment does not cease during 
stand down ... Stand down clause simply allows employer to deduct pay/ wages, but does not suspend other provisions of 
award—Complaint proved —Building Construction  

Claim lor increase in safety footwear allowance—Claim not substantiated —Refused—Electrical Trades  
Application for a 4.3% increase in sundry allowances, resulting from the State Review of the National Wage Case, 1983— 

(where Liberty to apply not reserved) Commission considered development of new wage system following the Economic 
Summit a "prodigious change of circumstances" and that the'Principles'should permeate all awards, whether in term or 
not Dillicult to differentiate between remaining allowances as re whether they w-ere w'age-related, etc, although 'Service 
Payments' considered clearly so—Commission decided that "all in all" all" allowances should be adjusted by 4.3% 
—Order accordingly—Iron Ore (Mt Newman)  

Application seeking a 4.3%, increase in various allowances, including service payments, in line with the 1983 Review of the 
National Wage Decision—Commission referred to similar case re Mt Newman Mining (No. 984 of 1983) and earlier 
decision at 63 W.A.I.G. 41—Granted—Iron Ore Industry (Hamersley Iron)  

Claim for increase in shilt allowance for working 3-panel shifts—Commission compared/considered allowance payable to 
continuous shift workers and the associated disabilities and decided increase not warranted—Dismissed—Iron Ore 
Industry  

ANNUAL LEAVE 
'Method of calculating pro rala annual leave payments at the end of the meat-processing "season" in Wyndham—New 

scheme proposing payment of various percentages of average seasonal payments, depending on classification- 
Commission noted special circumstances in the North-West, comparison with other States, etc.—Scheme not considered 
contrary to National Wage Decision "Principles"as re "tally" workers or "time" workers receiving incentive bonuses, but 
Commission rejected aspect ol scheme whereby "time" workers not receiving incentive bonus to be paid annual leave on 
same basis as those who do— Philosophy of preserving "pro-annual leave income" whilst on annual leave-- In addition, 
where employees "step-up" from "time" work to "tally" work, annual leave payments to reflect changes from one system 
to another, in proportion to time spent on each—Meat  

Interpretation ol Nurses (Private Hospitals) Award No. 1 of 1966 re annual leave and sick leave— Hospital regulations 
require employees to be available (and paid ordinary rates) during meal breaks— Questions re inclusion of such payments 
in calculation of annual and sick leave —Annual leave is paid at "ordinary rate" of wage received for greatest proportion of 
month, therefore payment for meal breaks included- Not included in respect of sick leave—Nurses (Private Hospitals) 

Payment ol benefits in addition to award entitlements, after employees retrenched for economic reasons—Employer agreed 
to claim lor 17% per cent loading on aWpro rala annual leave and full pay-out of unused sick leave accruals—Remaining 
claim re pro rala long service leave—Employer had already made payments exceeding the formula prescribed in the 
Ingle's case (59 W.A.I.G. 400) and claimed that additional payments would necessitate further retrenchments- 
Commission considered remaining claim would place intolerable burden on employer and be inconsistent with Section 26 
of LA. Act—Dismissed—Building Products  

Managerial decision to use subcontractors resulting in the termination of several longstanding employees—Union sought 
maintenance of their employment benelits with the subcontractor:Compensation — Commission decided it lacked 
jurisdiction re "maintenance" claims of those not offered employment by the subcontractor, but granted them equitable 
relief (compensation) having regard to earlier "redundancy" cases —Remaining employee had been offered employment 
by the subcontractor—Commission granted "transmission "of leave benefits in accordance with principles of the "St John 
of God case" (61 W.A.I.G. 782). but refused claim for maintenance of previous above-award pay rate as it would have 
created an anomaly—Claims re maintenance of hours, and place of employment considered matters of managerial 
prerogative, although Commission stated what it considered to be "reasonable" hours and that job location should be 
"readily accessible" by public transport—Cleaning  

'Appeal against decision of Commission affirming that Annual Leave be calculated as "ordinary rates"/amount actually 
earned, including payment for employees being "available" during meal breaks (at 64 W.A.I.G. 96) —Full Bench found 
Commission erred in treating "ordinary rate" as accessable by reference to particular circumstances, rather than from 
examination ol award—"Ordinary rate' is the wage payable for prescribed "ordinary hours of work"—Payments for 
being available during meal breaks are made as compensation in addition—Appeal upheld—Nurses (Private Hospitals) 

Employee terminated for economic reasons alter 5 L2 years service—Claimed payment of accrued leave benefits lost, 
redundancy compensation, relocation expenses, etc.—-Commission decided both parties were "casualties" of current 
economic recession and position of both needed to be considered in determining compensation—Claims re sick leave and 
annual leave loading benefits refused, given earlier decision at 63 W.A.I.G. 2274—Granted 50 percent accrued long service 
leave on basis of decisions at 59 W.A.I.G. 401 and 64 W.A.I.G. 6—Clerks (Furniture) T.  

Alleged breaches of award re 1 ime & Wages Record and payment of overtime and pro rala annual leave—Complaint re 
overtime dismissed, there being insufficient evidence— Evidence that employee was never asked to sign Time and Wages 
record ... Complaint re Time & Wages record proved—Available evidence satisfied Magistrate thatpro ram annual leave 
not paid ... Complaint proved—Order made accordingly—Musical Instrument Dealing  

Alleged breaches of award re hours of work, meal interval, overtime and annual leave—Due to discrepancies in evidence 
complaints re hours ol work and meal interval not proven — Magistrate accepted evidence re overtime and annual leave. 
showing underpayments took place .... Complaints proved—Order made accordingly—Dental Attendants  

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages and pro rala annual leave—Matter proceeded on agreed facts and Magistrate 
satisfied that award applied —Claimant and partner employed to work 29 hours per week,"for payment of $100 plus 
various non-monetary benefits—Without direction. Claimant worked many more than agreed 29 hours—Award 
contained no provision lor part-time workers, stipulating only a weekly amount without giving number of hours that 
constitute a 'week —Magistrate found Claimant entitled to full week's wages foreach week worked, on basis of decision in 
McGhie v Fremantle Lumpers Union (39 WALR 111)—Failure to pay wages proved—Magistrate not satisfied to 
necessary degree as regards failure to pay pro rala annual leave—Farming "  

Question re entitlement to 4 weeks Annual leave under Contract of Service—Applicant acknowledged there had been no 
mention of any annual leave entitlement, but based claim on past experience/practice within Community at large— 
Commission considered terms re Annual Leave in community too varied to substantiate allegation of a standard 
condition to be implied into contracts—Need to specifically prove agreement re annual leave/have some factual basis 
upon which to imply such a term—Commission also noted varying practice in industry— Dismissed—Newspaper Editing 
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APPEAL 
'Appeal against decision of Full Bench re finding that termination not unfair—(63 W.A.I.G. 1907)—Industrial Appeal 

Court has only limited jurisdiction ... appeal from the Full Bench only on grounds that Full Bench decision erroneous in 
law or in excess of jurisdiction—Not for the Court to reverse decisions of fact when there appears to be evidence to support 
them—Nothing put re Full Bench decision being erroneous at law—Dismissed  

'Claim that Full Bench erred in law in upholding appeal against Commission's decision refusing to issue a new award (see 
63 W.A.I.G. 1918 and 64 W.A.I.G. 141)—Questions re approach of Full Bench in exercising its appellate jurisdiction 
under Section 49 LA. Act—Majority noted Section 49 (4) and adopted various "established principles" as correct 
approach—Brinsden .1. questioned approach taken in earlier cases re union's prima facie entitlement to an award and 
emphasised that such matters should depend on whether/not Union satisfies Commissioner re the substantial merits of its 
case—If Commission's decisions had been open on the evidence, fact that Full Bench would have decided differently 
considered no justification for reversing decision—Dissent by Olney J., who considered that the Court's enforcement of 
"established principles" would inhibit the Full Bench's statutory responsibility to exercise its own discretion in such 
appeals—Appeal upheld by Majority—Iron Ore (A.D.S.T.E)  

2Question re proposition that where an award has been interpreted contrary to the intentiqn of the parties/ Commissioner 
who originally made the Award, it is open to Commission to vary the award to give effect to its real intention and also to 
vary it retrospectively—proposition allegedly expressed in recent Federal case and referred to Full Bench during appeal 
against Commission's decision made contrary to long-standing practices in industry concerned—Full Bench noted 
"limited power" of Commission to vary award in relation to applications for interpretation under section 46 LA. 
Act—Full Bench unable to relate proposition to circumstances in question, to aid Appellants—See under Tallies for 
remainder of Commission's findings—Meat (North West)  

APPRENTICES AND JUNIORS 
Standard rates of pay for government apprentices—M.W.A. and some P.W.D. apprentices receiving industry allowance 

awarded in 1980 (61 W.A.I.G. 869)—However the same award fixed apprentices' wages as a proportion of the rate 
payable under the Engineering Trades (Government) Award, as was the practice since 1972—Commission noted 
advantages of such equality but was precluded from reducing apprentices' wages by virtue of the 1983 "Restraint on 
Remuneration" Awards varied accordingly after expiration of the "wage freeze"—Government Water, Sewerage and 
Drainage  

Question re whether termination of apprenticeship agreement constitutes "dismissal" as provided for in award/order— 
Parties'fulfilment of their obligations under an apprenticeship agreement not considered to amount to such "dismissal"— 
Complaint dismissed  

Underpayment of Wages—Applicant employed under a "Training Agreement" which specified both an "award title" and an 
"award wage", in accordance with requirements of the "Special Youth Employment Training Scheme"—Document not 
considered to be a contract between employer and employee, but evidence of such—Award wage stated in agreement 
lower than "actual" award rate—Applicant found to be employed under terms of award and settlement of underpaid 
wages ordered—Commission expressed concern over Training Agreement's "potential to be conflicting in its terms"— 
Beauticians  

AWARDS 
Question re existence of contract of service—Complainant undertook work trial—On evidence, no contract implied or 

found to exist—Complainant not employed within definition of "apprentice"—Hairdressing  
Question re application of award—Complainant undertook work trial—Award found not to apply as no contract of service 

entered into between parties—Applications dismissed  
Question re interpretation of award—Defendant not named respondent to award—Insufficient evidence for application of 

common rule—No interpretation required as award was not applicable to defendant—Dismissed—Nursing (Private) 
"Appeal against decision of Commission refusing to issue a new award (at 63 W.A.I.G. 1918), where Commission had found 

an existing agreement offered sufficient protection for employees concerned—Reference to "Federated Clerks' Union" 
case (62 W.A.I.G. 2418)—Evidence showed employer had taken unilateral action by altering conditions of employment 
against the terms of the agreement—Majority decision that applicant had demonstrated the need for an award —Appeal 
upheld and matter remitted for further hearing—Iron Ore Industry (ADSTE)  

Complaint before Industrial Magistrate—Defendant claimed there was "no case to answer" as there had been insufficient 
evidence submitted re application of the relevant award — Magistrate not satisfied that defendant operated within the 
industry set out in the 'scope' clause of the award—Complaint dismissed  

Demarcation dispute re union coverage of employees engaged in transporting people/goods at Pannawonica —A.W.U. 
found to have both constitutional and industrial coverage of such workers—Commission dismissed FEDFU's claim re 
their constitutional coverage of "Railway Messengers" and the need to have such a classification inserted in award to 
cover employees involved in transportation of rail crews, as such duties performed by other existing classifications - 
Order made accordingly—Iron Ore  

Question re award coverage in relation to alleged breach—Consideration of section 37 LA. Act—Comparison with 
"equivalent" section 85 of previous LA. Act re industry to which award "relates" or "applies"—Reference to earlier case 
(57 W.A.I.G. 1679) re identification of industry by examination of "scope" clause—Magistrate not persuaded as to 
distinctions between sections in question—Complaints decided accordingly—Independent Day and Boarding Schools 

Agreements between unions and employers ratified by joint hearing of State, Federal tribunals—Commissioners satisfied 
rates and conditions agreed upon were fair and reasonable and met criteria of respective wage "Principles"—Agreements 
issued as orders—Diamond Mining  

Question re award coverage of employee engaged in technical/supervisory duties—Union claim that employee carried out 
duties of "Technical Officer" and should be covered by relevant award—Commission in Court Session (56 W.A.I.G. 1016) 
specifically excluded Foremen and Supervisors in manufacturing establishments/processes—Claim not granted as 
employee's calling not contained in ADSTE Constitution rules as required by award — Frozen Foods  

Complaints before Industrial Magistrate—Insufficient evidence to establish that employee engaged in work covered by 
classification in award—Conflicting evidence—Magistrate unable to determine where truth lay—Defendant entitled to 
benefit of the doubt—Complaints dismissed—Retail  

Complaint before Industrial Magistrate re alleged breach of award—Question re application of Federal/State award after 
several transmissions of a business which had originally been named as respondent to a Federal award—Defendants 
referred to s61(d) Commonwealth C.A. Act re successor to a business being bound by same award as vendor—First 
question re whether/not each successor had been carrying on the same business ... parties accepted that they had—Second 
Question re whether/not s61(d) applies to second/subsequent successors—Complainant relied on an A1LR interpre- 
tation— Magistrate disagreed, referring to another High Court case [(1923) 32 CLR 413] and concluded that the natural 
interpretation of s61(d) "is that successors to successors are bound by the (Federal) award" and "that such provision is not 
ultra vires"—Commonwealth award considered binding on defendants- Complaints re breach of State award dismissed 
accordingly—Dry Cleaning    

"Appeal against Commission's declaration re maximum spread of daily hours and earliest possible starting time (at 64 
W.A.I.G. 227) Full Bench decided Commission had "no warrant to import matters not dealt with by reference to other 
parts of the award"—Words in an award to be given their "plain and ordinary meaning"— Upheld and Commission's 
earlier declaration varied accordingly—Clerks (Wholesale and Retail)  
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AWARDS—continued 
Alleged breaches of award re failure to pay overtime and pay in lieu of notice—Number of problems with evidence—Mere 

showing of corporate documents considered insufficient to demonstrate award respondency—Discrepancy in spelling 
company's name—Magistrate not satisfied that defendant was company referred to in documents—Employee (driver) did 
not specify his vehicle's capacity—Magistrate unable to determine rate of pay/underpayment—Evidence didn't demonstrate 
employee's eligibility for membership of applicant union—No evidence re amount moneys already paid to employee— 
Complaints dismissed due to unsatisfactory nature of evidence—Transport  

Non-payment of contractual benefit—Applicant claimed not to have been paid for hours worked, at agreed (above-award) 
rate—Applicant had intended to pursue claim for award entitlement through Industrial Magistrate whilst seeking recovery 
of remaining debts through Commission—Respondent did not appear, but Commission satisfied, on balance, that Appli- 
cant entitled to benefit sought—Commission also decided that applicant could recover entire amount as a single debt 
created by the contract—Claim amended by Commission and payment ordered—Hotel & Tavern  

Application by F.C.U. for new award to cover security services' control room operators—Intervention by F.M.W.U. 
claiming workers concerned more appropriately covered under its constitution as "security officers"—Commission 
referred to another case re meaning of "clerical work'(71 A.R. N.S.W. 419)—Commission considered circumstances of 
employees in question different to those involved in Carey's case (57 W.A.l.G. 585) and other comparisons made by 
F.M.W.U.. although it agreed that matters of such nature "primarily involve questions of fact"—Personnel in question 
considered to be substantially engaged in a Clerical capacity and therefore, within F.C.U.'s constitution—Award issued 
accordingly—Control Room Operators  

Claim for employers to allow posting of union notices and copy of award in a "readily accessible" place—Employers 
objected to former, arguing that implicitly they would be required to provide a noticeboard for union notices- 
Commission considered provision of such facilities best left as a matter between Union and employees concerned — Latter 
claim included as award requirement by consent—Control Room Operators  

Application for a 4.3 per cent increase in sundry allowances, resulting from the State Review of the National Wage Case, 
1983—Question re Section 40 LA. Act, preventing amendments to "in term" awards in absence of "Liberty to Apply"— 
Liberty to apply reserved re certain wage related allowances... Commission noted Principle 9(1) (ii) and considered it 
would be unfair not to adjust them in view of State Wage decision and changes made in "principle"awards—In respect of 
remaining allowances (where Liberty to apply not reserved) Commission considered development of new wage system 
following the Economic Summit a "prodigious change of circumstances" and that the "Principles" should permeate all 
awards, whether in term or not—Difficult to differentiate between remaining allowances as re whether they were 
wage-related, etc, although "Service Payments" considered clearly so—Commission decided that "all in all" all 
allowances should be adjusted by 4.3 per cent—Order accordingly—Iron Qre (Mt. Newman)  

Termination of employment due to repeated absences resulting from a work-related injury—Applicant claimed unfair 
dismissal and sought compensation—Commission found no evidence to indicate that contract of service had not 
remained "on foot" during Applicant's indisposition and therefore Respondent obliged to effect termination by giving due 
notice—Commission accepted Applicant's evidence that her employment was a "monthly contract", not covered by an 
award, despite Respondent's claims to the contrary—Dismissal not considered otherwise unfair in the circumstances— 
No prohibition against dismissing a person whilst they are in receipt of Workers' Compensation benefits—Commission 
similarly rejected Applicant's claims re unfairness of the dismissal because she had not been previously consulted about 
her indisposition—Employer can only be sensibly obliged to consult with an employee before terminating his/her 
contract, ii it would serve some useful purpose (Commission also accepted Respondent's evidence that certain 
consultation had occurred)—Granted compensation of one month's pay in lieu of notice—Clerks (Secretarial)  

'Claim that Full Bench erred in law in upholding appeal against Commission's decision refusing to issue a new award (see 
63 W.A.l.G. 1918 and 64 W.A.l.G. 141)—Questions re approach of Full Bench in exercising its appellate jurisdiction 
under Section 49 LA. Act—Majority noted Section 49 (4) and adopted various "established principles" as correct 
approach—Brinsden J. questioned approach taken in earlier cases re union's prima facie entitlement to an award and 
emphasised that such matters should depend on whether/not Union satisfies Commissioner re the substantial merits of its 
case—If Commission's decisions had been open on the evidence, fact that Full Bench would have decided differently 
considered no justification for reversing decision—Dissent by Olney J., who considered that the Court's enforcement of 
"established principles" would inhibit the Full Bench's statutory responsibility to exercise its own discretion in such 
appeals—Appeal upheld by Majority—Iron Ore (A.D.S.T.E.)  

Question re constitutional and Award coverage of new "driver's assistant" classification on Westrail 'block'trains—Westrail 
planning to reduce train crew numbers from three (driver, fireman and guard) to two (driver and driver's assistant)— 
Firemen and guards eligible to join LEDF&C and AR M, respectively—Commission noted duties of'firemen'as originally 
contained in Westrail's 'Rules', when LEDF&C Rules registered in 1901 and found that a fireman primarily 'assisted the 

Commission satisfied that driver's assistant so engaged, but unwilling to draw same conclusion re other than 'block' train 
crews—Award definition of 'fireman' amended to include driver's assistant—Railway  

"Appeal against Industrial Magistrate's dismissal of complaints on basis that Appellant had not established that 
Respondent to appeal engaged in an industry carried on by Respondents to award—Respondent not named as party to 
award—"Schedule of Respondents" grouped into sub-headings descriptive of industries concerned—Magistrate had 
drawn comparison with Glover's case (50 W.A.l.G. 704) and considered sub-headings irrelevant, etc.—Full Bench 
considered comparison inappropriate in that "Scope" clause in Glover's case worded differently—Sub-headings not to be 
ignored, particularly in view of wording of Schedule's title, original arrangement of award, etc.—Respondent found to be 
engaged in sub-heading/industry listed —Matter remitted to Magistrate for further hearing and determination 
—Transport   

"Question re proposition that where an award has been interpreted contrary to the intention of the parties/Commisioner 
who originally made the Award, it is open to Commission to vary the award to give effect to its real intention and also to 
vary it retrospectively—proposition allegedly expressed in recent Federal case and referred to Full Bench during appeal 
against Commission's decision made contrary to long-standing practices in industry concerned—Full Bench noted 
"limited power" of Commission to vary award in relation to applications for interpretation under section 46 LA. 
Act—Full Bench unable to relate proposition to circumstances in question, to aid Appellants—See under Tallies for 
remainder of Commission's findings—Meat (North West)  

BREACH OF AWARD 
Alleged breach of award—Magistrate noted duties of worker in question and decided such duties were covered by the 

award—Magistrate also referred to another case (61 WAIG 862) re 'employer-employee' relationships—Employer- 
employee relationship found to exist on the evidence—Complaints proved—Electrical Trades  

Question re whether employees left their employment early of their own accord or were instructed to leave (placing an 
obligation upon employer to pay them for the full day)—Magistrate unable to determine to the degree required, where the 
truth lay—Benefit of the doubt given to employer—Complaints dismissed—Discussion of Magistrate's power to award 
costs—No costs awarded—Hotel and Tavern  

Workers entered into a "bond" arangement with defendant for contract work—Workers claimed they were constrained by 
bond, re their ability to negotiate prices with defendent and sought to establish the existence of an employer-employee 
relationship—Magistrate considered price negotiation not so constrained—Evidence supported relationship of 
"independent contractor"—Complaints dismissed  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST--continued 

BREACH OF AWARD—continued 
Dispute re hours worked and whether or not any payment made—Defendant alleged to have paid complainant in 

cash —Conflicting evidence—Magistrate unable to ascertain where truth lay—Benefit of doubt given to Defendant. 
but, underpayment of wages had resulted—Order in favour of complainant—Transport  

Alleged breaches of award re failure to pay overtime and pay in lieu of notice—Number of problems with evidence- Mere 
showing of corporate documents considered insufficient to demonstrate award respondency—Discrepancy in spelling 
company's name—Magistrate not satisfied that defendant was company referred to in documents—Employee (driver) did 
not specify his vehicle's capacity—Magistrate unable to determine rate of pay/ underpayment—Evidence didn't demon- 
strate employee's eligibility for membership of applicant union—No-evidence re amount of moneys already paid to 
employee—Complaints dismissed due to unsatisfactory nature of evidence—Transport  

Alleged breaches of award re Time & Wages Record and payment of overtime and pro ram annual leave—Complaint re 
overtime dismissed, there being insufficient evidence—Evidence that employee was never asked to sign Time and Wages 
record ... Complaint re Time & Wages record proved—Available evidence satisfied Magistrate that/rro rata annual leave 
not paid ... Complaint proved—Order made accordingly—Musical Instrument Dealing  

Alleged breaches of award re hours of work, meal interval, overtime and annual leave—Due to discrepancies in evidence 
complaints re hours of work and meal interval not proven—Magistrate accepted evidence re overtime and annual leave, 
showing underpayments took place—Complaints proved—Order made accordingly—Dental Attendants  

Complaint before Industrial Magistrate re alleged breach of award—Question re application of Federal/State award after 
several transmissions of a business which had originally been named as respondent to a Federal award—Defendants 
referred to s61(d) Commonwealth C.A. Act re successor to a business being bound by same award as vendor- First 
question re whether/not each successor had been carrying on the same business ... parties accepted that they had — 
Second Question re whether/ not s61(d) applies to second/subsequent successors—Complainant relied on an All.R inter- 
pretation— Magistrate disagreed, referring to another High Court case [(1923) 32 CLR 413] and concluded that the natural 
interpretation of s61(d) "is that successors to successors are bound by the (Federal) award "and "that such provision is not 
ultra vires"—Commonwealth award considered binding on defendants—Complaints re breach of State award dismissed 
accordingly—Dry Cleaning  

Complaint re breach of award (dismissal without required notice and non-payment of sick leave)- Insufficient evidence 
to prove that award applied —Magistrate also unable to determine which evidence correct as regards remaining 
questions—Complaints dismissed - Brick Cleaning  

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages and pro rata annual leave—Matter proceeded on agreed lads and 
Magistrage satisfied that award applied—Claimant and partner employed to work 29 hours per week, for payment of 
SI00 plus various non-monetary benefits—Without direction, Claimant worked many more than agreed 29 hours- 
Award contained no provision for part-time workers, stipulating only a weekly amount without giving number of hours 
that constitute a "week"—Magistrate found Claimant entitled to full week's wages for each week worked, on basis of 
decision in McGhie v Frcmantlc Lumpers Union (39 W.A.L.R. Ill)—Failure to pay wages proved —Magistrate not 
satisfied to necessary degree as regards failure to pay pro raw annual leave—Farming  

Alleged breaches of award re rates of pay, mobility allowance, annual leave and "waiting time"—-Conflicting evidence re 
relationship between parties— Magistrate examined evidence re how relationship conducted and concluded it was one of 
Master and Servant—On evidence, award found to apply—Evidence re hours worked on weekends "not dear"—Other 

.complaints proved—Building  

CAPACITY TO PAY 
2 Appeal against decision of Commission (at 63 W.A.I.G. 2265), where Commission had awarded pro rala long service leave 

as compensation for retrenchment due to economic factors—Full Bench acknowledged Commission's discretion to award 
such compensation when justified by the circumstances of the termination, but considered that in the absence of an 
established prescription for such payments, the employer's circumstances should also be examined — Direct comparison 
with circumstances of another decision (63 W.A.I.G. 2260) considered inappropriate-- Majority decided circumstances 
not dissimilar to other cases where compensation calculated on 50 per cent of employee's service—Appeal upheld 
and previous order varied accordingly—Metal Trades      

'Application for payment of wage increases previously agreed upon but deferred due to the "wage freeze"—Current 
economic circumstanccs/remedial action taken, could not have been lorcseen by parties at time ol agreement - 
Commission noted the National Wage Decision "Principles", particularly the need for consistency—Granting of claim 
likely to exacerbate economic difficulties and place employees concerned in more favourable position than others in the 
workforce— Reference to Australian Commission's rejection of "catch-up" movements in the National Wage Decision- 
Employees concerned compared favourably to counterparts elsewhere—"Catch-up" claim rejected, but increase due after 
expiration of wage freeze granted, in lieu of the 4.3 per cent "National Wage Increase"—Electrical Trades  

Payment of benefits in addition to award entitlements, after employees retrenched for economic reasons—Employer agreed 
to claim for 1 y'/j per cent loading on all pro ram annual leave and full pay-out of unused sick leave accruals—Remaining 
claim re pro ram long service leave—Employer had already made payments exceeding the formula prescribed in the 
Ingle's case (59 W.A.I.G. 400) and claimed that additional payments would necessitate further retrenchments— 
Commission considered remaining claim would place intolerable burden on employer and be inconsistent with section 26 
of LA. Act—Dismissed—Building Products  

"Indexation" of ovcraward payments and various other allowances—Commission distinguished between "Overaward 
Payments" and other special payments relating to a particular work condition—Claim re overaward payment not 
considered, as parties had agreed to increase—Claims re Service Pay, Multi-skilled Experience Allowance and Under- 
ground Allowances refused, for not having been indexed in the past and because ol the state of the industry—Commission 
noted that variations to the "Special Rates" and "Coded Welding Allowances" of the Metal Trades (General) Award 10/ 68 
appeared to have been applied to the awards in question, without formal variations being effected—Considered logical to 
continue updating such provisions accordingly—Claims allowed subject to outcome ol similar application re Metal 
Trades (General) Award 10/68—Order subsequently issued varying "Ovcraward Payments", "Special Rates" and "Coded 
Welding" Provisions- Nickel Mining and Processing      •• 

-'Flow-on of increase in 'camping'and living away from home allowances, based on nexus with Federal award —Award in 
question had long established nexus with another State award, which in turn had nexus with Federal Award— Federal 
Award allowances recently increased under Principle 9(a)(i)—Union sought same increase based on traditional nexus 
under Principle 6(a)(iv)— Respondent argued that comparison-with parent awards no longer appropriate. State of rural 
economy such that increase should not be allowed and that claim did not fall within Principle 6— Majority accepted that 
claim could be pursued under Principle 6, but decided that circumstances under which increase made in Federal Award 
were not reasonably comparable—Considered appropriate to adjust allowances in'line with C.P.I, in view of long period 
since last adjustments made / need for an "equitable base", with option for union to re-apply in respect of certain employees 
re whom nexus originally established—Order made accordingly- Grain Handling  
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C U M U LATI V E D1G EST—continued 
CAPACITY TO PAY- continued 

Redundancy claims re re-employment, long service leave, compensation and unused sick leave, lollowing retrenchments due 
to business downturn — Union sought 'Package' for those already retrenched; who may be retrenched -Commission not 
prepared to legislate re future retrenchments grant sick leave claim on material presented—Commission noted that no 
general standard of redundancy payment has been enunciated, although other decisions have "played a role"—Need to 
compare cases in context of Principle Objects of I.A. Act, and consider changed attitudes which may have evolved— 
Reference to 'Bevron Fibreglass'case and NSW Employment Protection Act re having regard to the employer's financial 
and other resources and the probable elfect of orders —Difficult to determine financial situation of company in question, 
given no argument re incapacity—Reference to compensation awarded in 'Australian Iron and Steel'and 'Vickers Hadwa' 
cases—Retrenched employees compensated "against backdrop" of decisions mentioned and possibility of re-employ- 
ment— Foundry  

CLASSIFICATION 
Work of employees in "slaughtering sections" under the Meat Industry (State) Award R9 of 1979—Questions re allocation 

of tasks between "slaughtermen"and "labourers"—Working party survey revealed wide diversity in methods of allocating 
tasks—Commission took "general approach" re adopting parties' views (as reflected in existing award), noting practices 
in other states and elsewhere in W. A. and how particular tasks fitted the aims and objects of the tally system—Allocations 
decided accordingly—Meat (State)  

Demarcation dispute re union coverage of employees engaged in transporting people/goods at Pannawonica—A.W.U. 
found to have both constitutional and industrial coverage of such workers—Commission dismissed F.E.D.F.U.'s claim re 
their constitutional coverage of "Railway Messengers" and the need to have such a classification inserted in award to 
cover employees involved in transportation of rail crews, as such duties performed by other existing classifications— 
Order made accordingly—Iron Ore  

'Reclassification' and 'Fligher duties allowances' for storemen—Employer's offer to reclassify, without retrospectivity, 
endorsed by Commission—Question re H.D.A. decided by reference to award definitions; considered to be question of 
fact which should be capable of agreement between parties—Dismissed—Iron Ore  

Question re constitutional and Award coverage of new "driver's assistant" classification on Westrail 'block'trains—Westrail 
planning to reduce train crew numbers from three (driver, fireman and guard) to two (driver and driver's assistant)— 
Firemen and guards eligible tojoin LEDF&C and ARU, respectively—Commission noted duties of 'firemen'as originally 
contained in Westrail's 'Rules', when LEDF&C Rules registered in 1901 and found that a fireman primarily 'assistant 
the driver'—Need only consider whether driver's assistant substantially engaged in providing assistance to driver— 
Commission satisfied that driver's assistant so engaged, but unwilling to draw same conclusion re other than 'block' 
train crews—Award definition of'fireman'amended to include driver's assistant—Railway  

Question re award coverage of employee engaged in technical/supervisory duties—Union claim that employee carried out 
duties of "Technical Officer" and should be covered by relevant award—Commission in Court Session (56 W.A.I.G. 1016) 
specifically excluded Foremen and Supervisors in manufacturing establishments/processes—Claim not granted as 
employee's calling not contained in ADSTE Constitution rules as required by award—Frozen Foods  

CLOTHING 
Application seeking increased Site, Clothing and Living Away from Home Allowances, plus liberty to apply for variation re 

termination payments—Commission re-emphasised that construction of massive Dampier-South West pipeline had no 
significant similarity to construction of smaller lateral connecting pipelines—Determinations to be made with regard to 
the nature/conditions of the work and the "wage principles"—Site and Clothing allowance claims granted in part— 
Living away from home allowance considered inappropriate, given board and lodging allowances etc.—Liberty to apply 
re termination payment granted, but not to be considered indicative of Commission's seeing merit in such application— 
Pipeline construction  596 

COMMON RULE 
Implimentation of 38 hour week following same in Federal award—Consented to by employers—Reference to Principle 

5 requiring agreements for reducing standard hours to have minimal cost implications, etc—Commission prepared to 
ratify agreement, despite lack of detailed information re costs, in view of cost-competitive nature of industry and need for 
consistency between Federal/State tribunals in such cases—Additional expectation that discussions re cost offsetting 
take place immediately—Commission also noted Metal Trades 'Hours' decision (62 W.A.I.G. 827) which permitted 
employers to apply for exemption from 'common rule'award—Similar option granted to employers concerned, but none 
sought exemption—Claim granted—Clothing Trades  700 

COMPARATIVE WAGE JUSTICE 
-'Application for payment of wage increases previously agreed upon but deferred due to the "wage freeze"—Current 

economic circumstances/remedial action taken, could not have been foreseen by parties at time ol agreement— 
Commission noted the National Wage Decision "Principles", particularly the need for consistency—Granting of claim 
likely to exacerbate economic difficulties and place employees concerned in more favourable position than others in the 
workforce—Reference to Australian Commission's rejection of "catch-up" movements in the National Wage Decision— 
Employees concerned compared favourably to counterparts elsewhere—"Catch-up" claim rejected, but increase due after 
expiration of wage freeze granted, in lieu of the 4.3 per cent "National Wage Increase'"—Electrical Trades   65 

'Wage increase—Application previously adjourned sine die after basis for claim found "unsatisfactory"—Commission 
noted recent wage increases in related Federal and Victorian awards—Equity required similar increase in W.A.—Interim 
order issued pending further rate increase in the Federal award—Claim granted—Photographic    216 

'Variation of several awards to reflect wages and conditions approved by the Hon. Minister for Industrial Relations, 
pursuant to the Salaries and Wage Freeze Act, 1982—Administrative amendment of awards to reflect current situation 
only ... amendments not to be regarded as having been made with Commission's approval as a determination of what is 
fair and right in the circumstances—Commission noted possible effect on private sector... flow of Government rates may 
have to be determined in accordance with wage "Principles", but amendments made in current proceedings would be 
immaterial—Government Workers ■■■ 465 

'Increased rates of pay for Private hospital domestics based on a nexus with Government hospital employees—Claim 
previously refused (63 W.A.I.G. 1451), largely due to need to maintain wage relativity with nursing assistants—Nursing 
assistants have since had wage increase—Commission emphasised that precise "relativity" between nursing assistants and 
domestics will vary over time—Granted—Hospital Domestics    578 

'Allowance sought for "extra responsibility" associated with connecting a power station to S.E.C. power grid—Claim that 
matter constituted an "exceptional problem within the context of the 1983 'Wage Pause'"—New circumstances not 
considered exceptional and such changes not cause for Commission to authorise wage increase during period of re- 
straint—Employees would be exercising no more responsibility than before than that exercised by similar employees in 
another power station—Merits of case not fully explored—Matter adjourned whilst Commissioner investigates and 
reports—Possibility of new considerations pending outcome of 1983 National Wage Case—Electricity Production  602 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

COMPARATIVE WAGE JUSTICE—continued 
Claim re flow-on of pay increase granted for private sector transport workers, to transport workers employed by 

government instrumentality (MWA)—Reference to earlier decision (62 W.A.l.G. 2801) where other Government 
transport workers only granted part of increase obtained by private transport workers, despite union claim that remainder, 
equivalent to state wage increase, had already been discounted—Commission decided that granting of claim premature 
at this stage, having regard to the long standing nexus with Transport Workers (Government) Award and the proceedings 
currently underway in respect of such—Matter stood over pending outcome of those proceedings—Transporl Workers 
(M.W.A.)  

Site allowance claim—Union relied on rates fixed by both Australian Commission and W.A. Industrial Commission 
for other Perth sites—Commission noted Australian Commission had not set allowance for site in question, but 
majority of federal-award employees on site being paid an allowance—Reference to Alexander State Library case 63 
W.A.l.G. 1505—Granted in part—Metal & Electrical Trades  

-'Flow-on of increase in "camping" and living away from home allowances, based on nexus with Federal award—Award 
in question had long established nexus with another State award, which in turn had nexus with Federal Award—Federal 
Award allowances recently increased under Principle 9(a)(i)—Union sought same increase based on traditional nexus 
under Principle 6(a)(iv)—Respondent argued that comparison with parent awards no longer appropriate. State of rural 
economy such that increase should not be allowed and that claim did not fall within Principle 6—Majority accepted that 
claim could be pursued under Principle 6, but decided that circumstances under which increase made in Federal Award 
were not reasonably comparable—Considered appropriate to adjust allowances in line with C. P.l. in view of long period 
since last adjustments made/need for an "equitable base", with option for union to re-apply in respect of certain 
employees re whom nexus orginally established—Order made accordingly—Grain Handling  

'Application for payment of wage increase previously agreed upon, but deferred during 1983 "wage pause"—Question 
whether rates orginally agreed upon now form an "equitable base"—Need to look at "nature" of increase—C.l.C.S. 
rejected union assertion that rates had been fixed by simply averaging "basket" of other award rates... evidence showed 
mid-term increase had been designed to overcome difficulty of having to wait to "catch-up"—"Basket" examined in 
context of C.l.C.S decisions in January and October 1983, with "Brewery case" approach to determine a fair wage— 
C.l.C.S. noted the wide variation in "basket" rates/difficulty of averaging and fixed new rate according to what was 
considered fair in context of existing wage fixation principles and matters raised by unions—Sugar Refining  

'State Review of National Wage Decision, April 1983—Confederation of W.A. Industry opposed Australian 
Commission's decision to increase wages by 4.1 per cent, based on C.P.I.—C.l.C.S. noted that Confederation's 
arguments would require "deeper consideration" if not for the "totality of the political, social and industrial context", in 
which the decision was made—C.l.C.S. reiterated 1983 wage decision re need to sustain indexation and maintain 
consistency between Federal and State tribunals ... Confederation's arguments not considered sufficient to warrant a 
departure from that position—Confederation's request to abandon "statement of policy" re refusing employer 
applications to worsen conditions also refused; Constraint imposed considered consistent with constraint imposed by 
"Principles" on unions—General Order made giving effect to National Wage Decision in State awards  

Wage increase sought to establish an "equitable base"—Claim based on alleged "nexus" with S.A. awards for comparable 
employees—Nexus denied by Employers—Commission considered nexus claim not established, but decided to continue 
practice of looking to rates of other States and adopting that applicable in S.A., maintaining the basis upon which the 
award was founded in 1982—Allowance of claim not a vehicle for general improvements in pay, etc. and circumstances of 
a special and isolated nature—Granted—Retail  

COMPENSATION 
'Appeal against decision of Commission (at 63 W.A.l.G. 2265) where Commission had awarded pro rata long service leave 

as compensation for retrenchment due to economic factors—Full Bench acknowledged Commission's discretion to award 
such compensation when justified by the circumstances of the termination, but considered that, in the absence of an 
established prescription for such payments, the employer's circumstances should also be examined—Direct comparison 
with circumstances of another decision (63 W.A.l.G. 2260) considered inappropriate—Majority decided circumstances 
not dissimilar to other cases where compensation calculated on 50 per cent of employee's service—Appeal upheld and 
previous order varied accordingly—Metal Trades  

Offence under Section 100 LA. Act—Industrial Magistrate found employer guilty of terminating employees because they 
were entitled to the benefits of an award—Matter transmitted to Commission for its consideration re compensation— 
Reference to earlier decision (61 W.A.l.G. 790) re "principles" in determining such compensation—Commission noted 
difficulty in assessing loss suffered by employees, due to the lapse of time between their actual dismissal and the hearing— 
Evidence considered inconclusive re "principles" referred to—Awarded applicants three months wages at the appropriate 
award rate—Applicants subsequently made reference to a decision of the High Court re need to consider taxation 
liabilities in assessing damages—Commission considered circumstances differed from case referred to—Order remain 
unchanged—Building  

Section 29 application re unfair dismissal and non-allowance of contractual entitlement (salary increase)—Commission 
found nothing to substantiate contractual entitlement claimed—However, reasons for termination advanced by the 
respondent not considered "substantial justification"—Termination deemed unfair and compensation ordered— 
Electronics  

Employee terminated for refusing to work overtime in accordance with his contract of service—Applicant had been refused 
payment for unauthorised overtime on several previous occasions—Applicant claimed direction to work further overtime 
unreasonable and that termination therefore unfair—Commission decided applicant's refusal to carry out a lawful 
instruction justified termination, as grievance re overtime could have been resolved by other means—Claim for payment 
of unauthorised overtime also refused as being merely the result of supervisor's failing to satisfactorily monitor applicant's 
activities—Aerated Waters  

Section 29 (2) application by employee dismissed for unsatisfactory work performance—Commission found evidence re 
employee's shortcomings "scanty" and largely a question of credibility—Shortcomings not considered as significant as 
claimed by employer—Need to give fair and reasonable explanation for dismissal—Compensation for unfair dismissal 
ordered—Hotel  

Applicant transferred/demoted after subordinates refused to work under his supervision, then subsequently dismissed— 
Applicant claimed to have been dismissed because of union pressure / economic expediency and sought reinstatement and 
compensation—Commission found that given level of discontent, it was in everyone's best interests that applicant had 
ceased to occupy supervisory role and his subsequent dismissal had been due to a genuine downturn in work— 
Applicant had also agreed to transfer on basis that employer pay certain additional benefits and Commission considered 
he ought to be stopped from asserting "unfairness", accordingly—Commission noted need to look at all the circumstances 
of a dismissal, not simply employee's view—Dismissed—Insulation  

Employee terminated for economic reasons after S'A years service—Claimed payment of accrued leave benefits lost, 
redundancy compensation, relocation expenses, etc.—Commission decided both parties were "casualities" of current 
economic recession and position of both needed to be considered in determining compensation—Claims re sick leave 
and annual leave loading benefits refused, given earlier decision at 63 W.A.l.G. 2274—Granted 50% accrued long 
service leave on basis of decisions at 59 W.A.l.G. 401 and 64 W.A.l.G.—Clerks (Furniture)  
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COMPENSATION —continued 
Roster change resulting in employee losing weekend job—Union claims for provision of work in accordance with original 

contract or termination with compensation for loss of employement—Commission considered employer's actions 
amounted to termination, with offer of fresh engagement on an alternative basis—Commission will only interfere where 
termination exhibits elements of unfairness or advantage at the expense of employment, (calling for reinstatement or 
compensation, respectively)—Latter case found to exist and termination in accordance with award considered 
reasonable compensation—Commission unable to direct an employer to change his business operations to accommodate 
employee's desire for weekend work—Dismissed—Hostel Demestics  

Employee terminated after six years service due to reduction in contracts—Union sought pro rata long service leave as 
compensation—Commission considered case warranted compensation in view of employee's length of service, fact that 
he was not given opportunity to do other work and the fact that the employer is still in business—However Commission 
also had regard for financial state of employer, industry, etc—Granted 50% pro rata long service leave entitlement— 
Electrical Trades  

Section 29 (2) application claiming unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Employee told her voice was unsuitable for work 
as a switchboard operator, despite two years employment with no prior indication of problem—Commission 
acknowledged employer's fundamental right to determine a contract, but noted that the right must be exercised fairly in 
"all of the circumstances"—Commission accepted employer's reason for dismissal but considered that in such circumstances 
applicant should have been given chance to remedy her deficiencies—Dismissal deemed unfair and 4 weeks 
remuneration awarded as compensation—Telephonists  

Application re unfair termination, seeking re-instatement with appropriate compensatin—Applicant employed as Chief 
Dolphin Trainer until "eased out" of his position by manager's son—Marine mammal training very contentious but 
Commission found no evidence that applicant had failed to abide by his contract—Applicant subsequently agreed to 
become seal and sea lion trainer and Commission again found no evidence of failure to carry out required duties, 
particularly in view of his limited experience—Commission satisfied that termination unfair and noted that employer 
had made no attempt to heal rift generated by displacement of applicant—No possibility of effective re-engagement 
in circumstances—Commission noted that applicant had exhausted all avenues in Australia and granted compensation 
to enable him to return to Europe—Marine mammal training  

Redundancy claims re re-employment, long service leave, compensation and unused sick leave, following retrenchments 
due to business downturn—Union sought "Package" for those alredy retrenched/who may be retrenched—Commission 
not prepared to legislate re future retrenchements/grant sick leave claim on material presented—Commission noted 
that no general standard of redundancy payment has been enunciated, although other decisions have "played a role"— 
Need to compare cases in context of Principle Objects of LA. Act, and consider changed attitudes which may have 
evolved—Reference to "Bevron Fibreglass" case and N.S.W. Employment Protection Act re having regard to the 
employer's financial and other resources and the probable effect of orders—Difficult to determine financial situation of 
company in question, given no argument re incapacity—Reference to compensation awarded in "Australian Iron and 
Steel "and "Vickers Hadwa" cases—Retrenched employees compensated "against backdrop" of decisions mentioned and 
possiblity of re-employment—Foundry  

Section 29 (2) (a) Application claiming unfair dismissal, seeking compenstion—Applicant had had heated argument with 
supervisor re late pay slip—Respondent alleged Applicant had threatened him with physical violence—Conflict of 
evidence—Evidence of Respondent accepted—Commission considered that Respondent had little/ no alternative in such 
circumstances—Dismissed—Maintenance Fitting  

Termination of employment due to repeated absences resulting from a work-related injury—Applicant claimed unfair 
dismissal and sought compensation—Commission found no evidence to indicate that contract of service had not 
remained "on foot" during Applicant's indisposition and therefore Respondent obliged to effect termination by giving 
due notice—Commission accepted Applicant's evidence that her employment was a "monthly contract", not covered by 
an award, despite Respondent's claims to the contrary—Dismissal not considered otherwise unfair in the circumstances— 
No prohibition agdinst dismissing a person whilst they are in receipt of Workers' Compensation benefits—Commission 
similarly rejected Applicant's claims re unfairness of the dismissal because she had not been previously consulted about 
her indisposition—Employer can only be sensibly obliged to consult with an employee before terminating his/her 
contract, if it would serve some useful purpose (Commission also accepted Respondent's evidence that certain 
consultation had occurred)—Granted compensation of one month's pay in lieu of notice—Clerks (Secretarial)  

Summary dismissal after Applicant refused to obey employer's instruction, allegedly because Applicant had threatened to 
tell customers of contaminated materials being used—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Conflicting 
evidence re reason for dismissal—Commission preferred Respondent's evidence, given that Applicant had been warned 
previously about disobeying instructions, etc.—Dismissed—Softdrink Manufacture  

Termination due to inefficiency—Applicant claimed dismissal unfair and sought reinstatement—Commission noted that 
applicant's work had been acceptable for the majority of her employment and decided that personal difficulties had 
caused her to make mistakes—Manager considered to have contributed to Applicant's being given "less than a fair deal" 
by failing to properly monitor situation and taking action to caution, etc.—Re-employment considered inappropriate 
given "close contact" circumstances and injured feelings, etc.—Granted four weeks wages as compensation—Retail.... 

Summary dismissal for failing to obey employer's written instructions/responding tardily to subsequent related 
instructions—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation for loss of employment and pay in lieu of notice— 
Commission found no evidence to confirm Applicant had received written instructions—Commission considered 
Applicant had contributed to result by responding tardily, but that employer had acted hastily in "all of the 
circumstances"—Summary dismissal not justified, compensation of pay in lieu of notice ordered—Clerical (Accounting) 

Employee terminated for neglecting duty—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Commission considered 
Applicant's failure to subsequently carry out duties/give truthful explanation when first questioned, irresponsible— 
Termination therefore not unfair—Dismissed—Maintenance  

2Appeal against Commission's decision (at 64 W.A.l.G. 343) re question of whether Commission had erred in law in 
failing to account for income tax liabilities in determining compensation for loss of employment/earnings, in accordance 
with High Court's decision in Cullen's case (29 A.L.R. 1)—President considered Commission's reference to 13 weeks in 
assessing compensation only a factor related to a wage rate to produce a sum adequate in all the circumstances—Cort S.C. 
considered matter fell within principles of Cullen's case and Commission obliged to follow—Fielding C., noted 
importance of considering matter in context of LA. Act as re following High Court decisions and comparing case in 
question with Cullen's case, where different considerations involved—Appeal dismissed by Majority— 
Building Trades  

CONFINED SPACE 
Special payments sought for work in confined, dirty and fumy places—Reference to earlier decision (63 W. A. l.G. 563) re 

site allowance—Site and Construction allowances designed to compensate employees for all disabilities associated with 
construction work—Work did not have "special character of extremeness" required to justify its classification as an 
exception to the usual—Dismissed  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST -com in tied 

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 
-'State Review of National Wage Decision, April 1983—Confederation of W.A. Industry opposed Australian 

Commission's decision to increase wages by 4.1 per cent, based on C.P.I.—C.I.C.S. noted that Confederation's 
arguments would require "deeper consideration" if not for the "totality of the political, social and industrial context", in 
which the decision was made—C.I.C.S. reiterated 1983 wage decision re need to sustain indexation and maintain 
consistency between Federal and State tribunals ... Confederation's arguments not considered sufficient to warrant a 
departure from that position—Confederation's request to abandon "statement of policy" re refusing employer 
applications to worsen conditions also refused; Constraint imposed considered consistent with constraint imposed by 
"Principles" upon unions—General Order made giving effect to National Wage Decision in State awards  847 

CONTRACT OF SERVICE 
Question re existence of contract of service—Complainant undertook work trial—On evidence, no contract implied or 

found to exist—Complainant not employed within definition of "apprentice"—Hairdressing  
Section 29 (2) application—Applicant claiming benefit under contract of service (commission and payment in lieu of 

notice)—Commission considered question of appropriate period of notice for termination and commission payments— 
Order in favour of applicant  

Entitlement under contract of service—Applicant moved to respondent's full-time employment on the understanding that 
total weekly earnings would be at least the amount received in two previous concurrent jobs—Conflicting evidence— 
Commission considered applicant's evidence more credible—Order in favour of applicant—Kitchen Renovation Selling 

Section 29 (2) application claiming benefits under contract of service—Respondent disputed existence ol contract- 
Commission examined terms of agreement signed by both parties and found terms to imply application of provisions of 
Cleaners and Caretakers Award No. 12 of 1969, even though applicant's duties were not ordinarily covered by a 
classification of the Award—Order in favour of applicant—Counter Assistant  

Claim re unfair termination—Denied by respondent on basis that claimants were not employees, but rather that contract 
was for services—On evidence. Commission found facts to relate to contract of service, giving particular consideration to 
level of supervision and entreprcneural activities of claimants—Application settled by agreement of parties—Order in 
favour of applicant—Caravan Park  

Payment of untaken lunch/ tea breaks, overtime and mileage allowance—Reference to contract of service—Employer under 
no obligation to reimburse employee for choosing not to take breaks—Employer also not liable to pay overtime/ mileage 
allowance where employee not given specific instructions re performing overtime/using own vehicle for employer's 
purposes—Dismissed—Travel Consulting  

Employee terminated without notice after being engaged on a trial basis—Employee sought reimbursement of airfares for 
himself/ family to shift to new place of employment and pay in lieu of notice—Commission found no evidence of agree- 
ment to reimburse fares, but termination without notice considered a breach of contract —Granted one week's pay in lieu 
of notice— Printing  

Section 29 application re unfair dismissal and non-allowance of contractual entitlement (salary increase)— 
Commission found nothing to substantiate contractual entitlement claimed—However, reasons for termination 
advanced by the respondent not considered "substantial justification"—Termination deemed unfair and compensation 
ordered- Electronics  

Employees locked out for imposing a ban over longstanding lighting/safety issue —Employer's claim that employees not 
prepared to work under their contract of service, therefore not entitled to payment—Actions of employers did not allow 
for "industrial relations history of the industry"—Commission found employers took insufficient action—Order made to 
pay employees—Iron Ore  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench that relationship between complainants not one of employer/employee (63 W.A. EG. 
1911) — Majority made reference to various authorities re the need to consider a number of indicia in such cases, making 
the question one of fact—Decided that it had not been shown that Full Bench had been erroneous in law—Dissent by 
Olney.)., re Full Bench's having misunderstood evidence, having distinguished between case in question and Hauswirth's 
case (61 W.A. EG. 862) and having failed to take notice of relevant indicia of a contract of service—Appeal dismissed by 
majority- Building trades  

Roster change resulting in employee losing weekend job—Union claims for provisions of work in accordance with 
original contract or termination with compensation for loss of employment—Commission considered employer's actions 
amounted to termination, with offer of fresh engagement on an alternative basis—Commission will only interfere where 
termination exhibits elements of unfairness or advantage at the expense of employment, (calling for reinstatement or 
compensation, respectively)— Latter case found to exist and termination in accordance with award considered reasonable 
compensation—Commission unable to direct an employer to change his business operations to accommodate employee's 
desire for weekend work—Dismissed Hostel Domestics  

Claim re non payment of benefit pursuant to contract of service—Applicant supposed to receive 15% of earnings of vehicle 
for trip undertaken—Applicant sought percentage of gross earnings whereas respondents maintained percentage should 
be calculated after deduction for fuel costs—Commission preferred evidence of applicant—Examination of Federal 
Transport (Interstate Drivers) Consolidated Award 1980 showed that 15 percent, after deduction of fuel costs, would be 
considerably less than award wages—Granted—Transport  

Section 29 (2) (b) application seeking benefit payable under contract of service—Applicant had been expected to finish job 
in a certain number of days, but had "abandoned" work prior to finishing, allegedly due to poor conditions—Respondent 
argued that applicant had not been an employee, had been engaged for an "entire period "(and had threfore breached this 
contract) and had caused additional expense to be incurred in respect of completing the job—Conflicting evidence, but 
Commission decided on balance that Applicant had been an employee and had wrongfully abandoned work and 
breached his contract, but rejected claim that contract was an "entire" one, noting that payment was calculated by the 
day—Applicant entitled to payment for completed days worked, but acting in accordance with "equity, good conscience 
... (etc)". Commission held that applicant be accountable foradditional expenses incurred by Respondent—Order made 
accordingly—Shearing  

Non-payment of contractual benefit—Applicant claimed not to have been paid for hours worked, at agreed (above- 
award) rate— Applicant had intended to pursue claim foraward entitlement through Industrial Magistrate whilst seeking 
recovery of remaining debt through Commission—Respondent did not appear, but Commission satisfied, on balance, 
that Applicant entitled to benefit sought—Commission also decided that applicant could recover entire amount as a 
single debt created by the contract—Claim amended by Commission and payment ordered—Hotel and Tavern  

Non payment of benefit under contract of service—Question re whether or not applicant "sold" machines to client, and 
was therefore entitled to commission—Applicant had arranged appointment at which client had signed contract, but 
without his company's seal and subject to re-negotiation—Commission made reference to High Court decision (91 
C.L.R. 353)—Sale had not been effected until final contract signed and sealed—Applicant did not effect such, therefore 
not entitled to commission—Dismissed  

Section 29 application claiming payment of commission for sale of real estate—Respondent contends Applicant was not 
employed by himself, but rather by the Sales Director (an associate of the business) as an assistant—Commission found 
Applicant to be an independent salesman on a commission system of reward and not an employee—Claim beyond 
authority of Commission—Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Real Estate  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

CONTRACT OF SERVICE - continued 
Section 29 (2) (a) application made after employee transferred for fighting with local Health Surveyor—Incident had 

occurred in relation to latter performing his duties—Commission referred to"Wongan Hills case'Ve the need to consider 
"all the circumstances" (59 W.A.I.G. 11)—Commission noted applicant's job description had portrayed his role as one of 
"go-between for (other) employees .... the employer, (and) the Shire ... in matters of dispute ... and that it was a 
sensitive role "requiring a high level of confidence on the part of the town"—Commission decided applicant had failed to 
meet those obligations and it was not prepared to override employer's assessment re lessening town confidence. 
etc—Dismissed—Town Services Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd  

Long Service Leave conditions for State Government Wages Employees—Claim for payment in lieu of pro rata long 
service leave at expiration of training course, when applicant learned of her pregnancy—Training course had been a fixed 
term contract—Examination of relevant long service leave conditions revealed no provision for such payment when 
employment ends as a result of the expiration of a fixed term contract—However. Board noted practice re other State 
Government wages employees, being paid pro rata long service leave if unable to obtain employment after completing 
their training—Pregnancy had prevented applicant from seeking further employment after completing training— 
Recommendation that ex gratia payment to be made in lieu of pro rata long service leave—Nurses  

Dismissal subsequent to Applicant's absence without leave due to family emergency—Claim under contract of service-for 
one week's pay in lieu of notice, three days' pay owing and payment of telephone bill—Applicant had conveyed intention 
to take leave and return, to Employer's agent—Pay in lieu refused as Applicant had failed to advise employer of 
recommencement date—Other claims granted "according to fairness"—Selling  

Termination of employment due to repeated absences resulting from a work-related injury—Applicant claimed unfair 
dismissal and sought compensation—Commission found no evidence to indicate that contract of service had not 
remained "on foot" during Applicant's indisposition and therefore Respondent obliged to effect termination by giving 
due notice—Commission accepted Applicant's evidence that her employment was a "monthly contract", not covered by 
an award, despite Respondent's claims to the contrary—Dismissal not considered otherwise unfair in the circumstances— 
No prohibition against dismissing a person whilst they are in receipt of Workers' Compensation benefits—Commission 
similarly rejected Applicant's claims re unfairness of the dismissal because she had not been previously consulted about 
her indisposition—Employer can only be sensibly obliged to consult with an employee before terminating his/her 
contract, if it would serve some useful purpose (Commission also accepted Respondent's evidence that certain 
consultation had occurred)—Granted compensation of one month's pay in lieu of notice—Clerks (Secretarial) 

Application claiming one week's wages under contract of service—Wages not paid following assertion that wages had 
been "removed" from Manager's desk — Respondent failed to appear except at the speaking of the minutes—Commission 
accepted evidence of Applicant without reservation—Order in favour of Applicant—Disc Jockey  

Question re entitlement to four weeks Annual Leave under Contract of Service—Applicant acknowledged there had been 
no mention of any annual leave entitlement, but based claim on past experience/practice within community at large— 
Commission considered terms re Annual Leave in community too varied to substantiate allegation of a standard 
condition to be implied into contracts—Need to specifically prove agreement re annual leave/have some factual basis 
upon which to imply such a term—Commission also noted varying practice in industry—Dismissed — 
Newspaper Editing  

Section 29 application seeking compensation for "breach of employment contract"—Applicant claimed she had not been 
allowed to take up position promised to her at an interview, subsequent to which she had terminated her existing 
job—Respondent claimed he had not promised her a job, but only indicated that he thought she was suitable— 
Conflicting evidence—Refusal to employ does not constitute "dismissal" etc., as required under section 29 (2) (a) LA. 
Act—Section 29 (2) (b) not applicable either as Applicant had not earnt any remuneration/would have had to rely on 
award to determine amount of remuneration payable/No contract in existence with previous employer to support a.claim 
for wages lost had she remained in his employ—Possibility of valid claim for breach of contract in civil courts— 
Dismissed—Retail  

CUSTOM AND PRACTICE 
Union objection to outside maintenance work previously done by mechanical technicians (metal tradesmen) being per- 

formed by signals technicians (without metal trades background)—Employer claimed that there was insufficient work for 
full-time mechanical technician and that the arrangement was within the scope of the award—Question of competence 
not in dispute—Union acknowledged current arrangement was probably more efficient—Commission noted evidence re 
such maintenance work being carried out by signals technicians in a similar company and on railway lines throughout 
Australia—Dismissed—Mining (Hamersley Iron) '   

Standard rates of pay for government apprentices—M. W. A. and some P.W.D. apprentices receiving industry allowance 
awarded in 1980 (61 W.A.I.G. 869)—However the same award fixed apprentices' wages as a proportion of the rate 
payable under the Engineering Trades (Government) Award, as was the practice since 1972—Commission noted 
advantages of such equality but was precluded from reducing apprentice's wages by virtue of the 1983 "Restraint on 
Remuneration"—Awards varied accordingly alter expiration of the "wage freeze"—Government Water, Sewerage and 
Drainage  

Interpretation of provisions re method of calculating units of tally and "overtally"—Questions re whether processing of 
"overweights" should be considered "equivalents" or "penalties"—Commission noted general practice at large in the 
industry, i.e. use of penalties—However, Commission obliged to adopt Full Bench ruling re interpretation of awards and 
their "plain meaning"—"Equivalents" to be used for the purpose of determining tally and overtally by slaughtermen, 
boners and slicers—Meat (North West)  

2Appeals against Commission's interpretation that "Equivalents" be used for the purpose of calculating tally in the 
processing of "overweights" (at 64 W.A.I.G. 326)—Commission had adopted "plain meaning" of awards' terms, despite 
long-standing practice of using "penalties" in the industry—Majority noted limitations on the permissible extent of 
considering matters extraneous to the award (authorities cited)—Appellants did not show any new intention to be found 
outside the words used —Practice of using "penalties", whilst affirmed by another Commissioner in 1972, was inconsistent 
with the intention expressed in earlier awards—Unions acceptance of long-standing practice could not be assumed— 
Majority considered that in such circumstances. Commission had little alternative but to seek clear expression of 
intention from language of awards— Dissent by Cort S.C., who considered that in order that "justice and equity should be 
done" the award should be interpreted according to the intention of its maker/custom and practice in the industry/basis 
upon which industrial dispute settled in 1972—Appeals dismissed by Majority—Meat (North West)   

DIRT MONEY 
Special payments sought for work in cofined, dirty and fumy places—Reference to earlier decision (63 W.A.I.G. 563) re site 

allowance—Site and Construction allowances designed to compensate employees for all disabilities associated with 
construction work—Work did not have "special character of extremeness" required to justify its classification as an 
exception to the usual—Dismissed  595 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

DISABILITIES 
Special payments sought for work in cofined, dirty and fumy places^-Reference to earlier decision (63 W.A.I.G. 563) re site 

allowance—Site and Construction allowances designed to compensate employees for all disabilities associated with 
construction work—Work did not have "special character of extremeness" required to justify its classification as an 
exception to the usual—Dismissed  

EMPLOYEE 
Status of person engaged as a glazier after retrenchment—Reference to other authorities re ability of a contractor to have 

another perform work and re parties' description of the contract compared to its actual nature—Commission decided 
contract was "for services" and person could not be considered a redundant employee—Dismissed—Building  

Employee terminated then "re-engaged"as an independent contractor, just prior to his qualification iorprorala long service 
leave—Questions re nature of employment relationship after re-engagement and whether employer purposely altered 
relationship to avoid long service leave obligations—Reference to various authorities revealed no conclusive indicia in 
determining the status of such a contract; such questions to be answered "in the light of all the circumstances"—Board 
considered exercise of control, method of payment, intention of the parties, etc.—Majority found contract to be for 
services and that Employer had exercised his managerial prerogative in order to run his business more economically/ 
efficiently—Dismissed — Drafting Services.".  

Alleged breach of award—Magistrate noted duties of worker in question and decided such duties were covered by the 
award—Magistrate also referred to another case (61 W.A.I.G. 862) re "employer-employee" relationships—Employer- 
employee relationship found to exist on the evidence—Complaints proved—Electrical Trades  

Workers entered into a "bond "arrangement with defendant for contract work—Workers claimed they were constrained by 
bond, re their ability to negotiate prices with defendant and sought to establish the existence of an employer-employee 
relationship—Magistrate considered price negotiation not so constrained — Evidence supported relationship of 
"independent contractor"—Complaints dismissed  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench that relationship between complainants not one of employer/employee (63 W.A.I.G. 
191 1)—Majority made reference to various authorities re the need to consider a number of indicia in such cases, making 
the question one of fact—Decided that it had not been shown that Full Bench had been erroneous in law—Dissent by 
Olney .1., re Full Bench's having misunderstood evidence, having distinguished between case in question and Hauswirth's 
case (61 W.A.I.G. 862) and having failed to take notice of relevant indicia of a contract of service—Appeal dismissed by 
majority—Building trades  

Section 29 application claiming payment of commission for sale of real estate—Respondent contends Applicant was not 
employed by himself, but rather by the Sales Director (an associate of the business) as an assistant—Commission found 
Applicant to be an independent salesman on a commission system of reward and not an employee—Claim beyond 
authority of Commission—Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Real Estate  

Section 29 (2) (b) application seeking benefit payable under contract of service—Applicant had been expected to finish 
job in a certain number of days, but had "abandoned" work prior to finishing, allegedly due to poor conditions— 
Respondent argued that applicant had not been an employee, had been engaged for an "entire period "(and had therefore 
breached this contract) and had caused additional expense to be incurred in respect of completing the job—Conflicting 
evidence, but Commission decided on balance that Applicant had been an employee and had wrongfully abandoned 
work and breached his contract, but rejected claim that contract was an "entire" one, noting that payment was calculated 
by the day—Applicant entitled to payment for completed days worked, but acting in accordance with "equity, good 
conscience ... (etc)", Commission held that applicant be accountable for additional expenses incurred by Respondent— 
Order made acordingly—Shearing  

Question of whether Applicant an "employee" in relation to Section 29 (2) (b) application—Commission satisfied by 
evidence that Applicant an "integral part of the business", despite fact that she issued invoices for her "consulting services" 
and didn't have P.A.Y.E. tax deducted—See under "Annual Leave"for remainder of Commission's findings—Newspaper 
Editing  

Alleged breaches of award re rates of pay, mobility allowance, annual leave and "waiting time"—Conflicting evidence re 
relationship between parties— Magistrate examined evidence re how relationship conducted and concluded it was one of 
Master and Servant—On evidence, award found to apply—Evidence re hours worked on weekends "not clear"—Other 
complaints proved—Building  

■•Question re nature of employment relationship/entitlement to union membership, of person considered the "moving 
spirit" of a company in which he and his wife held all the shares—President noted that company/employer is a separate 
entity from the moving spirit—Person in question therefore an "employee" and entitled to the benefits, etc. of union 
membership, afforded him by the LA. Act—Rejection of Applicant on the basis of his not being an employee not 
considered valid reason—Union rules found not to have been observed in accordance with objects of Act/within scope of 
rules themselves—Order that Applicant to be admitted forthwith—Plumbing  

Teacher's Aide dismissed due to unsatisfactory working relationship with School's Administration and Staff—Claim of 
unfair dismissal seeking reinstatement—Principal had complained to Superintendent who had investigated and found 
"tense atmosphere" at school—Superintendent recommended Aide's dismissal on basis of Principal's Report and 
discussions, etc., with other teachers, parents and Aide concerned—Divergence of evidence—Commission found Union 
had demonstrated that little credence could be given to Principal's report when viewed as a whole—Also considered 
doubtful that Aide could be held responsible for tension in school to extent warranting her dismissal—However, 
Commission noted manner/consistency of Aide's criticism of Principal, their personality clash, opinions of other teachers 
and that the Aide still had obligations as an employee even when acting outside working hours/as a parent—Conduct of 
Aide considered inconsistent with her obligations as an employee— Reinstatement refused as it would not have improved 
atmosphere at school, but Order made that Aide be offered first "Aide" vacancy occurring in other schools in same 
area—Teacher's Aide  

ENFORCEMENT OF AWARDS/ORDERS 
Offence under Section 100 LA. Act—Industrial Magistrate found employer guilty of terminating employees because they 

were entitled to the benefits of an award—Matter transmitted to Commission for its consideration re compensation— 
Reference to earlier decision (61 W.A.I.G. 790) re "principli s" in determining such compensation—Commission noted 
difficulty in assessing loss suffered by employees due to the l .ipse of time between their actual dismissal and the hearing— 
Evidence considered inconclusive re "principles" referrrec. to— Awarded applicants three months wages at the appro- 
priate award rate—Applicants subsequently made reference to a decision of the Higher Court re need to consider taxation 
liabilities in assessing damages—Commission considered circumstances differed from case referred to—Order remained 
unchanged—Building  

Underpayment of Wages—Applicant employed under a "Training Agreement" which specified both on "award title"and an 
"award wage", in accordance with requirements of the "Special Youth Employment Training Scheme"—Document not 
considered to be a contract between employer and employee, but evidence of such—Award wage stated in agreement 
lower than "actual" award rate—Applicant found to be employed under terms of award and settlement of underpaid 
wages ordered—Commission expressed concern over Training Agreement's "potential to be conflicting in its terms"— 
Beauticians  

Application to set aside Magistrate's order made in the absence of the defendant (Applicant)—Magistrate considered that 
Applicant could not have raised a defence to matters in question—Magistrate obliged to enforce Commission's 
orders—Questions re "correctness" of Commission's orders should be taken to the Commission—Refused—Transport 
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HOURS OF WORK 
Earliest possible starting time for Ordinary Hours of Work under the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) Award 

38 of 1947—Commission found no prescribed time but noted the nature of the industry and the structure of the "Hours" 
clause—Found intention that starting time would not be earlier than 6.00 a.m. (except for fruit and produce markets)— 
Declaration accordingly—Clerks (Wholesale and Retail Establishments)  

Maximum number of hours required to be worked before overtime is payable/ Spread of "Ordinary Hours" over a week, 
under the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail) Award 38 of 1947—Reference to special provisions re fruit and produce markets. 
Resulting expectation that the spread of ordinary hours for the "generality" of the award be less—Wording of "Hours" 
and "Overtime" clauses makes variations in the spread of hours possible, but not so as to permit a daily spread of more 
than nine hours (including lunch)—Declaration accordingly—Clerks (Wholesale and Retail)  

Possibility of working "ordinary hours" after midday. Saturday, under the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) 
Award 38 of 1947—Commission noted history re award's geographical coverage—Finding re "defect" in the "Hours of 
Duty" clause which only prescribes Saturday penalty rates for ordinary hours worked before noon on Saturdays, even in 
localities where the half-day holiday is observed on a day other than Saturday—Question answered affirmatively as re 
such localities—Clerks (Wholesale and Retail)  

Time/Hour at which Overtime becomes payable under the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) Award 38 of 
1947—Applicant relied on previously existing correlation between times at which overtime and meal allowances became 
payable—Commission investigated previous clauses, history of award, etc.—Award found not to stipulate starting and 
finishing times or the minimum/maximum spread of hours (except for fruit and produce markets)—Declaration re 
overtime being payable when the number of ordinary hours allocated by an employer, for each day, is exceeded—Clerks 
(Wholesale and Retail)  

Managerial decision to use subcontractors resulting in the termination of several longstanding employees—Union sought 
maintenance of their employment benefits with the subcontractor/Compensation—Commission decided it lacked 
jurisdiction re "maintenance" claims of those not offered employment by the subcontractor, but granted them equitable 
relief (compensation) having regard to earlier "redundancy" cases—Remaining employee had been offered employment 
by the subcontractor—Commission granted "transmission" of leave benefits in accordance with principles of the "St John 
of God case" (61 W.A.I.G. 782), but refused claim for maintenance of previous above-award pay rate as it would have 
created an anomaly—Claims re maintenance of hours, and place of employment considered matters of managerial 
prerogative, although Commission stated what it considered to be "reasonable" hours and that job location should be 
"readily accessible" by public transport—Cleaning  

Question re whether employees left their employment early of their own accord or were instructed to leave (placing an 
obligation upon employer to pay them for the full day)—Magistrate unable to determine to the degree required, where the 
truth lay—Benefit of the doubt given to employer—Complaints dismissed—Discussion of Magistrate's power to award 
costs—No costs awarded—Hotel and Tavern  2Appeal against Commission's declaration re maximum spread of daily hours and earliest possible starting time (at 
64 W.A.I.G. 227)—Full Bench decided Commission had "no warrant to import matters not dealt with by reference to 
other parts of the award"—Words in an award to be given their "plain and ordinary meaning"—Upheld and Commission's 
earlier declaration varied accordingly—Clerks (Wholesale and Retail)  

Implementation of 38 hour week following same in Federal award—Consented to by employers—Reference to Principle 
5 requiring agreements for reducing standard hours to have minimal cost implications, etc—Commission prepared to 
ratify agreement, despite lack of detailed information re costs, in view of cost-competitive nature of industry and need for 
consistency between Federal/State tribunals in such cases—Additional expectation that discussions re cost offsetting, 
take place immediately—Commission also noted Metal Trades "Hours" decision (62 W.A.I.G. 827) which permitted 
employers to apply for exemption from "common rule" award—Similar option granted to employers concerned, but 
none sought exemption—Claim granted—Clothing Trades  

'Application to amend Breadcarters (Metropolitan) Award 35/63 re "Collection of Moneys", "Rest Periods" and 
"Learning a Round"—Commission noted that allowance paid in respect of collecting moneys had been fixed with regard 
to allowances in other awards ... decided that regard should be had to provisions of Transport Workers (General) Award 
with adjustments to reflect national wage movements—Granting of claim re increased rest periods would interrupt work 
in the bakery/ differ from practice re bakers/ reduced standard hours (precluded by Principle 5) however, clause amended 
to permit partaking of refreshment without interrupting work—Claim to delete clause re payment of reduced wage whilst 
employee learning a round refused, as such employees under supervision/do not exercise responsibility of experienced 
breadcarters ... however, clause altered so that lesser wage may only be paid whilst employee under supervision— 
Breadcarters  

Alleged breaches of award re Time and Wages Record and payment of overtime and pro rata annual leave—Complaint re 
overtime dismissed, there being insufficient evidence—Evidence that employee was never asked to sign Time and Wages 
record . . . Complaint re Times and Wages record proved—Available evidence satisfied Magistrate that pro rata annual 
leave not paid . . . Complaint proved—Order made accordingly—Musical Instrument Dealing  

Alleged breaches of award re hours of work, meal interval, overtime and annual leave—Due to discrepancies in evidence 
complaints re hours of work and meal interval not proven—Magistrate accepted evidence re overtime and annual leave, 
showing underpayments took place . . . Complaints proved—Order made accordingly—Dental Attendants  

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages and pro rata annual leave—Matter proceeded on agreed facts and 
Magistrate satisfied that award applied—Claimant and partner employed to work 29 hours per week, for payment of $ 100 
plus various non-monetary benefits—Without direction. Claimant worked many more than agreed 29 hours—Award 
contained no provision for part-time workers, stipulating only a weekly amount without giving number of hours that 
constitute a "week"—Magistrate found Claimant entitled to full week's wages for each week worked, on basis of decision 
of McGhie v Fremantle Lumpers Union (39 W.A.L.R. 111.)—Failure to pay wages proved—Magistrate not satisfied to 
necessary degree as regards failure to pay pro rata annual leave—Farming  

Application seeking that General Order (re closure of business) be set aside and employees not required for duty on that 
day be rostered off—Union claimed employees would be disadvantaged by losing annual leave/holiday (as set out in 
order) without gaining continuous holiday over Easter—Commission noted that General Order designed to cover 
instances where employer elects to close his business, not case concerned where services will be maintained, although 
demand will change—Change to be accommodated by award provisions re guarantee of full week's work except where 
employer unable to conduct service due to causes beyond its control, etc.—No Order issued—Railways (Engine-drivers) 

INDUSTRIAL ACTION 
'Method of calculating pro rata annual leave payments at the end of a meat procesing "season"—New scheme proposing 

payment of various percentages of employees' average seasonal payments, depending on classification, whilst deleting 
annual leave loading and termination allowances—Consented to by parties—Opposed by Conferederation of W.A. 
Industry (intervening) on basis that new proposals were induced by industrial action, were contrary to the "National Wage 
Decision Principles" and could flow-on to prejudice other employers—See under "Annual Leave" heading for Commis- 
sion's findings—Meat  
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CUM ULATIVE DIGEST-continued 

IN D U ST RIAL ACTION—continued 
Suspension of union's rights under the I.A. Act for engaging in industrial action in defiance of Commission's Order to 

return to work—Union appeal against suspension discontinued and undertaking made that union officers/employees will 
recommend compliance with the Act, etc., at all meetings of union members—Application for an anomalies conference 
not precluded—Suspension order subsequently discharged—Electrical Trades  

Determination of what is "fair and right" re continuing employment of employee who had repeatedly antagonised union 
officials re payment of levies and had caused other union members to strike in protest at his actions—Members of unions 
have the right to refuse to pay "unofficial" levies—However, Commission saw no "stand of principle" in employee's 
repeatedly refusing to pay, then subsequently paying/offering to pay—After several years employment in an "industrially 
volatile unionised industry", employee must have realised that to persist in such action would result in damage to his 
employer's production abilities—Reasonable that employer have the right to terminate the services of such an employee— 
Dismissed—Iron Ore  

Alleged dismissal due to employee's resignation from Union—Employee had informed employer of intention and subse- 
quent resignation from Union—Employee subsequently downgraded then dismissed for deliberately "provoking a 
confrontation"—Magistrate considered Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act, Sections 96B and 100 I.A. 
Act and other decisions and decided the "resignation", etc., must be the "predominant reason" for a dismissal in order for 
a breach under Section 1001.A. Act to result—On evidence. Magistrate satisfied that employer's predominant reason for 
dismissal was to avert widespread stoppages—Dismissed—Iron Ore  

Employees locked out for imposing a ban over longstanding lighting/safety issue—Employer's claim that employees not 
prepared to work under their contract of service, therefore not entitled to payment—Actions of employers did not allow 
for "industrial relations history of the industry"—Commission found employers took insufficient action—Order made to 
pay employees—Iron Ore  

Union claim that employer failed "in law and spirit"to abide by Industrial Relations Agreement in handling stand down of 
F.E.D.F.U. members empoyed in rail crews- Agreement allowed employer the right to stand down employees who could 
not be usefully employed during a strike —Union claim that employer failed to comply with provisions and useful work 
was available when stand down invoked —Commission considered such a claim should be instituted before Industrial 
Magistrate—Claim beyond jurisdiction of Commission—Iron Ore  

■'Question re implementation of agreement to increase wages, other benefits in view of State Wage decision "Principles" and 
alleged "change in circumstances"—Agreement that two-phase increase take place as new technology phased in. made 
prior to State Wage decision—However, Union had imposed bans, preventing new technology from being used to full 
capacity—C.I.C.S. referred to other such agreements and decided that the "terms stand unless altered by agreement 
between the parties or order of the Commission"—Newspaper Printing  

INDUSTRY — 
'Application for registration as a Union by Association of Professional Engineers (A.P.E.)—Intervention, Objections by 

C.S.A., H.S.O.A., A.D.S.T.E. and U.S.O.A. — Full Bench noted exclusion of "Academic Staff" from meaning of 
"employees" under I. A. Act and that such persons would be eligible for membership of A.P.E.—Association considered 
incapable of registration for having members over whom Commission has no jurisdiction - Additional comments 
made— Full Bench accepted it was without jurisdiction to grant registration in relation to "vocation" of engineering on 
basis of several authorities- Various difficulties re apparent proposed links with federal counterpart organisation- 
Problems of dual coverage, etc. Full Bench concluded that if there was jurisdiction to authorise registration it should be 
refused because it was not necessary/desirable; likely to advance objects of the Act—Dismissed- Engineers  

INDUSTRY ALLOWANCE 
Standard rates of pay for government apprentices— M.W.A. and some P. W.D. apprentices receiving industry allowance 

awarded in 1980 (61 W.A.I.G. 869) However the same award fixed apprentices' wages as a proportion of the rate 
payable under the Engineering Trades (Government) Award, as was the practice since 1972—Commission noted 
advantages of such equality but was precluded from reducing apprentices' wages by virtue of the 1983 "Restraint on 
Remuneration" Awards varied accordingly after expiration of the "wage freeze"—Government Water, Sewerage and 
Drainage  

INTERPRETATION-WORDS AND PHRASES 
Interpretation of Nurses (Private Hospitals) Award No. 1 of 1966 re annual leave and sick leave—Hospital regulations 

require employees to be available (and paid ordinary rates) during meal breaks—Question re inclusion ol such payments 
in calculation of annual and sick leave- Annual leave is paid at "ordinary rate" of wage received for greatest proportion of 
month, therefore payment for meal breaks included — Not included in respect of sick leave—Nurses (Private Hospitals) 

Question re interpretation of award - Defendant not named respondent to award —Insufficient evidence for application of 
common rule—No interpretation required as award was not applicable to defendant—Dismissed — Nursing (Private) 

Board of Reference, re dispute relating to non-payment of underground allowance—Union claimed workers laying pipes 
and fittings in a tunnel entitled to allowance— Necessary to prove workers are "working underground on tunnelling"— 
Definitions of "tunnelling" outlined- Tunnelling work already completed, therefore allowance not payable- Claim 
dismissed—Government Water Supply  

Interpretation of the "Hours of Duty" and "Overtime" clauses in the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) Award 
38 of 1947—Reference to Full Bench decision at (61 W.A.I.G. 1061) re the "proper approach to the interpretation of 
awards"- See under "Hours" and "Overtime" Headings for Commission's findings—Clerks (Wholesale and Retail).... 

Question re application of "off—roster penalties"—Employee required to work part of a shift prior to his normal shift  
Conflicting award provisions—Commission decided that if the meaning of a provision is obscure, "then the manner in 
which the parties have construed the provision should be examined"—Commissioner noted actions of the parties- 
Question answered in the affirmative—Iron Ore  

Interpretation of provisions re method of calculating units of tally and "overtaily"—Question re whether processing ol 
"overweights" should be considered "equivalents" or "penalties"—Commission noted general practice at large in the 
industry, i.e. use of penalties—However Commission obliged to adopt Full Bench ruling re interpretation ol awards and 
their "plain meaning"—"Equivalents" to be used for the purpose of determining tally and overtaily by slaughtermen, 
boners and slicers— Meat (North West)   

"Indexation" of overaward payments and various other allowances—Commission distinguished between "Overaward 
Payments" and other special payments relating to a particular work condition —Claim re overaward payment not con- 
sidered, as parties had agreed to increase—Claims re Service Pay, Multi-skilled Experience Allowance and Underground 
allowances refused, for not having been indexed in the past and because of the state of the industry—Commission noted 
that variations to the "Special Rates" and "Coded Welding Allowances" of the Metal Trades (General) Award 10; 68 
appeared to have been applied to the awards in question, without formal variations being effected—Considered logical to 
continue updating such provisions accordingly—Claims allowed subject to outcome of similar application re Metal 
Trades (General) Award 10/68—Order subsequently issued varying "Overaward Payments", "Special Rates" and 
"Coded Welding" Provisions—Nickel Mining and Processing  

Question re whether termination of apprenticeship agreement constitutes "dismissal" as provided for in award, order- 
Parties'fulfilment of their obligations under an apprenticeship agreement not considered to amount to such "dismissal"— 
Complaint dismissed  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

INTERPRETATION—WORDS AND PHRASES—continued 
2Appeal against Commission's declaration re maximum spread of daily hours and earlies possible starting time (at 64 

W.A.I.G. 227)—Full Bench decided Commission had "no warrant to import matters not dealt with by reference to other 
parts of the award"—Words in an award to be given their "plain and ordinary meaning"—Upheld and Commission's 
earlier declaration varied accordingly—Clerks (Wholesale and Retail)  

Complaint before Industrial Magistrate re alleged breach of award—Question re application of Federal/State award 
after several transmissions of a business which had orginally been named as respondent to a Federal award—Defendants 
referred to s.61 (d) Commonwealth C.A. Act re successor to a business being bound by same award as vendor—First 
question re whether; not each successor had been carrying on the same business ... parties accepted that they had — 
Second Question re whether/not s.61 (d) applies to second/subsequent successors—Complainant relied on an A.I.L.R. 
interpretation—Magistrate disagreed, referring to another High Court case [(1923) 32 CLR 413] and concluded that the 
natural interpretation of s.61 (d) "is that successors to successors are bound by the (Federal) award" and "that such 
provision is not ultra vires"—Commonealth award considered binding on defendants—Complaints re breach of State 
award dismissed accordingly—Dry Cleaning  

Objection re jurisdiction of Commission in Section 29 (2) (a) application, claiming applicant had only been transferred 
and reclassified, not "dismissed"—Commission noted Oxford Dictionary definition of "dismiss" as "remove from office 
..., (etc)" and concluded that applicant's removal from the position to which he had originally been appointed constituted 
dismissal from his employment—Objection dismissed—Town Services (Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd  

••Alleged invalidity/misinterpretation of union rules re expulsion of "undesirable members"—Applicant had been 
charged under F.E.D.F. U. Rules 25 and 27 and subsequently expelled—Question re whether/not he was an "undesirable 
member" reserved for union members to decide in accordance with the Rules—However, President noted that Committee 
of Management lacked ability to consider question/make recommendation under Rule 25 (although Rule itself not 
considered so vague/uncertain as to require any rectifying order)—Examination of Rule 27, with reference to similar 
cases in Federal sphere, resulted in finding that it was not capable of meaningful interpretation—Rule 27 disallowed and 
purported expulstion of applicant rendered void — Iron Ore  

Long Service Leave conditions for State Goverment Wages Employees—Claim for payment in lieu of pro rata long service 
leve at expiration of training course, when applicant learned of her pregnancy—Training course had been a fixed term 
contract—Examination of relevant L.S.L. conditions revealed no provision for such payment when employment ends as 
a result of the expiration of a fixed term contract—However, Board noted practice re other State Government wages 
employees, being paid pro rata L.S.L. if unable to obtain employment after completing their training—Pregnancy had 
prevented applicant from seeking further employment after completing training—Recommendation that ex gratia 
payment be made in lieu of pro rata L.S.L. —Nurses  

Claim that employee entitled to Living Out Allowance during period of stand down—Defendant argued there was no 
entitlement on basis of the wording of the clause in question, re employee being reasonably able to return to his usual place 
of residence each night and not being "employed", as he was not doing the job—Magistrate found need to look at overall 
contract (not just that employee had been stood down and would have more time to travel) and considered it was not 
reasonable to expect employee to commute daily "Employed" found to mean "hired", etc—Contract of employment 
does not cease during stand down . . . Stand down clause simply allows employer to deduct pay/wages, but does not 
suspend other provisions of award—Complaint proved — Building Construction  

'Question re equivalent, for the purpose of computing daily tally, when "Boners" presented with a carcass but only required 
to bone the trunk by was of the "on-rail system"—Reference to Full Bench decision re interpretation of awards (63 
W.A.I.G. 1159)—Method of Boning in question considered part of the evolutionary process arising from introduction of 
"on-rail" boning which does not appear to have been contemplated before—Requires new evaluations for "equivalent" 
purposes—Meat  

Question re constitutional and Award coverage of new "driver's assistant" classification on Westrail "block" trains— 
Westrail planning to reduce train crew numbers from three (driver, fireman and guard) to two (driver and driver's 
assistant)—Firemen and guards eligible tojoint L.E.D.F. & C. and A.R.U., respectively—Commission noted duties of 
"firemen" as originally contained in Wcstrail's "Rules", when L.E.D.F. & C. Rules registered in 1901 and found that a 
fireman primarily "assisted the driver"—Need only consider whether driver's assistant substancially engaged in providing 
assistance to driver—Commission satisfied that driver's assistant so engaged, but unwilling to draw same conclusion re 
other than "block" train crews—Award definition of "fireman" amended to include driver's assistant—Railway  

Application by F.C.U. for new award to cover security services' control room operators- Intervention by F.M.W.U. 
claiming workers concerned more appropriately covered under its constitution as "security officers"—Commission 
referred to another case re meaning of "clerical work" (71 A.R. N.S.W. 419)—Commission considered circumstances of 
employees in question different to those involved in Carey's case (57 W.A.I.G. 585) and other comparisons made by 
F.M.W.U.. although it agreed that matters of such nature "primarily involve questions of fact"—Personnel in question 
considered to be substantially engaged in a clerical capacity and therefore, within F.C.U.'s constitution—Award issued 
accordingly—Control Room Operators  

'Appeals against Commission's interpretation that "Equivalents" be used for the purpose of calculating tally in the 
processing of "overweights" (at 64 W.A.I.G. 326)—Commission had adopted "plain meaning" of awards'terms, despite 
long-standing practice of using "penalties" in the industry—Majority noted limitations on the permissible extent of 
considering matters extraneous to the award (authorities cited)—Appellants did not show any new intention to be found 
outside the words used—Practice of using "penalties", whilst affirmed by another Commissioner in 1972, was inconsistent 
with the intention expressed in earlier awards—Unions acceptance of long-standing practice could not be assumed— 
Majority considered that in such circumstances. Commission had little alternative but to seek clear expression of 
intention from language of awards—Dissent by Cort S.C., who considered that in order that "justice and equity should be 
done" the award should be interpreted according to the intention of its maker/custom and practice in the industry/basis 
upon which industrial dispute settled in 1972—Appeals dismissed by Majority—Meat (North West)  

Termination of employment when Applicant "took six weeks off" to give birth—Applicant claimed she had been given 
assurance that she would be able to recommence work after the birth and had been "called back" to work during the 
period of absence—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Respondent claimed Applicant had terminated 
her employment herself and therefore no "unfair dismissal" had occurred—Commission accepted that Respondent had 
broken his promise to re-employ, but also noted that Applicant had been content to cease employment due to her 
pregnancy—Employer's action not found to constitute "unfair dismissal" under Section 29 (2) LA. Act—Dismissed— 
Furniture Trades  

Question re rate of pay applicable for Long Service Leave purposes, to employee who had suffered work-related 
incapacity prior to termination/commencing L.S.L.—Award provided that entitlement was the rate applicable at the 
date of commencing such leave—Prior to incapacity employee had been remunerated in accordance with "Piecework" 
clause of award, but was being paid workers' compensation payments equivalent to "time work" rates for the period of 
incapacity—Commission referred to other parts of award—"Rate of pay" only becomes applicable for work performed or 
for an absence OTHER than when employee entitled to Workers' Compensation—No "rate of pay" applicable 
immediately prior to/at termination: last occasion upon which employee entitled to rate of pay had been work performed 
prior to incapacitation (i.e. piecework)—Employee therefore entitled to have L.S.L. entitlement calculated in accordance 
with piecework provisions of L.S.L. schedule, i.e. average rate over three months preceding incapacity—Inteprcted 
accordingly—Nickel Mining  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

INTERPRETATION —WORDS AND PHRASES—continued 
'Claim that Full Bench erred in law in upholding appeal against Commission's decision refusing to issue a new award (see 

63 W.A.I.G. 1918 and 64 W.A.I.G. 141)—Questions re approach of Full Bench in exercising its appellate jurisdiction 
under Section 49 LA. Act—Majority noted Section 49 (4) and adopted various "established principles" as correct 
approach—Brinsden J. questioned approach taken in earlier cases re union's prima facie entitlement to an award and 
emphasised that such matters should depend on whether/not Union satisfies Commissioner re the substantial merits of its 
case—If Commission's decisions had been open on the evidence, fact that Full Bench would have decided differently 
considered no justification for reversing decision—Dissent by Olney J., who considered that the Court's enforcement of 
"established principles" would inhibit the Full Bench's statutory responsibility to exercise its own discretion in such 
appeals—Appeal upheld by Majority—Iron Ore (A.D.S.T.E.)  

-Appeal against Industrial Magistrate's dismissal of complaints on basis that Appellant had not established that 
Respondent to appeal engaged in an industry carried on by Respondents to award—Respondent not named as party to 
award—"Schedule of Respondents" grouped into sub-headings descriptive of industries concerned—Magistrate had 
drawn comparison with Glover's case (50 W.A.I.G. 704) and considered sub-headings irrelevant, etc. —Full Bench 
considered comparison inappropriate in that "Scope" clause in Glover's case worded differently—Sub-headings not to be 
ignored, particularly in view of wording ot Schedule's title, original arrangement of award, etc.—Respondent found to be 
engaged in sub-heading/industry listed—Matter remitted to Magistrate for further hearing and determination 
—Transport  

INTERVENTION 
'Method of calculating pro rata annual leave payments at the end of a meat processing "season"—New scheme proposing 

payment of various percentages of employees' average seasonal payments, depending on classification, whilst deleting 
annual leave loading and termination allowances—Consented to by parties—Opposed by Confederation of W.A. 
Industry (intervening) on basis that new proposals were induced by industrial action, were contrary to the "National Wage 
Decision Principles" and could flow-on to prejudice other employers—See under "Annual Leave" heading for Commis- 
sion's findings—Meat  

Leave to intervene sought by several employers re application to increase overaward payments and various allowances— 
Reference made to National Wage decision "Principles"re hearing "parties" to an award—Employers bound by, but not 
actually "parties" to awards in question—Intervention not allowed—Nickel Mining and Processing  

'Applications seeking leave to file notice of objection to application by Association for registration as industrial union— 
Considering provisions of Section 55(2)(c) of LA. Act, Full Bench not satisfied there is power to grant applications in the 
form presented—Dismissed—Applicants subsequently granted leave to intervene on limited basis—Engineers  

JURISDICTION 
Further hearing re claim for pro rata Long Service Leave entitlement by retrenched employee—Previous hearing and 

appeal re jurisdiction at 63 W.A.I.G. 1869 and 63 W.A.I.G. 2399, respectively—Applicant covered by Federal award but 
L.S.L. entitlement governed by (State) Long Service Leave Act—Commission noted similarities with "Bevron 
Fibreglass" case (64 W.A.I.G. 6), although that had concerned an employee covered by State award—Commission 
"loathe to exercise jurisdiction" over employees in an industry subject to the jurisdiction of the Australian Commission— 
Reference to other cases and principle that Commission should not alter conditions fixed by Parliament—Circumstance 
of employee covered by a Federal award and L.S.L. Act considered sufficient to distinguish him from employees allowed 
an er.titlement different to that determined by Commission for private industry employees at large—Claim dismissed — 
Engineering  

Managerial decision to use subcontractors resulting in the termination of serveral longstanding employees—Union sought 
maintenance of their employment benefits with the subcontractor/ Compensation—Commission decided it lacked juris- 
diction re "maintenance" claims of those not offered employment by the subcontractor, but granted them equitable relief 
(compensation) having regard to earlier "redundancy" cases—Remaining employee had been offered employment by the 
subcontractor—Commission granted "transmission" of leave benefits in accordance with principles of the "St John of 
God case" (61 W.A.I.G. 782), but refused claim for maintenance of previous above-award pay rate as it would have 
created an anomaly—Claims re maintenance of hours, and place of employment considered matters of managerial 
prerogative, although Commission stated what it considered to be "reasonable" hours and that job location should be 
"readily accessible" by public transport—Cleaning  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench re finding that termination not unfair—(63 W.A.I.G. 1907)—Industrial Appeal 
Court has only limited jurisdiction ... appeal from the Full Bench only on grounds that Full Bench decision erroneous in 
law or in excess of jurisdiction —Not for the Court to reverse decisions of fact when there appears to be evidence to 
support them —Nothing put re Full Bench decision being erroneous at law—Dismissed  

'Question re proper exercise of Commission's jurisdiction—Appeal against decision of Commission dismissing claim (or pro 
rata long service leave by retrenched employee who had been covered under Long Service Leave Act (at 64 W.A.I.G. 121) 
—Commission had mainly relied on "principle" that it should not alter conditions fixed by Parliament (ie. Long Service 
Leave Act)—Full Bench decided that given the amendment to section 44 of the LA. Act [see s.44 (7) (a) (hi)], the Com- 
mission "was empowered to alter by determination an entitlement whether set by Parliament or otherwise" and that the 
Commission had erred in exercising judicial discretion founded upon "principle" mentioned—Compensation ordered, 
although Full Bench commented that each retrenchment/redundancy case is still to be decided "on its own particular 
circumstances"—Engineering  

Objection re jurisdiction of Commission in Section 29 (2) (a) application, claiming applicant had only been transferred 
and rcclassificd, not "dismissed"—Commission noted Oxford Dictionary definition of "dismiss" as "remove from office 
... .(etc) "and concluded that applicant's removal from the position to which he had originally been appointed constituted 
dismissal from his employment—Objection dismissed—Town Services (Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd)  

Union claim that employer failed "in law and spirit" to abide by Industrial Relations Agreement in handling stand down 
of F.E.D.F.U. members employed in rail crews—Agreement allowed employer right to stand down employees who could 
not be usefully employed during a strike—Union claim that employer failed to comply with provisions and useful work 
was available when stand down invoked—Commission considered such a claim should be instituted before Industrial 
Magistrate—Claim beyond jurisdiction of Commission—Iron Ore  

Section 29 application claiming payment of commission for sale of real estate—Respondent contends Applicant was not 
employed by himself, but rather by the Sales Director (an associate of the business) as an assistant—Commission found 
Applicant to be an independent salesman on a commission system of reward and not an employee— Claim beyond 
authority of Commission—Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction—Real Estate  

Complaint before Industrial Magistrate re alleged breach of award—Question re application of Federal/State award after 
several transmissions of a business which had originally been named as respondent to a Federal award—Defendents 
referred 561 (d) Commonwealth C. A. Act re successor to a business being bound by same award as vendor—First question 
re whether/not each successor had been carrying on the same business... parties accepted that they had—Second 
question re whether/not 561 (d) applies to second/subsequent successors—Complainant relied on an A.I.L.R. 
interpretation — Magistrate disagreed, referring to another High Court case [(1923) 32 C.L.R. 413] and concluded that the 
natural interpretation of 561 (d) "is that successors to successors are bound by the (Federal) award" and "that such 
provision is not ultra vires"—Commonwealth award considered binding on defendents—Complaints re breach of State 
award dismissed accordingly—Dry Cleaning  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

JURISDICTION —continued 
Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking reinstatement, after Applicant gave notice of resignation and later requested that the 

notice be withdrawn—Withdrawal of notice not agreed to by Respondent—Notice of termination of employment cannot 
be unilaterally withdrawn—Facts of case did not allow Commission to deal with it under section 29(2)(a) I.A. Act — 
Dismissed—Gold Mining  

Further application re unfair termination—Claim previously heard and dismissed (at 63 WAIG 2489)—Union later 
approached Commission claiming it had new evidence—Appeal against previous decision precluded by Act/passage of 
time—Commission probably has discretion to overrule 'bar of estoppel' under s26( 1) I.A. Act, but only in the "most 
exceptional circumstances" should its discretion to dispose of such applications under s27/s44 not be exercised— 
Commission assessed new evidence and found no "patently unjust" situation had arisen because it had not been heard at 
the original hearing—Dismissed—Baking  

. Section 29 application seeking compensation for "breach of employment contract"—Applicant claimed she had not been 
allowed to take up position promised to her at an interview, subsequent to which she had terminated her existing 
job—Respondent claimed he had not promised her a job, but only indicated that he thought she was suitable— 
Conflicting evidence—Refusal to employ does not constitute "dismissal", etc., as required under section 29 (2) (a) I.A. 
Act—Section 29 (2) (b) not applicable either as Applicant had not earnt any remuneration/would have had to rely on 
award to determine amount of remuneration payable/No contract in existence with previous employer to support a claim 
for wages lost had she remained in his employ—Possibility of valid claim for breach of contract in civil courts— 
Dismissed—Retail  

Application for registration as a Union by Association of Professional Engineers (A.P.E.)—Intervention/Objections by 
C.S.A., H.S.O.A., A.D.S.T.E., and U.S.O.A.—Full Bench noted exclusion of "Academic Staff" from meaning of 
"employees" under I. A. Act and that such persons would be eligible for membership of A.P.E.—Association considered 
incapable of registration for having members over whom Commission has no jurisdiction—Additional comments 
made — Full Bench accepted it was without jurisdiction to grant registration in relation to "vocation" of engineering on 
basis of several authorities—Various difficulties re apparent proposed links with federal counterpart organisation— 
Problems of dual coverage, etc.—Full Bench concluded that if there was jurisdiction to authorise registration it should 
be refused because it was not necessary/desirable/likely to advance objects of the Act—Dismissed—Engineers  

LIVING AWAY FROM HOME ALLOWANCE 
Application seeking increased Site, Clothing and Living Away from Home allowances, plus liberty to apply for variation re 

termination payments—Commission re-emphasised that construction of massive Dampier-South West pipeline had no 
significant similarity to construction of smaller lateral connecting pipelines—Determinations to be made with regard to 
the nature/conditions of the work and the "wage principles"—Site and Clothing allowance claims granted in part— 
Living away from home allowance considered inappropriate, given board and lodging allowances, etc.—Liberty to apply 
re termination payment granted, but not to be considered indicative of Commission's seeing merit in such application— 
Pipeline construction  596 

Claim that employee entitled to Living Out Allowance during period of stand down—Defendant argued there was no 
entitlement on basis of the wording of the clause in question, re employee being reasonably able to return to his usual place 
of residence each night and not being "employed", as he was not doing the job—Magistrate found need to look at overall 
contract (not just that employee had been stood down and would have more time to travel) and considered it was not 
reasonable to expect employee to commute daily—"Employed" found to mean "hired", etc.—Contract of employment 
docs not cease during stand down ... Stand down clause simply allows employer to deduct pay/wages, but does not 
suspend other provisions of award—Complaint proved—Building Construction  751 

LONG SERVICE LEAVE 2 Appeal against decision of Commission (at 63 W.A.I.G. 2265) where Commission had awarded pro rata long service leave 
as compensation for retrenchment due to economic factors—Full Bench acknowledged Commission's discretion to award 
such compensation when justified by the circumstances of the termination, but considered that, in the absence of an 
established prescription for such payments, the employer's circumstances should also be examined—Direct comparison 
with circumstances of another decision (63 W.A.I.G. 2260) considered inappropriate—Majority decided circumstances 
not dissimilar to other cases where compensation calculated on 50 per cent of employee's service—Appeal upheld and 
previous order varied accordingly—Metal Trades  

Special Board of Reference to consider whether applicant's period of absence from work while on holiday overseas be 
regarded as continuous service for purposes of long service leave entitlement—Respondent claimed period of absence not 
authorised leave of absence, therefore not continuous—Applicant believed she was granted leave of absence by her 
employer—Principles of Soraggi Case (61 W.A.I.G. 2018) considered to apply—Majority decision that period in question 
be regarded as continuous service for purpose of long service leave entitlement—Hotel  

Employee terminated for failing to satisfactorily perform his duties—Claim for payment in lieu of pro rata long service 
leave—Board of Reference accepted that claimant was prevented from carrying out his duties on account of his own sick- 
ness and that of his wife—Application granted—Assistant Manager (Aquatic Centre)  

Payment of benefits in addition to award entitlements, after employees retrenched for economic reasons—Employer agreed 
to claim for MVi percent loading on allpro rata annual leave and full pay-out of unused sick leave accruals—Remaining 
claim re pro rata long service leave—Employer had already made payments exceeding the formula prescribed in the 
Ingle's case (59 W.A.I.G. 400) and claimed that additional payments would necessitate further retrenchments—Commis- 
sion considered remaining claim would place intolerable burc.en on employer and be inconsistent with section 26 of I. A. 
Act—Dismissed—Building Products  

Further hearing re claim for pro rata Long Service Leave entitlement by retrenched employee—Previous hearing and 
appeal re jurisdiction at 63 W.A.I.G. 1869 and 63 W.A.I.G. 2399, respectively—Applicant covered by Federal award but 
LSL entitlement governed by (State) LSL Act—Commission noted similarities with "Bevron Fibreglass" case 
(64 W.A.I.G. 6), although that had concerned an employee covered by a State award—Commission "loathe to exercise 
jurisdiction" over employees in an industry subject to the jurisdiction of the Australian commission—Reference to other 
cases and principle that Commission should not alter conditions fixed by Parliament—Circumstance of an employee 
covered by a Federal award and LSL Act considered sufficient to distinguish him from employees allowed an entitlement 
different to that determined by Commission for private industry employees at large—Claim dismissed—Engineering 

Application re unfair termination, seeking re-instatement—Employee of long standing transferred to position of Assistant 
Manager, but unwilling/ unable to perform duties—Applicant believed previous position would still be available whilst 
trying out new job—Commission found applicant misunderstood employer's position re holding the previous job open— 
Employer unable to find alternative position, given the economic downturn—Commission considered applicant not 
unfairly terminated, but ordered payment of pro rata long service plus normal entitlements—Metals  

Employee terminated then "re-engaged"as an independent contractor, just prior to his qualification for pro rata long service 
leave—Questions re nature of employment relationship after re-engagement and whether employer purposely altered 
relationship to avoid long service leave obligations—Reference to various authorities revealed no conclusive indicia in 
determining the status of such a contract; such questions to be answered "in the light of all the circumstances"—Board 
considered exercise of control, method of payment, intention of the parties, etc.—Majority found contract to be for 
services and that Employer had exercised his managerial prerogative in order to run his business more economically/ 
efficiently—Dismissed—Drafting Services  

33411—14 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

LONG SERVICE LEAVE—continued 
Managerial decision to use subcontractors resulting in the termination of several longstanding employees—Union sought 

maintenance of their employment benefits with the subcontractor/Compensation—Commission decided it lacked juris- 
diction re "maintenance" claims of those not offered employment by the subcontractor, but granted them equitable relief 
(compensation) having regard to earlier "redundancy" cases—Remaining employee had been offered employment by the 
subcontractor—Commission granted "transmission" of leave benefits in accordance with principles of the "St John of 
God case" (61 W.A.I.G. 782), but refused claim for maintenance of previous above-award pay rate as it would have 
created an anomaly—Claims re maintenance of hours, and place of employment considered matters of managerial 
prerogative, although Commission stated what it considered to be "reasonable" hours and that job location should be 
"readily accessible" by public transport—Cleaning  

Long Service Leave conditions for State Government Wages Employees—Claim for payment in lieu otprorala long service 
leave at expiration of training course, when applicant learned of her pregnancy—Training course had been a fixed term 
contract—Examination of relevant LSL conditions revealed no provision for such payment when employment ends as a 
result of the expiration of a fixed term contract—However, Board noted practice re other State Government wages 
employees, being paid pro rata LSL if unable to obtain employment after completing their training—Pregnancy had 
prevented applicant from seeking further employment after completing training—Recommendation that ex gratia pay- 
ment be made in lieu of pro rata L.S.L.—Nurses  

2Questions re proper exercise of Commission's jurisdiction—Appeal against decision of Commission dismissing claim for 
pro rata long service leave by retrenched employee who had been covered under Long Service Leave Act (at 64 W.A.I.G. 
121)—Commission had mainly relied on "principle" that it should not alter conditions fixed by Parliament (i.e. LSL 
Act)—Full Bench decided that given the amendment to section 44 of the Industrial Arbitration Act [see s. 44(7) (a) (Hi)], 
the Commission "was empowered to alter by determination an entitlement whether set by Parliament or otherwise" and 
that the Commission had erred in exercising judicial discretion founded upon "principle" mentioned—Compensation 
ordered, although Full Bench commented that each retrenchment/redundancy case is still to be decided "on its own 
particular circumstances"—Engineering  

Employee terminated for economic reasons after 5'/Z years service—Claimed payment of accrued leave benefits lost, redun- 
dancy compensation, relocation expenses, etc.—Commission decided both parties were "casualities"of current economic 
recession and position of both needed to be considered in determining compensation—Claims re sick leave and annual 
leave loading benefits refused, given earlier decision at 63 W.A.I.G. 2274—Granted 50 percent accrued long service leave 
on basis of decisions at 59 W.A.I.G. 401 and 64 W.A.I.G. 6—Clerks (Furniture)  

Employee terminated after six years service due to reduction in contracts—Union sought pro rata long service leave as 
compensation—Commission considered case warranted compensation in view of employee's length of service, fact that 
he was not given opportunity to do other work and the fact that the employer still in business—However Commission 
also had regard for financial state of employer, industry, etc.—Granted 50%pro rata long service leave entitlement— 
Electrical Trades  

Redundancy claims re re-employment, long service leave, compensation and unused sick leave, following retrenchments 
due to business downturn—Union sought "Package" for those already retrenched/who may be retrenched—Commission 
not prepared to legislate re future retrenchments/grant sick leave claim on material presented—Commission noted that 
no general standard of redundancy payment has been enunciated, although other decisions have "played a role"—Need to 
compare cases in context of Principle Objects of Industrial Arbitration Act, and consider changed attitudes which may 
have evolved— Reference to "Bevron Fibreglass" case and N.S. W. Employment Protection Act re having regard to the 
employer's financial and other resources and the probable effect of orders—Difficult to determine financial situation of 
company in question, given no argument re incapacity—Reference to compensation awarded in "Australian Iron and 
Steel"and "Vickers Hadwa"cases—Retrenched employees compensated "against backdrop"of decisions mentioned and 
possibility of re-employment—Foundry    

Question re payment of pro rata Long Service Leave, given interruptions in service/transition of business—Only two 
"interruptions" in applicant's service—First had been for health reasons, where employer had given assurance that absence 
to be treated as sick leave—Second interruption when factory destroyed by fire—Board considered there had been no 
break in service—Fact that applicant was a member of employer's "Super Fund" supports argument that he was a long 
serving employee—Applicant had also been employed by different firms during service, but all firms had advertised and 
traded under one name—Granted pro rata L.S.L.—Furniture Trades  

Question re rate of pay applicable for Long Service Leave purposes, to employee who had suffered work-related incapacity 
prior to termination/commencing L.S.L.—Award provided that entitlement was the rate applicable at the date of 
commencing such leave—Prior to incapacity employee had been remunerated in accordance with "Piecework" clause of 
award, but was being paid workers compensation payments equivalent to "time work" rates for the period of incapacity— 
Commission referred to other parts of award—"Rate of pay" only becomes applicable for work performed or for an 
absence OTHER than when employee entitled to Workers Compensation—No "rate of pay" applicable immediately 
prior to/at termination; last occasion upon which employee entitled to a rate of pay had been work performed prior to 
incapacitation (i.e. piecework)—Employee therefore entitled to to have L.S.L. entitlement calculated in accordance with 
piecework provisions of L.S.L. schedule, i.e. average rate over three months preceding incapacity—Interpreted 
accordingly—Nickel Mining  

MANAGERIAL PREROGATIVE 
Employee terminated then "re-engaged" as an independent contractor, just prior to his qualification forpro rata long service 

leave—Questions re nature of employment relationship after re-engagement and whether employer purposely altered 
relationship to avoid long service leave obligations—Reference to various authorities revealed no conclusive indicia in 
determining the status of such a contract; such questions to be answered "in the light of all the circumstances"—Board 
considered exercise of control, method of payment, intention of the parties, etc.—Majority found contract to be for 
services and that Employer had exercised his managerial prerogative in order to run his business more economically/ 
efficiently—Dismissed—Drafting Services  

Managerial decision to use subcontractors resulting in the termination of several longstanding employees—Union sought 
maintenance of their employment benefits with the subcontractor/Compensation—Commission decided it lacked juris- 
diction re "maintenance" claims of those not offered employment by the subcontractor, but granted them equitable relief 
(compensation) having regard to earlier "redundancy" cases—Remaining employee had been offered employment by the 
subcontractor—Commission granted "transmission" of leave benefits in accordance with principles of the "St John of 
God case" (61 W.A.I.G. 782), but refused claim for maintenance of previous above-award pay rate as it would have 
created an anomaly—Claims re maintenance of hours, and place of employment considered matters of managerial 
prerogative, although Commission stated what it considered to be "reasonable" hours and that job location should be 
"readily accessible" by public transport—Cleaning  

'Industrial coverage of trade assistants in the mining industry outside the S. W. land division—Reference to earlier case (53 
W.A.I.G. 332) re employer's right to require employees to perform the work required of them under their contract of 
service, irrespective of union's constitutional rights (subject to award limitations upon such employer's rights)—See under 
"Unions" for outcome of application—Mining, outside the South West land division -.  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

MANAGERIAL PREROGATIVE—continued 
Employee dismissed due to lack of work and his intermittent absences occasioning payment of sick leave/leave without 

pay—Employee had been warned about his absenteeism and his work performance shortcomings—Commission noted 
that it is wrong to suggest employees must be counselled and warned in all cases of poor work performance... depends on 
circumstances—Award entitlement to sick leave doesn't give employee licence to absent himself without immunity from 
dismissal—Employee's absences found to have restricted employer's capacity to operate effectively, given manner in 
which work performed—Dismissed—Railway Construction  

Nursing assistant of long-standing, given notice of dismissal for retaliating when struck by patient—Sought reinstatement 
for unfair dismissal—Nursing assistant allegedly had no recollection of incident due to pain inflicted—Reference to 
earlier decision (61 W.A.I.G. 1722) re need for industrial justice giving weight "in varying degrees, according to the 
requirements of each case"—Commission noted nature of hospital and past service, etc., and concluded that nursing 
assistant who retaliates on being struck by a patient, albeit unconsciously, should not be utilised in such work—Suggested 
that nursing assistant be given opportunity of "first refusal" should "domestic" vacancy arise—Dismissed—Nursing 
assistants  

Section 29 (2) application claiming unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Employee told her voice was unsuitable for 
work as a switchboard operator, despite two years employment with no prior indication of problem—Commission 
acknowledged employer's fundamental right to determine a contract, but noted that the right must be exercised fairly in 
"all the circumstances"—Commission accepted employer's reason for dismissal but considered that in such circumstances, 
applicant should have been given chance to remedy her deficiencies—Dismissal deemed unfair and 4 weeks remuneration 
awarded as compensation—Telephonists  

Section 29 (2) (a) application made after employee transferred for fighting with local Health Surveyor—Incident had 
occurred in relation to latter performing his duties—Commission referred to"Wongan Hills case'Ve the need to consider 
"all the circumstances" (59 W.A.I.G. 11)—Commission noted applicant's job description had portrayed his role as one of 
"go-between for (other) employees ..., the employer, (and) the Shire ... in matters of dispute ..and that it was a 
sensitive role "requiring a high level of confidence on the part of the town"—Commission decided applicant had failed to 
meet those obligations and it was not prepared to override employer's assessment re lessening town confidence, 
etc.—Dismissed—Town Services Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd  

Termination of employment due to repeated absences resulting from a work-related injury—Applicant claimed unfair 
dismissal and sought compensation—Commission found no evidence to indicate that contract of service had not 
remained "on foot" during Applicant's indisposition and therefore Respondent obliged to effect termination by giving 
due notice—Commission accepted Applicant's evidence that her employment was a "monthly contract", not covered by 
an award, despite Respondent's claims to the contrary—Dismissal not considered otherwise unfair in the circumstances— 
No prohibition against dismissing a person whilst they are in receipt of Workers' Compensation benefits—Commission 
similarly rejected Applicant's claims re unfairness of the dismissal because she had not been previously consulted about 
her indisposition—Employer can only be sensibly obliged to consult with an employee before terminating his/her 
contract, if it would serve some useful purpose (Commission also accepted Respondent's evidence that certain 
consultation had occurred)—Granted compensation of one month's pay in lieu of notice—Clerks (Secretarial)  

Teacher's Aide dismissed due to unsatisfactory working relationship with School's Administration and Staff—Claim of 
unfair dismissal, seeking reinstatement—Commission restricted in type of order it could make in that all budgeted "Aide 
time" being utilised—Fundamental right of employer to organise his business/allocate time to be worked by Aides— 
Considered a matter of Managerial Prerogative, outside meaning of "Industrial Matter"—See remainder of Com- 
mission's findings under Termination  

MANNING 
Union claim for increased manning—Commission stated that it would only intervene in the manning of operations if it is 

demonstrated that either the employees arc overworked or their safety is in jeopardy due to undermanning—Dismissed— 
Iron Ore  

Deletion of running shift changes sought by Employer to prevent loss of jobs—Concept first introduced during time of full 
employment/prosperity, to ensure the smooth continuity of operations, but no longer considered necessary—Union 
opposed claim on basis of loss of earnings for employees concerned/safety and workload considerations—Given 
operation of award "Safety Code", etc.. Commission not persuaded that Union arguments justified—Elimination of 
running shift changes considered worthwhile if it assists in retaining people in employment—Dismissed—Iron Ore  

Claim for payment of overtime rates for workers effecting a running shift changeover when relieving shiftworkers on their 
leisure day off— Reference to Application No. 422 of 1983 (64 W.A.I.G. 953)—Dismissed—Iron Ore  

Application seeking that general Order (re closure of business) be set aside and employees not required for duty on that day 
be rostered off—Union claimed employees would be disadvantaged by losing annual leave/holiday (as set out in order) 
without gaining continuous holiday over Easter—Commission noted that General Order designed to cover instances 
where employer elects to close his business, not case concerned where services will be maintained, although demand will 
change—Change to be accommodated by award provisions re guarantee of full week's work except where employer 
unable to conduct service due to causes beyond its control, etc.—No Order issued—Railways (Engine-drivers)  

Question re constitutional and Award coverge of new "driver's assistant" classification on Westrail "block" trains— 
Westrail planning to reduce train crew numbers from three (driver, fireman and guard) to two (driver and driver's assist- 
ant)—Firemen and guards eligible to join L.E.D.F. & C. and A.R.U., respectively—Commission noted duties of 
"firemen" as originally contained in Westrail's "Rules", when L.E.D.F. & C. Rules registered in 1901 and found that a 
fireman primarily "assisted the driver"—Need only consider whether driver's assistant substantially engaged in providing 
assistance to driver—Commission satisfied that driver's assistant so engaged, but unwilling to draw same conclusion re 
other than "block" train crews—Award definition of "fireman" amended to include driver's assistant—Railway  

MATERNITY LEAVE 
Termination of employment when Applicant "took six weeks off" to give birth—Applicant claimed she had been given 

assurance that she would be able to recommence work after the birth and had been "called back" to work during the period 
of absence—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Respondent claimed Applicant had terminated her 
employment herself and therefore no "unfair dismissal" had occurred—Commission accepted that Respondent had 
broken his promise to re-employ, but also noted that Applicant had been content to cease employment due to her 
pregnancy—Employer's action not found to constitute "unfair dismissal" under Section 29 (2) LA. Act—Dismissed— 
Furniture Trades  

MEAL BREAKS 2Appeal against decision of Commission affirming that Annual Leave be calculated as "ordinary rates"/amount actually 
earned, including payment for employees being "available" during meal breaks (at 64 W.A.I.G. 96)—Full Bench found 
Commission erred in treating "ordinary rate" as assessable by reference to particular circumstances, rather than from 
examination of award—"Ordinary rate" is the wage payable for prescribed "ordinary hours of work"—Payments for 
being available during meal breaks are made as compensation in addition—Appeal upheld—Nurses (Private Hospitals 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

MISCONDUCT 
Section 29 (2) application re unfair termination—Applicant had proven history of unsatisfactory conduct—Had also 

received reprimands and a final warning as to the results of future misconduct—Termination not unfair—Dismissed — 
Courier  

Termination of employment for unsatisfactory work performance—Claim that employee had been given "less than a fair 
deal"—Employee had pretended to be more competent than he actually knew he was, in order to achieve a job reloc- 
ation—Subsequently "put his own interests before the interests of his employer" and dismissed, then reinstated after 
pleading for compassion—Employee then dismissed again after a "further lapse"—Commissioner recommended that 
employee should be relocated in a position where he would be fully supervised and not subject to distraction/pressure— 
Dismissed—Miscellaneous Workers (Education Department)  

Employee terminated with full contractual entitlements as a result of an "accumulation of incidents" re performance of 
duties—Applicant denied allegations, and claimed unfair dismissal—Commission noted evidence of witnesses re appli- 
cant's lack of co-operation and that employer had issued several warnings—Termination not considered unfair— 
Finance/ Credit  

Employee terminated for insubordination—Claimed unfair dismissal—Conflicting evidence—Commission accepted 
evidence of employee and witnesses, but not supervisor—Reason for which termination given must be valid and the mere 
expression by employer of embarrassments not sufficient for Commission to refrain from ordering reinstatement— 
Reinstatement ordered with reimbursement of benefits lost—Hostel domestics  

Section 29 (2) (a) Application claiming unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Applicant had had heated argument with 
supervisor re late pay slip—Respondent alleged Applicant had threatened him with physical violence—Conflict of 
evidence—Evidence of Respondent accepted—Commission considered that Respondent had little/no alternative in such 
circumstances—Dismissed—Maintenance Fitting    

Summary dismissal after Applicant refused to obey employer's instruction, allegedly because Applicant had threatened to 
tell customers of contaminated materials being used—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Conflicting 
evidence re reason for dismissal—Commission preferred Respondent's evidence, given that Applicant had been warned 
previously about disobeying instructions, etc.—Dismissed—Soft drink Manufacture  

Employee dismissed summarily due to persistent refusal to obey supervisor's orders—Applicant claimed that dismissal 
unfair in that it was the final act by Respondent to rid itself of employee with outspoken support of union policies— 
Employee previously dismissed on two separate occasions for alleged bad workmanship and unsatisfactory time keeping 
but industrial pressure had resulted in his re-instatement—On day in question Supervisor observed employer conversing 
with shop steward and directed him to get on with his work—Commission considered employee's reaction argumentative 
and intimidatory—Event witnessed by other employees, who confirmed that he "got heated", threatened violence, etc.— 
Manager terminated employee's contract summarily as a result—Commission considered circumstances of incident 
sufficient to justify summary dismissal and employee was "author of his own destruction"—Dismissed—Metal Trades 

Employee dismissed for failure to adhere to employer's guidelines—Union sought employee's re-instatement—Employee 
had been informed that supervisor disapproved of her children's visits to the hostel and of her conversation with residents 
about her personal finances—Well settled industrial law that employee must obey lawful commands of employer—No 
defence against charge of unsatisfactory conduct for employee merely to disagree with employer on basis that she would 
do things differently—No unfairness—Dismissed—Hostel Supervisors  

Summary dismissal for failing to obey employer's written instructions/responding tardily to subsequent related 
instructions—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation for loss of employment and pay in lieu of notice— 
Commission found no evidence to confirm Applicant had received written instructions—Commission considered 
Applicant had contributed to result by responding tardily, but that employer had acted hastily in "all of the circum- 
stances"—Summary dismissal not justified, compensation of pay in lieu of notice ordered—Clerical (Accounting)  

Employee dismissed for neglecting duty—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Commission considered 
Applicant's failure to subsequently carry out duties/give truthful explanation when first questioned, irresponsible— 
Termination therefore not unfair—Dismissed—Maintenance  

MIXED FUNCTIONS 
Question re constitutional and Award coverage of new "driver's assistant" classification on Westrail "block" trains— 

Westrail planning to reduce train crew numbers from three (driver, fireman and guard) to two (driver and driver's 
assistant)—Firemen and guards eligible to join L.E.D.F.&C. and A.R.U., respectively—Commission noted duties of 
"firemen" as originally contained in Westrail's "Rules", when L.E.D.F.&C. Rules registered in 1901 and found that a 
fireman primarily "assisted the driver"—Need only consider whether driver's assistant substantially engaged in providing 
assistance to driver—Commission satisfied that driver's assistant so engaged, but unwilling to draw same conclusion re 
other than "block" train crews—Award definition of "fireman" amended to include driver's assistant—Railway  719 

"Reclassification" and "Higher duties allowance" for storemen—Employer offer to reclassify, without rctrospectivity, 
endorsed by Commission—Question re H.D.A. decided by reference to award definitions; considered to be question of 
fact which should be capable of agreement between parties—Dismissed—Iron Ore  787 

NATURAL JUSTICE 
Nursing assistant of long-standing, given notice of dismissal for retaliating when struck by patient—Sought reinstatement 

for unfair dismissal—Nursing assistant allegedly had no recollection of incident due to pain inflicted — Reference to 
earlier decision (61 W.A.I.G. 1722) re need for industrial justice giving weight "in varying degrees, according to the 
requirements of each case"—Commission noted nature of hospital and past service, etc., and concluded that nursing 
assistant who retaliates on being struck by a patient, albeit unconsciously, should not be utilised in such work—Suggested 
that nursing assistant be given opportunity of "first refusal" should "domestic" vacancy arise—Dismissed—Nursing 
assistants  609 

NEXUS 
Qualifying period for overtime—Applicant sought to reduce qualifying period, claiming nexus upon which overtime 

provisions based was inappropriate—Commission found no change in work conditions necessitating the variation of a 
long-standing provision—Claim also not in accordance with Commission's "Principles"—Dis'missed  576 

'Increased rates of pay for Private hospital domestics based on a nexus with Government hospital employees—Claim 
previously refused (63 W.A.I.G. 1451), largely due to need to maintain wage relativity with nursing assistants—Nursing 
assistants have since had wage increase—Commission emphasised that precise "relativity" between nursing assistants and 
domestics will vary over time—Granted—Hospital Domestics  578 

Claim re flow-on of pay increase granted for private sector transport workers, to transport workers employed by government 
instrumentality (M.W. A.)—Reference to earlier decision (62 W. A. l.G. 2801) where other Government transport workers 
only granted part of increase obtained by private transport workers, despite union claim that remainder, equivalent to 
state wage increase, had already been discounted—Commission decided that granting of claim premature at this stage, 
having regard to the long standing nexus with Transport Workers (Government) Award and the proceedings currently 
underway in respect of such—Matter stood over pending outcome of those proceedings—Transport Workers (M.W. A.) 797 
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NEXUS —conlinued 
Implementation of 38 hour week following same in Federal award—Consented to by employers—Reference to Principle 5 

requiring agreements for reducing standard hours to have minimal cost implications, etc,—Commission prepared to ratify 
agreement, despite lack of detailed information re costs, in view of cost-competitive nature of industry and need for 
consistency between Federal/State tribunals in such cases—Additional expectation that discussions re cost offsetting, 
take place immediately—Commission also noted Metal Trades "Hours" decision (62 W.A.I.G. 827) which permitted 
employers to apply for exemption from "common rule"award—Similar option granted to employers concerned, but none 
sought exemption—Claim granted—Clothing Trades  

•'Flow-on increase in "camping" and living away from home allowances, based on nexus with Federal award—Award in 
question had long established nexus with another State award, which in turn had a nexus with Federal award — Federal 
award allowances recently increased under Principle 9 (a) (i)—Union sought same increase based on traditional nexus 
under Principle 6 (a) (iv)—Respondent argued that comparison with parent awards no longer appropriate. State or rural 
economy such that increase should not be allowed and that claim did not fall within Principle 6—Majority accepted that 
claim could be pursued under Principle 6. but decided that circumstances under which increase made in Federal award 
were not reasonably comparable—Considered appropriate to adjust allowances in line with C.P.I, in view of long period 
since last adjustments made/need for an "equitable base", with option for union to re-apply in respect of certain 
employees re whom nexus originally established—Order made accordingly—Grain Handling  

Wage increase sought to establish an "equitable base"—Claim based on alleged "nexus" with S. A. awards for comparable 
employees—Nexus denied by Employers—Commission considered nexus claim not established, but decided to continue 
practice of looking to rates of other States and adopting that applicable in S.A.. maintaining the basis upon which the 
award was founded in 1982—Allowance of claim not a vehicle for general improvements in pay, etc. and circumstances of 
a special and isolated nature—Granted—Retail  

NIGHT AND WEEKEND WORK 
'Employer application seeking a reduction of Penaky rates for "ordinary hours" of work on weekends—Reference to State 

Review of National Wage Decision (63 W.A.I.G. 2207) and "general rule" that "pernicious claims" ought to be refused 
unless proposed changes shown to be necessary/to the advantage of employees concerned—Applications to improve/ 
worsen conditions dealt with in accordance with l.A. Act and State Review's "Principles"—Applicant found not to have 
discharged onus re "general rule"—Suggestion that "State Review" decision be reconsidered also rejected (such appli- 
cations to be made under Part II, Division 3 of l.A. Act)—Applications dismissed—Private Hospitals  578 

OVER-AWARD PAYMENT 
"Indexation" of overaward payments and various other allowances—Commission distinguished between "Overaward 

Payments" and other special payments relating to a particular work condition—Claim re overaward payment not con- 
sidered. as parties had agreed to increase—Claims re Service Pay, Multi-skilled Experience Allowance and Underground 
allowances refused, for not having been indexed in the past and because of the state of the industry—Commission noted 
that variations to the "Special Rates" and "Coded Welding Allowances" of the Metal Trades (General) Award 10/68 
appeared to have been applied to the awards in question, without formal variations being effected—Considered logical to 
continue updating such provisions accordingly—Claims allowed subject to outcome of similar application re Metal 
Trades (General) Award 10/68—Order subsequently issued varying "Overaward Payments", "Special Rates" and 
"Coded Welding" Provisions—Nickel Mining and Processing.  371 

Question as to whether "total wage", including overaward payment, should be increased in accordance with Commission's 
General Order (4.3%)—Company had previously gone into receivership but union chose not to press wage claim during 
negotiations to sell—Prior to their termination, employees had been working under Metal Trades (General) A ward (13/65). 
but were also in receipt of an overaward payment—Arrangement had not been formalised and Respondent sought to 
absorb 4.3% into overaward payment—Commission referred to previous cases where such absorption considered 
"destructive of the concept of national wage cases" and where indexation of overaward payments could "only be made 
after considering the facts relating to individual awards and ... perhaps, individual employers"—Commission awarded 
4.3% inrease but refused to make order indexing overaward payments—Metal Trades  789 

'Absorption of National Wage increase into overaward payment—May, 1982 change in award applicable to certain 
employees resulted in their award wage being less than what they were then being paid—Employer had advised their 
wages would not be reduced but held at the same level until the award caught up "by about the beginning of 
1983"—Qflestion whether October 1983 National Wage increase should be absorbed—Commission referred to the 
National Wage case decision, discouraging absorption of over award payments—However present case considered 
"unique" in that amount retained under the no reduction concept could not be regarded as a true over-award payment— 
Commission acknowledged desirability of equalising rales of pay in the establishments concerned, but thought employer 
went "too far" in absorbing all of the National Wage increase, particularly when the wage had remained unaltered for 
much longer than had been expected—Increase of $5.00 per week granted—Aged Hostels  764 

Non-payment of contractural benefit—Applicant claimed not to have been paid for hours worked, at agreed (above-award) 
rate—Applicant had intended to pursue claim for award entitlement through Industrial Magistrate whilst seeking recovery 
of remaining debt through Commission—Respondent did not appear, but Commission satisfied, on balance, that 
Applicant entitled to benefit sought—Commission also decided that Applicant could recover entire amount as a single 
debt created by the contract—Claim amended by Commission and payment ordered—Hotel and Tavern  774 

OVERTIME 
Maximum number of hours required to be worked before overtime is payable/Spread of "Ordinary Hours" over a week, 

under the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail) Award 38 of 1947—Reference to special provisions re fruit and produce mar- 
kets—Resulting expectation that the spread of ordinary hours for the "generality" of the award be less—Wording of 
"Hours" and "Overtime" clauses makes variations in the spread of hours possible, but not so as to permit a daily spread 
of more than nine hours (including lunch)—Declaration accordingly—Clerks (Wholesale and Retail)  

Time/Hour at which Overtime becomes payable under the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) Award 38 of 
1947—Applicant relied on previously existing correlation between times at which overtime and meal allowances became 
payable—Commission investigated previous clauses, history of award, etc.—Award found not to stipulate starting and 
finishing times or the minimum/maximum spread of hours (except for fruit and produce markets)—Declaration re 
overtime being payable when the number of ordinary hours allocated by an employer, for each day, is exceeded—Clerks 
(Wholesale and Retail)  

Payment of untaken lunch/tea breaks, overtime and mileage allowance—Reference to contract of service—Employer under 
no obligation to reimburse employee for choosing not to take breaks—Employer also not liable to pay overtime/ mileage 
allowance where employee not given specific instructions re performing overtime/using own vehicle for employer's 
purposes—Dismissed—Travel Consulting  
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OVERTIME—continued 
Employee terminated for refusing to work overtime in accordance with his contract of service—Applicant had been refused 

payment for unauthorised overtime on several previous occasions—Applicant claimed direction to work further overtime 
unreasonable and that termination therefore unfair—Commission decided applicant's refusal to carry out a lawful 
instruction justified termination, as grievance re overtime could have been resolved by other means—Claim for payment 
of unauthorised overtime also refused as being merely the result of supervisor's failing to satisfactorily monitor applicant's 
activities—Aerated Waters  354 

Qualifying period for overtime—Applicant sought to reduce qualifying period, claiming nexus upon which overtime 
provisions based was inappropriate—Commission found no change in work conditions necessitating the variation of a 
long-standing provision—Claim also not in accordance with Commission's "Principles"—Dismissed  576 

Question whether shift worked by employee was an "ordinary" shift—Commission found that shift roster showing shift as 
"rostered day off", together with award provisions, indicated that it had been "overtime" not "ordinary"—Iron Ore.... 746 

Alleged breaches of award re Time and Wages Record and payment of overtime and pro rata annual leave—Complaint re 
overtime dismissed, there being insufficient evidence—Evidence that employee was never asked to sign Time and Wages 
Record ... Complaint re Time and Wages Record proved—Available evidence satisfied Magistrate that pro rata annual 
leave not paid ... Complaint proved—Order made accordingly—Musical Instrument Dealing  750 

Alleged breaches of award re hours of work, meal interval, overtime and annual leave—Due to discrepancies in evidence 
complaints re hours of work and meal interval not proven—Magistrate accepted evidence re overtime and annual leave, 
showing underpayments took place... Complaints proved—Order made accordingly—Dental Attendants  749 

Deletion of running shift changes sought by Employer to prevent loss of jobs—Concept first introduced during time of full 
employment/prosperity, to ensure the smooth continuity of operations, but no longer considered necessary—Union 
opposed claim on basis of loss of earnings for employees concerned/safety and workload considerations—Given 
operation of award "Safety Code", etc.. Commission not persuaded that Union arguments justified—Elimination of 
running shift changes considered worthwhile if it assists in retaining people in employment—Dismissed—Iron Ore  953 

Claim for payment of overtime rates for workers effecting a running shift changeover when relieving shiftworkers on their 
leisure day off—Reference to Application No. 422 of 1983 (64 W.A.l.G. 953)—Dismissed—Iron Ore  987 

PENALTY RATES 
Possibility of working "ordinary hours" after midday, Saturday, under the Clerks (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) 

Award 38 of 1947—Commission noted history re award's geographical coverage—Finding re "defect" in the "Hours of 
Duty"clause which only prescribes Saturday penalty rates for ordinary hours worked before noon on Saturdays, even in 
localities where the half-day holiday is observed on a day other than Saturday—Question answered affirmatively as re 
such localities—Clerks (Wholesale and Retail)  227 

Question re application of "off—roster penalties"—Employee required to work part of a shift prior to his normal shift— 
Conflicting award provisions -Commission decided that if the meaning of a provision is obscure, "then the manner in 
which the parties have construed the provision should be examined"—Commissioner noted actions of the parties— 
Question answered in the affirmative—Iron Ore  236 

Interpretation of provisions re method of calculating units of tally and "overtally"—Question re whether processing of 
"overweights" should be considered "equivalents" or "penalties"—Commission noted general position at large in the 
industry, i.e. use of penalties—However Commission obliged to adopt Full Bench ruling re interpretation of awards and 
their "plain meaning"—"Equivalents" to be used for the purpose of determining tally and overtally by slaughtermen, 
boners and slicers—Meat (North West)  326 

'Employer application seeking a reduction of Penalty rates for "ordinary hours" of work on weekends—Reference to State 
Review of National Wage Decision (63 W.A.l.G. 2207) and "general rule"that "pernicious claims" ought to be refused 
unless proposed changes shown to be necessary/to the advantage of employees concerned—Applications to improve/ 
worsen conditions dealt with in accordance with I.A. Act and State Review's "Principles"—Applicant found not to have 
discharged onus re "general rule"—Suggestion that "State Review" decision be reconsidered also rejected (such appli- 
cations to be made under Part II, Division 3 of l.A. Act)—Applications dismissed—Private Hospitals  578 

'Appeals against Commission's interpretation that "Equivalents" be used for the purpose of calculating tally in the 
processing of "overweights" (at 64 W.A.l.G. 326)—Commission had adopted "plain meaning" of awards' terms, despite 
long-standing practice of using "penalties" in the industry—Majority noted limitations on the permissible extent of 
considering matters extraneous to the award (authorities cited)—Appellants did not show any new intention to be found 
outside the words used — Practice of using "penalties", whilst affirmed by another Commissioner in 1972, was inconsistent 
with the intention expressed in earlier awards—Unions acceptance of long-standing practice could not be assumed— 
Majority considered that in such circumstances. Commission had little alternative but to seek clear expression of 
intention from language of awards—Dissent by Cort S. C., who considered that in order that "justice and equity should be 
done" the award should be interpreted according to the intention of its maker/custom and practice in the industry/basis 
upon which industrial dispute settled in 1972—Appeals dismissed by Majority—Meat (North West)  862 

PIECEWORK (see TALLIES also) 
'Method ofcalculating/trora/a annual leave payments at the end of the meat processing "season" in Wyndham—New scheme 

proposing payment of various percentages of average seasonal payments, depending on classification—Commission 
noted special circumstances in the North-West, comparison with other States, etc.—Scheme not considered contrary to 
National Wage Decision "Principles" as re "tally" workers or "time" workers receiving incentive bonuses, but Commission 
rejected aspect of scheme whereby 'time' workers not receiving incentive bonus to be paid annual leave on same basis as 
those who do—Philosophy of preserving 'pre-annual leave income'whilst on annual leave—In addition, where employees 
'step-up' from 'time' work to 'tally' work, annual leave payments to reflect changes from one system to another, in 
proportion to time spent on each—Meat  79 

PROCEDURAL MATTERS— 
'Application seeking that provisions of previous order operate according to their tenor, whilst appeal pending—Union 

failed to file statement/show cause why order sought would create problems—Application granted—Meat (State)  424 
Alleged breaches of award re failure to pay overtime and pay in lieu of notice—Number of problems with evidence—Mere 

showing of corporate documents considered insufficient to demonstrate award respondency—Discrepancy in spelling 
company's name ... Magistrate not satisfied that defendant was company referred to in documents—Employee (driver) 
did not specify his vehicle's capacity... Magistrate unable to determine rate of pay/underpayment—Evidence didn't 
demonstrate employee's eligibility for membership of applicant union—No evidence re amount of moneys already paid to 
employee—Complaints dismissed due to unsatisfactory nature of evidence—Transport  754 

Application to set aside Magistrate's order made in the absence of the defendant (Applicant)— Magistrate considered that 
Applicant could not have raised a defence to matters in question — Magistrate obliged to enforce Commission's orders— 
Questions re "correctness" of Commission's orders should be taken to the Commission—Refused—Transport  951 

Complaint re breach of award (dismissal without required notice and non-payment of sick leave)—Insufficient evidence to 
prove that award applied— Magistrate also unable to determine which evidence correct as regards remaining questions— 
Complaints dismissed — Brick Cleaning  948 
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PROCEDURAL MATTERS—continued 
Further application re unfair termination—Claim previously heard and dismissed (at 63 W.A.I.G. 2489)—Union later 

approached Commission claiming it had new evidence—Appeal against previous decision precluded by Act/passage of 
time—Commission probably has discretion to overrule "bar of estoppel" under Section 26 (1) LA. Act, but only in the 
"most exceptional circumstances" should its discretion to dispose of such applications under section 27/Section 44 not to 
be exercised—Commission assessed new evidence and found no "patently unjust"situation had arisen because it had not 
been heard at the original hearing—Dismissed—Baking  987 

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 
Application seeking that General Order (re closure of business) be set aside and employees not required for duty on that day 

be rostered off—Union claimed employees would be disadvantaged by losing annual leave/holiday (as set out in order) 
without gaining continuous holiday over Easter—Commission noted that General Order designed to cover instances 
where employer elects to close his business, not case concerned where services will be maintained, although demand will 
change—Change to be accommodated by award provisions re guarantee of full week's work except where employer 
unable to conduct service due to causes beyond its control, etc.—No Order issued—Railways (Engine-drivers)  956 

PUBLIC INTEREST 
■•Application by employer seeking order that Commission's decision in Matter No. 771 of 1983 (at 64 W.A.I.G. 719) shall 

operate according to its tenor, pending determination of Appeal No. 302 of 1984—Commission's decision concerned 
constitutional/award coverage of new classification, created in relation to Westrail plan to reduce train crew numbers— 
President noted Applicant's statutory obligations re public interest, evidence of staff shortages and that effect of such an 
order would not compromise rights of appellant Union—Order that Commission's decision operate according to its tenor 
whilst Appeal pending—Railways  879 

REDUNDANCY/RETRENCHMENT 2Appeal against decision of Commission (at 63 W.A.I.G. 2265) where Commission had awarded pro rata long service leave 
as compensation for retrenchment due to economic factors—Full Bench acknowledged Commission's discretion to award 
such compensation when justified by the circumstances of the termination, but considered that, in the absence of an 
established prescription for such payments, the employer's circumstances should also be examined—Direct comparison 
with circumstances of another decision (63 W.A.I.G. 2260) considered inappropriate—Majority decided circumstances 
not dissimilar to other cases where compensation calculated on 50 per cent of employee's service—Appeal upheld and 
previous order varied accordingly—Metal Trades  

Employee terminated due to reorganisation of staff—Respondent employed new employee soon after—Applicant con- 
tended the true reason for termination not given and claimed unfair termination—Commission found duties of two 
positions to be different, hence not unfair for employer to choose most suitable person—Dismissed—Clerical (Hotel) 

Payment of benefits in addition to award entitlements, after employees retrenched for economic reasons—Employer agreed 
to claim for l?1// percent loading on all pro rata annual leave and full pay-out of unused sick leave accruals—Remaining 
claim re pro rata long service leave—Employer had already made payments exceeding the formula prescribed in the 
Ingle's case (59 W.A.I.G. 400) and claimed that additional payments would necessitate further retrenchments— 
Commission considered remaining claim would place intolerable burden on employer and be inconsistent with Section 
26 of LA. Act—Dismissed—Building Products  

Further hearing re claim (or pro rata Long Service Leave entitlement by retrenched employee—Previous hearing and 
appeal re jurisdiction at 63 W.A.I.G. 1869 and 63 W.A.I.G. 2399, respectively—Applicant covered by Federal award but 
Long Service Leave entitlement governed by (State) Long Service Leave Act—Commission noted similarities with 
"Beuron Fibreglass" case (64 W.A.I.G. 6), although that had concerned an employee covered by a State award—Com- 
mission "lothe to exercise jurisdiction" over employees in an industry subject to the jurisdiction of the Australian 
Commission—Reference to other cases and principle that Commission should not alter conditions fixed by Parliament— 
Circumstance of an employee covered by a Federal award and Long Service Leave Act considered sufficient to 
distinguish him from employees allowed an entitlement different to that determined by Commission for private industry 
employees at large—Claim dismissed—Engineering  

Managerial decision to use subcontractors resulting in the termination of serveral longstanding employees—Union sought 
maintenance of their employment benefits with the subcontractor/ Compensation—Commission decided it lacked juris- 
diction re "maintenance" claims of those not offered employment by the subcontractor, but granted them equitable relief 
(compensation) having regard to earlier "redundancy" cases—Remaining employee had been offered employment by the 
subcontractor-^Commission granted "transmission" of leave benefits in accordance with principles of the "St John of 
God case" (61 W.A.I.G. 782), but refused claim for maintenance of previous above-award pay rate as it would have 
created an anomaly—Claims re maintenance of hours, and place of employment considered matters of managerial 
prerogative, although Commission stated what it considered to be "reasonable" hours and that job location should be 
"readily accessible" by public transport—Cleaning  

Redundancy claims re re-employment, long service leave, compensation and unused sick leave, following retrenchments 
due to business downturn—Union sought "Package" for those already retrenched/who may be retrenched—Com- 
mission not prepared to legislate re future retrenchments/grant sick leave claim on material presented—Commission 
noted that no general standard of redundancy payment has been enunciated, although other decisions have "played a 
role"—Need to compare cases in context of Principle Objects of LA. Act, and consider changed attitudes which may have 
evolved — Reference to "Bevron Fibreglass" case and NSW Employment Protection Act re having regard to the 
employer's financial and other resources and the probable effect of orders—Difficult to determine financial situation of 
company in question, given no argument re incapacity—Reference to compensation awarded in "Australian Iron and 
Steel" and "Vickers Hadwa" cases—Retrenched employees compensated "against backdrop" of decisions mentioned and 
possibility of re-employment-Foundry  

^Questions re proper exercise of Commission's jurisdiction—Appeal against decision of Commission dismissing claim for 
pro rata long service leave by retrenched employee who had been covered under Long Service Leave Act (at 64 W.A.I.G. 
121)—Commission had mainly relied on "principle" that it shoud not alter conditions fixed by Parliament (i.e. Long 
Service Leave Act)—Full Bench decided that given the amendment to section 44 of the Industrial Arbitration Act [see 
s.44(7)(a) (iii)], the Commission "was empowered to alter by determination an entitlement whether set by Parliament or 
otherwise" and that the Commission had erred in exercising judicial discretion founded upon "principle" mentioned— 
Compensation ordered, although Full Bench commented that each retrenchment/redundancy case is still to be decided 
"on its own particular circumstances"—Engineering  

Applicant transferred/demoted after subordinates refuwed to work under his supervision, then subsequently dismissed— 
Applicant claimed to have been dismissed because of union pressure/economic expediency and sought reinstatement and 
compensation—Commission found that given level of discontent, it was in everyone's best interests that applicant had 
ceased to occupy supervisory role and his subsequent dismissal had been due to a genuine downturn in work—Applicant 
had also agreed to transfer on basis that employer pay certain additional benefits and Commission considered he ought to 
be stopped from asserting "unfairness", accordingly—Commission noted need to look at all the circumstances of a 
dismissal, not simply employee's view—Dismissed—Insulation  
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REDUNDANCY/ RETRENCHMENT—continued 
Long-standing employee dismissed as "least productive"—Employee and been transferred to lighter duties subsequent to 

an illness—Claim that termination unfair given that employee had been "carried" for so long, without complaint- 
Employee not eligible for pensions/superannuation—Commission considered matter differed from other retrenchments, 
as employee's present difficulties the result of the earlier "unfortunate affliction"— Reference to Myer Case (25 A. 1. L. R 
407)—Compensation ordered—Clerks (Retail)  

Employee terminated for economic reasons after S'A years service—Claimed payment of accrued leave benefits lost, 
redundancy compensation, relocation expenses, etc.—Commission decided both parties were "casualties" of current 
economic recession and position of both needed to be considered in determining compensation—Claims re sick leave and 
annual leave loading benefits refused, given earlier decision at 63 W.A.I.G. 2274—Granted 50 per cent accrued long 
leave on basis of decisions at 59 W.A.I.G. 401 and 64 W.A.I.G. 6—Clerks (Furniture)  

REINSTATEMENT 
Employee terminated following refusal to perform duties of "Technical Records Clerk"—Applicant claimed he was not 

qualifified for job to which he was transferred— Respondent asserted employee was qualified/did not give the job a fair 
trial and had been terminated as no other position available—Some conflicting evidence—Commission preferred that of 
respondent—Applicant not unfairly dismissed as he had refused the only available position—Dismissed—Clerk (Mining) 

Application re unfair termination, seeking re-instatement—Employee of long standing transferred to position of Assistant 
Manager, but unwilling/unable to perform duties—Applicant believed previous position would still be available whilst 
trying out new job—Commission found applicant misunderstood employer's position re holding the previous job open- 
Employer unable to find alternative position, given the economic downturn—Commission considered applicant not 
unfairly terminated, but ordered payment of pro rala long service plus normal entitlements—Metals  

Employee terminated for insubordination—Claimed unfair dismissal—Conflicting evidence—Commission accepted 
evidence of employee and witnesses, but not supervisor— Reason for which termination given must be valid and the mere 
expression by employer of embarrassments not sufficient for Commission to refrain from ordering reinstatement— 
Reinstatement ordered with reimbursement of benefits lost—Hostel domestics  

Applicant transferred/demoted after subordinates refused to work under his supervision, then subsequently dismissed — 
Applicant claimed to have been dismissed because of union pressure/economic expediency and sought reinstatement and 
compensation—Commission found that given level of discontent, it was in everyone's best interests that applicant had 
ceased to occupy supervisory role and his subsequent dismissal had been due to a genuine downturn in work—Applicant 
had also agreed to transfer on basis that employer pay certain additional benefits and Commission considered he ought to 
be stopped from asserting "unfairness", accordingly—Commission noted need to look at all the circumstances of a 
dismissal, not simply employee's view—Dismissed—Insulation  

Roster change resulting in employee losing weekend job—Union claims for provision of work in accordance with original 
contract or termination with compensation for loss of employment—Commission considered employer's actions 
amounted to termination, with offer of fresh engagement on an alternative basis—Commission will only interfere where 
termination exhibits elements of unfairness or advantage at the expense of employment, (calling for reinstatement or 
compensation, respectively)—Latter case found to exist and termination in accordance with award considered 
reasonable compensation—Commission unable to direct an employer to change his business operations to accommodate 
employee's desire for weekend work - Dismissed—Hostel Domestics  

Application re unfair termination, seeking re-instatement with appropriate compensation —Applicant employed as Chief 
Dolphin Trainer until "eased out" of his position by manager's son — Marine mammal training very contentious but 
Commission found no evidence that applicant had failed to abide by his contract—Applicant subsequently agreed to 
become seal and sea lion trainer and Commission again found no evidence of failure to carry out required duties, 
particularly in view of his limited experience—Commission satisfied that termination unfair and noted that employer had 
made no attempt to heal rift generated by displacement of applicant—No possibility of effective re-engagement in 
circumstances—Commission noted that applicant had exhausted all avenues in Australia and granted compensation to 
enable him to return to Europe— Marine mammal training  

Redundancy claims re re-employment, long service leave, compensation and unused sick leave, following retrenchments 
due to business downturn- Union sought "Package" for those already retrenched/who may be retrenched—Commission 
not prepared to legislate re future retrenchments/grant sick leave claim on material presented— Commission noted that 
no general standard of redundancy payment has been enunciated, although other decisions have "played a role"— Need to 
compare cases in context of Principle Objects of LA. Act, and consider changed attitudes which may have evolved- 
Reference to "Bcvron Fibrcglass"ca.se and NSW Employment Protection Act re having regard to the employer's financial 
and other resources and the probable effect of orders— Difficult to determine financial situation of company in question, 
given no argument re incapacity -Reference to compensation awarded in "Australian Iron and Steel" and "Vickers 
Hadwa" cases— Retrenched employees compensated "against backdrop" of decisions mentioned and possibility of re- 
employment— Foundry >  

Employee terminated for failing to keep to stipulated hours of work—Unfair dismissal claimed in view of mitigating 
circumstances regarding employee's health and personal life—Re-instatement sought without loss of benefits—Com- 
mission did not regard this as an "ordinary situation" and therefore deemed termination unfair—Employee to be 
re-instated at a different place of employment under supervision—Miscellaneous Workers (Education Department)... 

Section 29 (2) (a) application re termination of employment after "extended absences on Workers' Compensation"— 
Employee subsequently declared fully fit- Applicant claimed Respondent had not met obligations to see employee 
Rehabilitated-- Commission reiterated that "whether a dismissal effected on the grounds of employee's physical 
indisposition is unfair/not, will depend on the circumstances surrounding the dismissal"—Consequently, Commission 
noted employee's absences over a long period, difficulty in performing required tasks and employer's limited scope to 
make adjustments, plus fact that employer had no reason to believe employee's recovery was imminent—Dismissed— 
Hospital (Orderlies)  

Employee dismissed summarily due to persistent refusal to obey supervisor's orders—Applicant claimed that dismissal 
unfair in that it was the final act by Respondent to rid itself of employee with outspoken support of union policies- 
Employee previously dismissed on 2 separate occasions forallcgcd bad workmanship and unsatisfactory time keeping but 
industrial pressure had resulted in his re-instatcment—On day in question Supervisor observed employer conversing with 
shop steward and directed him to get on with his work—Commission considered employee's reaction argumentative and 
intimidatory— Event witnessed by other employees, who confirmed he "got heated", threatened violence, etc. — Manager 
terminated employee's contract summarily as a result Commission considered circumstances of incident sufficient to 
justify summary dismissal and employee was "author of his own destruction"—Dismissed— Metal Trades  

Employee terminated for failure to adhere to employer's guidelines- Union sought employee's re-instatement- Employee 
had been informed that supervisor disapproved of her children's visits to the hostel and of her conversation with residents 
about her personal finances- Well settled industrial law that employee must obey lawful commands of employer- No 
defence against charge of unsatisfactory conduct for employee merely to disagree with employer on basis that she would 
do things differently No unfairness- Dismissed Hostel Supervisors  

Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking reinstatement, after Applicant gave notice of resignation and later requested that the 
notice be withdrawn Withdrawal of notice not agreed to by Respondent—Notice of lermination of employment cannot 
be unilaterally withdrawn- Facts of case did not allow Commission to deal with it under Section 29 (2) (a) I.A. Act- 
DismissedGold Mining  
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REINSTATEMENT—continued 
1 ermination due to inefficiency—Applicant claimed dismissal unfair and sought reinstatement—Commission noted that 

applicant's work had been acceptable for the majority of her employment and decided that personal difficulties had 
caused her to make mistakes—Manager considered to have contributed to Applicant's being given "less than a fair deal" 
by failing to properly monitor situation and taking action to caution, etc.—Re-employment considered in appropriate 
given "close contact" circumstances and injured feelings, etc. —Granted four weeks wages as compensation— Retail.... 969 

Teacher's Aide dismissed due to unsatisfactory working relationship with School's Administration and Staff—Claim of 
unfair dismissal seeking reinstatement— Principal had complained to Superintendent who had investigated and found 
"tense atmosphere" at school—Superintendent recommended Aide's dismissal on basis of Principal's Report and 
discussions, etc., with other teachers, parents and Aide concerned — Divergence of evidence- Commission found Union 
had demonstrated that little credence could be given to Principal's report when viewed as a whole- Also considered 
doubtful that Aide could be held responsible for tension in school to extent warranting her dismissal —However. 
Commission noted manner/consistency of Aide's criticism of Principal, their personality clash, opinions of other teachers 
and that the Aide still had obligations as an employee even when acting outside working hours, as a parent-- Conduct of 
Aide considered inconsistent with her obligations as an employee— Reinstatement refused as it would not have improved 
atmosphere at school, but Order made that Aide be offered first "Aide" vacancy occurring in other schools in same 
area- Teacher's Aide  1001 

REST PERIODS 
Payment of untaken lunch/tea breaks, overtime and mileage allowance—Reference to contract of service—Employer under 

no obligation to reimburse employee for choosing not to take breaks—Employer also not liable to pay overtime/mileage 
allowance where employee not given specific instructions re performing overtime/using own vehicle for employer's 
purposes—Dismissed—Travel Consulting  240 

SAFETY 
Board of Reference re penalty imposed on two employees for breaching Employer's Mine Safety Regulations—Union claim 

that salety rule unjust and that employees had not been aware of it—Mine Manager responsible for safety on site; Board 
cannot judge the "propriety" of such rules—Employees have other options re amending rules/seeking redress—Obligation 
of employees to remain aware of safety rules, provided employer makes a reasonable effort to notify them— Penalty 
reduced to that imposed in a recent similar case (at 62 W.A.I.G. 1478)—Iron Ore j 

Employee dismissed for being incompetent, a safety hazard and an annoyance to other workers—Unfair dismissal claimed 
and re-employment sought—Conflict of evidence—Commission preferred that of employer's witnesses—Employer 
considered to have made every effort to allow retention of employment, but dismissed employee's performance considered 
"plainly unsatisfactory" on the evidence—Dismissed—Iron Ore  

Dismissal of employee for breach of company's "Danger Tag"and "Out of Service Tag" Regulations—In view of employee's 
length of service and loss of entitlements, union argued penalty of dismissal was "harsh"—Regulations are an agreement 
negotiated between employer and unions, with dismissal as the penalty for breach—Commission not prepared to interfere 
with parties agreed penalty provision—Decision to dismiss upheld—Iron Ore  

Employees locked out lor imposing a ban over longstanding lighting/safety issue—Employer's claim that employees not 
prepared to work under their contract of service, therefore not entitled to payment—Actions of employers did not allow 
for"industrial relations history of the industry"—Commission found employers took insufficient action—Order made to 
pay employees—Iron Ore  

Union claim for increased manning—Commission stated that it would only intervene in the manning ol operations if it is 
demonstrated that either the employees are overworked or their safety is in jeopardy due to undermanning—Dismissed — 
Iron Ore / 

Claim for increase in safety footwear allowance—Claim not substantiated—Refused—Electrical Trades  
Deletion of running shift changes sought by Employer to prevent loss of jobs—Concept first introduced during time of full 

employment/prosperity, to ensure the smooth continuity ol operations, but no longer considered necessary—Union 
opposed claim on basis of loss of earnings for employees concerned/safety and workload considerations—Given 
operation of award "Safety Code", etc.. Commission not persuaded that Union arguments justified—Elimination of 
running shilt changes considered worthwhile if it assists in retaining people in employment—Dismissed — Iron Ore  

SHIFT WORK 
Question re application of "off—roster penalties"—Employee required to work part of a shift prior to his normal shift— 

Conflicting award provisions—Commission decided that if the meaning of a provision is obscure, "then the manner in 
which the parties have construed the provision should be examined"—Commissioner noted actions of the parties— 
Question answered in the affirmative—Iron Ore  

Question whether shift worked by employee was an "ordinary" shift—Commission found that shift roster showing shift as 
"rostered day off", together with award provisions, indicated that it had been "overtime" not "ordinary"—Iron Ore.... 

Claim for increase in shift allowance for working 3-panel shifts—Commission compared/considered allowance payable to 
Continuous shift workers and the associated disabilities and decided increase not warranted—Dismissed—Iron Ore 
Industry  

Section 29 (2) application made after Applicant dismissed for leaving work early, subsequent to arg'ument with Manager 
about when she was to commence working "late shift"—Applicant claimed Manager had sworn at her—Conflicting 
evidence re agreement as to when she was to commence working late shift and swearing incident—On balance of 
probabilities, employer's evidence preferred—Failure to work shift considered to amount to "disobedience of a lawful 
order"—Dismissed—Fast Food  

Deletion of running shift changes sought by Employer to prevent loss of jobs—Concept first introduced during time of full 
employment/prosperity, to ensure the smooth continuity of operations, but no longer considered necessary—Union 
opposed claim on basis of loss of earnings for employees concerned/safety and workload considerations—Given 
operation of award "Safety Code", etc.. Commission not persuaded that Union arguments justified — Elimination of 
running shift changes considered worthwhile if it assists in retaining people in employment—Dismissed — Iron Ore  

Claim for payment of overtime rates for workers effecting a running shift changeover when relieving shiftworkcrs on their 
leisure day off—Reference to Application No. 422 of 1983 (64 W.A.I.G. 953) —Dismissed —Iron Ore  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

SICK LEAVE 
Interpretation of Nurses (Private Hospitals) Award No. 1 of 1966 re annual leave and sick leave—Hospital regulations 

require employees to be available (and paid ordinary rates) during meal breaks—Question re inclusion of such payments 
in calculation of annual and sick leave—Annual leave is paid at "ordinary rate" of wage received for greatest proportion of 
month, therefore payment for meal breaks included—Not included in respect of sick leave—Nurses (Private Hospitals) 

Payment of benefits in addition to award entitlements, after employees retrenched for economic reasons—Employer agreed 
to claim for 1 IVi percent loading on all pro rat a annual leave and full pay-out of unused sick leave accruals—Remaining 
claim re pro rata long service leave—Employer had already made payments exceeding the formula prescribed in the 
Ingle's case (59 W.A.I.G. 400) and claimed that additional payments would necessitate further retrenchments—Commis- 
sion considered remaining claim would place intolerable burden on employer and be inconsistent with Section 26 of LA. 
Act— Dismissed—Building Products  

Managerial decision to use subcontractors resulting in the termination of several longstanding employees—Union sought 
maintenance of their employment benefits with the subcontractor/Compensation—Commission decided it lacked 
jurisdiction re "maintenance" claims of those not offered employment by the subcontractor, but granted them equitable 
relief (compensation) having regard to earlier "redundancy" cases—Remaining employee had been offered employment by 
the subcontractor—Commission granted "transmission" of leave benefits in accordance with principles of the "St John 
of God case" (61 W.A.I.G. 782), but refused claim for maintenance of previous above-award pay rate as it would have 
created an anomaly—Claims re maintenance of hours, and place of employment considered matters of managerial 
prerogative, although Commission stated what it considered to be "reasonable" hours and that job location should be 
"readily accessible" by public transport—Cleaning  

Employee dismissed due to lack of work and his intermittent absences occasioning payment of sick leave/leave without 
pay—Employee had been warned about his absenteeism and his work performance shortcomings—Commission noted 
that it is wrong to suggest employees must be counselled and warned in all cases of poor work performance... depends on 
circumstances—Award entitlement to sick leave doesn't give employee licence to absent himself without immunity from 
dismissal—Employee's absences found to have restricted employer's capacity to operate effectively, given manner in 
which work performed—Dismissed—Railway Construction  

Employee terminated for economic reasons after SIA years service—Claimed payment of accrued leave benefits lost, 
redundancy compensation, relocation expenses, etc.—Commission decided both parties were "casualties" of current 
economic recession and position of both needed to be considered in determining compensation—Claims re sick leave and 
annual leave loading benefits refused, given earlier decision at 63 W.A.I.G. 2274—Granted 50 per cent accrued long 
service leave on basis of decisions at 59 W.A.I.G. 401 and 64 W.A.I.G. 6—Clerks (Furniture)  

Redundancy claims re re-employment, long service leave, compensation and unused sick leave, following retrenchments 
due to business downturn — Union sought "Package" for those already retrenched/who may be retrenched—Com- 
mission not prepared to legislate re future retrenchments/grant sick leave claim on material presented—Commission 
noted that no general standard of redundancy payment has been enunciated, although other decisions have "played a 
role" Need to compare cases in context of Principle Objects of LA. Act, and consider changed attitudes which may have 
evolved - Reference to "Bevron Fibreglass" case and NSW Employment Protection Act re having regard to the 
employer's financial and other resources and the probable effect of orders—Difficult to determine financial situation of 
company in question, given no argument re incapacity—Reference to compensation awarded in "Australian Iron and 
Steel" and "Vickers Hadwa" cases—Retrenched employees compensated "against backdrop" of decisions mentioned and 
possiblity of re-employment— Foundry  

STAND DOWN 
Union claim that employer failed "in law and spirit" to abide by Industrial Relations Agreement in handling stand down of 

F.E.D.F.U. members employed in rail crews—Agreement allowed employer right to stand down employees who could 
not be usefully employed during a strike—Union claim that employer failed to comply with provisions and useful work 
was available when stand down invoked—Commission considered such a claim should be instituted before Industrial 
Magistrate—Claim beyond jurisdiction of Commission—Iron Ore  794 

Claim that employee entitled to Living Out Allowance during period of stand down—Defendant argued there was no 
entitlement on basis of the wording of the clause in question, re employee being reasonably able to return to his usual 
place of residence each night and not being "employed", as he was not doing the job—Magistrate found need to look at 
overall contract (not just that employee had been stood down and would have more time to travel) and considered it was 
not reasonable to expect employee to commute daily—"Employed" found to mean "hired", etc—Contract of employ- 
ment does not cease during stand down ... Stand down clause simply allows employer to deduct pay/wages, but docs not 
suspend other provisions of award—Complaint proved—Building Construction  751 

SUPPLEMENTARY AND SERVICE PAYMENTS 
Application for a 4.3 per cent increase in sundry allowances, resulting from the State Review of the National Wage Case, 

1983 Question re Section 40 LA. Act, preventing amendments to "in term" awards in absence of "Liberty to Apply"— 
Liberty to apply reserved re certain wage related allowances... Commission noted Principle 9 (1) (ii) and considered it 
would be unfair not to adjust them in view of State Wage decision and changes made in "principle"awards—In respect of 
remaining allowances (where Liberty to apply not reserved) Commission considered development of new wage system 
following the Economic Summit a "prodigious change of circumstances" and that the "Principles" should permeate all 
awards, whether in term or not—Difficult to differentiate between remaining allowances as re whether they were wage- 
related, etc., although "Service Payments" considered clearly so—Commission decided that "all in all" all allowances 
should be adjusted by 4.3 per cent—Order accordingly—Iron Ore (Mt Newman)  926 

Application seeking a 4.3 percent increase in various allowances, including service payments, in line with the 1983 Review of 
the National Wage Decision—Commission referred to similar case re Mt Newman Mining (No. 984 of 1983) and earlier 
decision at 63 W.A.I.G. 41—Granted—Iron Ore Industry (Hamersley Iron)  918 

A l_ LI O 
Work of employees in "slaughtering sections" under the Meat Industry (State) Award R9 o! 1979—Commission noted that 

change in allocation of tasks between "slaughtermen" and "labourers" would require adjustments in tallies—Employers 
sought increases in various tallies on the basis of improved efficiency in production methods, "rosier" state of the industry 
when tallies last set, etc—Commission followed same criteria as used in earlier decision re "boning rooms" (at 62 W.A.I.G. 
1683, 1703), i.e. tested the extent to which wages have increased since a 1973 agreement visa vis productivity based on the 
rates of wages in real terms—Claims generally not justified—Meat (State)      

Interpretation of provisions re method of calculating units of tally and "overtally"—Question re whether processing of 
"overweights" should be considered "equivalents" or "penalties"—Commission noted general practice at large in the 
industry, i.e. use of penalties— However Commission obliged to adopt Full Bench ruling re interpretation of awards and 
their "plain meaning" — "Equivalents" to be used for the purpose of determining tally and overtally by slaughtermen, 
boners and sheers—Meat (North West)  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

TALLIES—con tin tied 
-'Question re equivalent, for the purpose ol computing daily tally, when "Boners" presented with a carcass but only required 

to bone the trunk by way of the "on-rail system"—Reference to Full Bench decision re interpretation of awards (63 
W.A.I.G. II59)—Method of Boning in question considered part of the evolutionary process arising from introduction of 
"on-rail" boning which does not appear to have been contemplated before—Requires new evaluation for "equivalent" 
purposes—Meat  

'Appeals against Commission's interpretation that "Equivalents" be used for the purpose of calculating tally in the 
processing of "overweights" (at 64 W.A.I.G. 326)—Commission had adopted "plain meaning" of awards' terms, despite 
long-standing practice of using "penalties" in the industry—Majority noted limitations on the permissible extent of 
considering matters extraneous to the award (authorities cited)—Appellants did not show any new intention to be found 
outside the words used—Practice of using "penalties", whilst affirmed by another Commissioner in 1972. was inconsistent 
with the intention expressed in earlier awards—Unions acceptance of long-standing practice could not be assumed — 
Majority considered that in such circumstances. Commission had little alternative but to seek clear expression of 
intention from language of awards—Dissent by Cort S. C.. who considered that in order that "justice and equity should 
be done" the award should be interpreted according to the intention of its maker/custom and practice in the industry/ 
basis upon which industrial dispute settled in 1972—Appeals dismissed by Majority—Meat (North West)  

'Appeal against Commission's decision not to make an adjustment in the tallies for cattle, although certain previously 
unspecified tasks were included as pan of the "Work of Employees in Slaughtering sections"—Question re whether extra 
work required of slaughtermen in performing tasks in question should have caused adjustment in tally—Union relied on 
inter-relationship between tasks and tallies... Commission found to have been "conscious and appreciative" of that 
factor, as it was of varying duties of slaughtermen in different teams/establishments—Work performed by slaughtering 
teams not increased by specifying tasks—Full Bench not persuaded that course followed by Commission had not been 
reasonably open to it—Dismissed—Meat (State)  

'Appeal against Commission's decision prescribing same tally for slaughtering sheep, lambs and goats under the "solo 
system" as the "dead rail system"—Union claimed a fair tally had never been assessed and that as each system required 
different duties, different tallies should be made—Full Bench noted that 'dead rail system' first mentioned in the award 
only as a result of decision in question—Evidence showed the two systems differed and Full Bench expressed their 
reservations that the various meat industry awards, in force from time to time, had applied to the dead rail system—Tally 
should be regarded as being fixed for the first time, rather than as a revision of the earlier award—Upheld and claim 
remitted to Commissioner for further hearing—Meat (State)  

'Appeal against Commission's decision reducing the penalty rate for the slaughtering of "bulls and genuine stags 136 
kilograms and over"—Commission had been influenced by rates prescribed in Federal Meat Industry Award and N.S. W. 
Awards—Full Bench agreed the rates "applicable elsewhere" did not have the relevance which was placed on them by the 
Commission—Full Bench not able to discern other factors to bring about an alteration in the penalty rate previously in 
force—Upheld—Meat (State)  

'Appeal against Commission's decision re values to be used in calculating tally, for the use of various mechanical aids used in 
slaughtering cattle under both the "mechanical" and "gravity" systems—On question of aids used in removing hides. Full 
Bench considered it had been open for Commission to conclude as it did—On question of "brisket saw" it considered 
certain inferences drawn by the U nion (appellant) had not been open on the evidence—On question of "automatic feed". 
Full Bench considered that the value need not necessarily be applied to both systems in that if the chainsaw feeds itself 
under the "mechanical system" there may be no other aid for which a value is prescribed—On question of "H-Bone 
Cutter", Full Bench noted that the chopping of the H-Bone is no longer carried out and ordered a slight change in the 
wording to indicate such—On question of "Hock Cutter", Commission not found to have addressed itself to the specific 
differences between the parties, i.e. whether any value/same value should be attributed to "hock cutters" when less than 
four hocks cut... Full Bench decided different value should be prescribed to that extent—Appeal upheld to extents 
indicated—Meat (State)  

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 
'Question re implementation of agreement to increase wages/other benefits in view of State Wage decision "Principles" and 

alleged "change in circumstances"—Agreement that two-phase increase take place as new technology phased in, made 
prior to State Wage decision—However, Union had imposed bans, preventing new technology from being used to full 
capacity—C.i.C.S. referred to other such agreements and decided that the terms stand unless altered by agreement 
between the parties or order of the Commission—Newspaper Printing  

TERMINATION 
'Appeal against decision of Commission (at 63 W.A.I.G. 2265) where Commission had awarded pro rat a long service leave 

as compensation for retrenchment due to economic factors—Full Bench acknowledged Commission's discretion to award 
such compensation when justified by the circumstances of the termination, but considered that, in the absence of an 
established prescription for such payments, the employer's circumstances should also be examined—Direct comparison 
with circumstances of another decision (63 W.A.I.G. 2260) considered inappropriate—Majority decided circumstances 
not dissimilar to other cases where compensation calculated on 50 per cent of employee's service—Appeal upheld and 
previous order varied accordingly—Metal Trades      6 

Employee terminated due to reorganisation of staffs Respondent employed new employee soon after—Applicant contended 
the true reason for termination not given and claimed termination was unfair—Commission found duties ol two positions to be 
different and hence it was not unfair for employer to choose most suitable person—Dismissed—Clerical (Hotel)......... 107 

Employee terminated after breaching management instruction re leave entitlements, assuming authority and providing 
incorrect information to customers—Termination appeared peremptory, with no reasons given and no opportunity lor 
discussion—Commission considered applicant's actions justified termination—Dismissed—Garden Centre Assistant 110 

Section 29 application claiming unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Conflict ol evidence—Commission preferred 
evidence of employer and was convinced employee was not dismissed but rather abandoned his employment—Dis- 
missed—Night Porter (Hotel)          ''2 

Employee terminated following refusal to perform duties of "Technical Records Clerk"—Applicant claimed he was not 
qualified for job to which he was transferred—Respondent asserted that employee was qualified/did not give the job a fair 
trial and that he had been terminated as no other position was available—Some conflicting evidence—Commission 
preferred that of respondent—Applicant not unfairly dismissed as he had refused the only available position—Dis- 
missed—Clerk (Mining)       :   ''2 

Employee terminated after being found "unsuitable" for position—Error in judgement made in selection for position- 
Union claimed compensation for unfair termination of employment — Commission considered termination was within 
terms of contract and therefore not unfair- Dismissed—Construction/Earthmoving  1 17 

Claim of unfair termination—Denied by respondent on basis that claimants were not employees, but rather that contract 
was for services—On evidence. Commission considered facts related to a "contract of service", particularly given level of 
supervision and entrepreneural activities of claimants—Application settled by agreement of parties—Order in favour of 
applicant—Caravan Park    123 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

TERMINATION—continued 
Section 29(2) application re unfair termination—Applicant had proven history of unsatisfactory conduct—Had also 

received reprimands and a final warning as to the results of future misconduct—Termination not unfair—Dismissed — 
Courier    ^  

Application re unfair termination, seeking re-instatement—Employee of long standing transferred to position of Assistant 
Manager, but unwilling/unable to perform duties—Applicant believed previous position would still be available whilst 
trying out new job—Commission found applicant misunderstood empoyer's position re holding the previous job open— 
Employer unable to find alternative position, given the economic downturn—Commission considered applicant not 
unfairly terminated, but ordered payment of pro rata long service plus normal entitlements—Metals   

Determination of what is "fair and right" re continuing employment of employee who had repeatedly antagonised union 
officials re payment of levies and had caused other union members to strike in protest at his actions—Members ol unions 
have the right to refuse to pay "unofficial" levies—However, Commission saw no "stand of principle" in employee's 
repeatedly refusing to pay, then subsequently paying/offering to pay—After several years employment in an "industrially 
volatile unionised industry", employee must have realised that to persist in such action would result in damage to his 
employer's production abilities—Reasonable that employer have the right to terminate the services of such an 
employee—Dismissed—Iron Ore   

Termination of employment for unsatisfactory work performance—Claim that employee had been given "less than a lair 
deal"—Employee had pretended to be more competent than he actually knew he was, in order to achieve a job relocation 
-Subsequently "put his own interests before the interests of his employer" and dismissed, then reinstated after pleading 
for compassion—Employee then dismissed again after a "further lapse"—Commissioner recommended that employee 
should be relocated in a position where he would be fully supervised and not subject to distraction/pressure—Dismissed 
- Miscellaneous Workers (Education Department)    

Managerial decision to use subcontractors resulting in the termination of several long standing employees—Union sought 
maintenance of their employment benefits with the subcontractor/compensation—Commission decided it lacked 
jurisdiction re "maintenance" claims of those not offered employment by the subcontractor, but granted them equitable 
relief (compensation) having regard to earlier "redundancy" cases—Remaining employee had been offered employment 
by the subcontractor—Commission granted "transmission" of leave benefits in accordance with principles of the "St John 
of God case" (61 W.A.I.G. 782), but refused claim for maintenance of previous above award pay rate as it would have 
created an anomaly—Claims re maintenance of hours, and place of employment considered matters of managerial pre- 
rogative, although Commission stated what it considered to be "reasonable" hours and that job location should be 
"readily accessible" by public transport—Cleaning  

Offence under Section 100 I. A. Act— Industrial Magistrate found employer guilty of terminating employees because they 
were entitled to the benefits of an award- Matter transmitted to Commission for its consideration re compensation- 
Reference to earlier decsion (61 W.A.I.G. 790) re "principles" in determining such compensation—Commission noted 
difficulty in assessing loss suffered by employees, due to the lapse of time between their actual dismissal and the hearing- 
Evidence considered inconclusive re "principles" referred to— Awarded applicants three months wages at the appropriate 
award rate—Applicants subsequently made reference to a decision of the High Court re need to consider taxation 
liabilities in assessing damages—Commission considered circumstances differed from case referred to—Order remained 
unchanged—Building  ••• 

Employee terminated without notice after being engaged on a trial basis—Employee sought reimbursement of air lares lor 
himself/family to shift to new place of employment and pay in lieu of notice—Commission found no evidence of 
agreement to reimburse fares, but termination without notice considered a breach of contract—Granted one week's pay 
in lieu of notice—Printing    

Employee terminated with full contractual entitlements as a result of an "accumulation of incidents" re performance of 
duties—Applicant denied allegations, and claimed unfair dismissal—Commission noted evidence of witnesses re 
applicant's lack of co-operation and that employer had issued several warnings—Termination not considered unfair— 
Finance/Credit  

Section 29(2) application re unfair termination—Applicant terminated because of attitude towards work and towards the 
administrator—Number of incidents caused gradual deterioration in relationship that should exist between employee 
and employer's representative Common sense to modify an employee's obligation to obey lawful instructions of 
employer in certain circumstances, but Commission didn't consider applicant's actions as such necessary modification— 
Dismissed — Day Care Centres   

Section 29 application re unfair dismissal and non-allowance of contractual entitlement (salary increase)—Commission 
found nothing to substantiate contractual entitlement claimed—However, reasons for termination advanced by the 
respondent not considered "substantial justification"—Termination deemed unfair and compensation ordered — 
Electronics    

Section 29 application claiming unfair dismissal and seeking compensation—Applicant claimed he had successfully filled 
his role as "General Managcr""although there were certain anomalies in terms of statutory requirements"—Respondent 
cited critical interim audit report, lack of minutes of meetings, etc—Commission satisfied applicant dismissed for his 
incompetent management of the business - Video Sales  

Employee terminated for refusing to work overtime in accordance with his contract of service—Applicant had been refused 
payment for unauthorised overtime on several previous occasions—Applicant claimed direction to work further overtime 
unreasonable and that termination therefore unfair—Commission decided applicant's refusal to carry out a lawful 
instruction justified termination, as grievance re overtime could have been resolved by other means—Claim for 
payment of unauthorised overtime also refused, as being merely the result of supervisor's failing to satisfactorily monitor 
applicant's activities—Aerated Waters      

Employee dismissed for being incompetent, a safety hazard and an annoyance to other workers—Unfair dismissal claimed 
and re-employment sought—Conflict of evidence—Commission preferred that of employer's witnesses—Employer 
considered to have made every effort to allow retention of employment but dismissed employee's performance considered 
"plainly unsatisfactory" on the evidence - Dismissed—Iron Ore      

Alleged dismissal due to employee's resignation from Union—Employee had iniormed employer of intention and 
subsequent resignation from Union—Employee subsequently downgraded then dismissed for deliberately "provoking a 
confrontation"—Magistrate considered Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act, Sections 96B and 100 I. A. Act 
and other decisions and decided the "resignation", etc., must be the "predominant reason" for a dismissal in order lor a 
breach under section 100 l.A. Act to result — On evidence. Magistrate satisfied that employer's predominant reason for 
dismissal was to avert widespread stoppages - Dismissed— Iron Ore       

Dismissal of employee for breach of company's "Danger Tag" and "Out oi Service 1 ag" Regulations— In view ol employee s 
length of service and loss of entitlements, union argued penalty oi dismissal was "harsh"—Regulations are an agreement 
negotiated between employer and unions, with dismissal as the penalty for breach—Commission not prepared to interfere 
with parties agreed penalty provision— Decision to dismiss upheld —Iron Ore     

Employee dismissed due to lack of work and his intermittent absences occasioning payment of sick leave/leave without 
pay— Employee had been warned about his absenteeism and his work performance shortcomings— Commission noted 
that it is wrong to suggest employees must be counselled and warned in all cases of poor work performance... depends on 
circumstances Award entitlement to sick leave doesn't give employee licence to absent himself without immunity from 
dismissal - Employee's absences found to hate restricted employer's capacity to operate effectively, given manner in 
which work performed —Dismissed- -Railway construction  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

TERMINATION —continued 
Nursing assistant of long-standing, given notice of dismissal for retaliating when struck by patient—Sought reinstatement 

for unfair dismissal—Nursing assistant allegedly had no recollection of incident due to pain inflicted—Reference to 
earlier decision (61 W.A.I.G. 1722) re need for industrial justice giving weight "in varying degrees, according to the 
requirements of each case"—Commission noted nature of hospital and past service, etc., and concluded that nursing 
assistant who retaliates on being struck by a patient, albeit unconsciously, should not be utilised in such work—Suggested 
that nursing assistant be given opportunity of "first refusal" should "domestic" vacancy arise—Dismissed—Nursing 
assistants _•  

Section 29(2) application by employee dismissed for unsatisfactory work performance—Commission found evidence re 
employee's shortcomings "scanty" and largely a question of credibility—Shortcomings not considered as significant as 
claimed by employer—Need to give fair and reasonable explanation for dismissal—Compensation for unfair dismissal 
ordered—Hotel  

Employee terminated for insubordination—Claimed unfair dismissal—Conflicting evidence—Commission accepted 
evidence of employee and witnesses, but not supervisor—Reason for which termination given must be valid and the mere 
expression by employer of embarrassments not sufficient for Commission to refrain from orering reinstatement— 
Reinstatement ordered with reimbursement of benefits lost—Hostel domestics  

'Appeal against decision of Full Bench re finding that termination not unfair—(63 W.A.I.G. 1907)—Industrial Appeal 
Court has only limited jurisdiction .. .appeal from the Full Bench only on grounds that Full Bench decision erroneous in 
law or in exces of jurisdiction—Not for the Court to reverse decisions of fact when there appears to be evidence to support 
them—Nothing put re Full Bench decision being erroneous at law—Dismissed  

Application seeking increased Site, Clothing and Living Away from Home allowances, plus liberty to apply for variation re 
termination payments—Commission re-emphasised that construction of massive Dampier-South West pipeline had no 
significant similarity to construction of smaller lateral connecting pipelines—Determinations to be made with regard to 
the nature/conditions of the work and the "wage principles"—Site and Clothing allowance claims granted in part— 
Living away from home allowance considered inappropriate, given board and lodging allowances, etc. — Liberty to apply 
re termination payment granted, but not to be considered indicative of Commission's seeing merit in such application— 
Pipeline construction    

Employee terminated for failing to keep to stipulated hours of work—Unfair dismissal claimed in view of mitigating 
circumstances regarding employee's health and personal life—Re-instatement sought without loss of benefits—Com- 
mission did not regard this as an "ordinary situation" and therefore deemed termination unfair—Employee to be 
re-instated at a different place of employment under supervision—Miscellaneous Workers (Education Department)... 

Applicant t-ransferred/demoted after subordinates refused to work under his supervision, then subsequently dismissed— 
Applicant claimed to have been dismissed because of union pressure/economic expediency and sought reinstatement and 
compensation—Commission found that given level of discontent, it was in everyone's best interests that applicant had 
ceased to occupy supervisory role and his subsequent dismissal had been due to a genuine downturn in work—Applicant 
had also agreed to transfer on basis that employer pay certain additional benefits and Commission considered he ought to 
be stopped from asserting "unfairness", accordingly—Commission noted need to look at all the circumstances of a 
dismissal, not simply employee's view—Dismissed—Insulation  

Long-standing employee dismissed as "least productive"—Employee had been transferred to lighter duties subsequent to 
an illness—Claim that termination unfair given that employee had been "carried" for so long, without complaint— 
Employee not eligible for pensions/superannuation—Commission considered matter differed from other retrenchments, 
as employee's present difficulties the result of the earlier "unfortunate affliction"—Reference to Myer Case (25 A.l.L.R. 
407)—Compensation ordered—Clerks (Retail)  

Employee terminated for economic reasons after 5/2 years service—Claimed payment of accrued leave benefits lost, 
redundancy compensation, relocation expenses, etc.—Commission decided both parties were "casualties" of current 
economic recession and position of both needed to be considered in determining compensation—Claims re sick leave and 
annual leave loading benefits refused, given earlier decision at 63 W.A.I.G. 2274—Granted 50 per cent accrued long 
service leave on basis of decisions at 59 W.A.I.G. 401 and 64 W.A.I.G. 6—Clerks (Furniture)  

Employee terminated after six years service due to reduction in contracts—Union sought pro rata long service leave as 
compensation—Commission considered case warranted compensation in view of employee's length of service, fact that 
he was not given opportunity to do other work and the fact that the employer still in business—However, Commission 
also had regard for financial state of employer, industry, etc—Granted 50 per cent pro rata long service leave entitlement 
—Electrical Trades  

Section 29 application claiming unfair dismissal and seeking compensation—Applicant told she was dismissed due to her 
being pregnant, but Commission accepted that she was actually dismissed due to her shortcomings at work and that the 
reason given for termination had been to save her self-esteem—Commission considered applicant had not established 
that her dismissal had been for the reasons she claimed and that it would be inequitable, in terms of the LA. Act, if she 
were compensated for the period concerned—Dismissed—Car Cleaning  

Section 29 (2) application claiming unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Employee told her voice was unsuitable for 
work as a switchboard operator, despite two years employment with no prior indication of problem—Commission 
acknowledged employer's fundamental right to determine a contract, but noted that the right must be exercised fairly in 
"all of the circumstances"—Commission accepted employer's reason for dismissal but considered that in such circum- 
stances. applicant should have been given chance to remedy her deficiencies—Dismissal deemed unfair and 4 weeks 
remuneration awarded as compensation—Telephonists  

Application re unfair termination, seeking re-instatement with appropriate compensation—Applicant employed as Chiel 
Dolphin Trainer until "eased out" of his position by manager's son—Marine mammal training very contentious but 
Commission found no evidence that applicant had failed to abide by his contract—Applicant subsequently agreed to 
become seal and sea lion trainer and Commission again found no evidence of failure to carry out required duties, 
particularly in view of his limited experience—Commission satisfied that termination unfair and noted that employer 
had made no attempt to heal rift generated by displacement of applicant—No possibility of effective re-engagement in 
circumstances—Commission noted that applicant had exhausted all avenues in Australia and granted compensation to 
enable him to return to Europe—Marine mammal training  

Section 29 (2) (a) application made after employee transferred for fighting with local Health Surveyor—Incident had 
occurred in relation to latter performing his duties—Commission referred to"Wongan Hills case"re the need to consider 
"all the circumstances" (59 W.A.I.G. 11)—Commission noted applicant's job description and portrayed his role as one of 
"go-between for (other) employees.... the employer, (and) the Shire ... in matters of dispute...", and that it was a 
sensitive role "requiring a high level of confidence on the part of the town"—Commission decided applicant had failed to 
meet those obligations and it was not prepared to override employer's assessment re lessening town confidence, etc— 
Dismissed—Town Services (Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd)  

Roster change resulting in employee losing weekend job— Union claims for provision of work in accordance with original 
contract or termination with compensation for loss of employment—Commission considered employer's actions 
amounted to termination, with offer of fresh engagement on an alternative basis—Commission will only interfere where 
termination exhibits elements of unfairness or advantage at the expense of employment, (calling for reinstatement or 
compensation, respectively)—Latter case found to exist and termination in accordance with award considered 
reasonable compensation—Commission unable to direct an employer to change his business operations to accommodate 
employee's desire for weekend work—Dismissed—Hostel Domestics  
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TE R MIN ATI ON —continued 
Employee dismissed, after an extended period of absence allegedly due to a work caused incapacity—Commission noted 

that an employee "incapacitated through work caused injury has no less a right to remain in employment than any other 
employee", provided an "appropriate" order not unfair/unreasonable to the employer—Relevance of employers 
common law rights reduced where issue to be decided according to "industrial fairness"- Dispute existed re employee's 
right to Workers Compensation, but Commission satisfied incapacity work-caused—Evidence that employee concerned 
had been treated unfairly compared with another employee suffering similar incapacity, but whose right to worker's 
compensation had been established—Order that employee be re-engaged when declared fit to resume work, without loss 
of Long Service Leave benefits and with leave for parties to seek further hearing if declaration of fitness not made by 
2/1 1/84—Bakers  

Section 29 (2) (a) application re termination of employment after "extended absences on Workers' Compensation"— 
Employee subsequently declared fully fit—Applicant claimed Respondent had not met obligations to see employee 
rehabilitated—Commission reiterated that "whether a dismissal effected on the grounds of employee's physical indis- 
position is unfair/not, will depend on the circumstances surrounding the dismissal"—Consequently, Commission noted 
employee's absences over a long period, difficulty in performing required tasks and employer's limited scope to make 
adjustments, plus fact that employer had no reason to believe employee's recovery was imminent—Dismissed — Hospital 
(Orderlies)  

Section 29 (2) (a) Application claiming unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Applicant had had heated argument with 
supervisor re late pay slip—Respondent alleged Applicant had threatened him with physical violence—Conflict of 
evidence—Evidence of Respondent accepted—Commission considered that Respondent had little/ no alternative in such 
circumstances—Dismissed —Maintenance Eitting  

Dismissal subsequent to Applicant's absence without leave due to family emergency—Claim under contract of service for 
one week's pay in lieu of notice, three days'pay owing and payment of telephone bill—Applicant had conveyed intention 
to take leave and return, to Employer's agent—Pay in lieu refused as Applicant had failed to advise employer of 
recommencement date—Other claims granted "according to fairness"—Selling  

Section 29 (2) application made after Applicant dismissed for leaving work early, subsequent to argument with Manager 
about when she was to commence working "late shift"—Applicant claimed Manager had sworn at her—Conflicting 
evidence re agreement as to when she was to commence working late shift and swearing incident—On balance of 
probabilities, employer's evidence preferred—Failure to work shift considered to amount to "disobedience of a lawful 
order"- Dismissed — Fast Food  

Termination of employment due to repeated absences resulting from a work-related injury—Applicant claimed unfair 
dismissal and sought compensation—Commission found no evidence to indicate that contract of service had not 
remained "on foot" during Applicant's indisposition and therefore Respondent obliged to effect termination by giving 
due notice—Commission accepted Applicant's evidence that her employment was a "monthly contract", not covered by 
an award, despite Respondent's claims to the contrary—Dismissal not considered otherwise unfair in the circumstances - 
No prohibition against dismissing a person whilst they are in receipt of Workers' Compensation benefits—Commission 
similarly rejected Applicant's claims re unfairness of the dismissal because she had not been previously consulted about 
her indisposition—Employer can only be sensibly obliged to consult with an employee before terminating his/her 
contract, if it would serve some useful purpose (Commission also accepted Respondent's evidence that certain consult- 
ation had occurred)—Granted compensation of one month's pay in lieu of notice—Clerks (Secretarial)  

Summary dismissal after Applicant refused to obey employer's instruction, allegedly because Applicant had threatened to 
tell customers of contaminated materials being used—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Conflicting 
evidence re reason for dismissal- -Commission preferred Respondent's evidence, giving that Applicant had been warned 
previously about disobeying instructions, etc.—Dismissed—Soft drink Manufacture  

Employee dismissed summarily due to persistent refusal to obey supervisor's orders—Applieant claimed that dismissal 
unfair in that it was the final act by Respondent to rid itself of employee with outspoken support of union policies— 
Employee previously dismissed on two separate occasions for alleged bad workmanship and unsatisfactory time keeping 
but industrial pressure had resulted in his re-instatcment—On day in question Supervisor observed employer conversing 
with shop steward and directed him to get on with his work—Commission considered employee's reaction argumentative 
and intimidatory—Event witnessed by other employees, who confirmed that he "got heated", threatened violence, etc.— 
Manager terminated employee's contract summarily as a result—Commission considered circumstances of incident 
sufficient to justify summary dismissal and employee was "author of his own destruction"—Dismissed—Metal Trades 

Employee dismissed for failure to adhere to employer's guidelines—Union sought employee's re-instatement—Employee 
had been informed that supervisor disapproved of her children's visits to the hostel and of her conversation with residents 
about her personal finances—Well settled industrial law that employee must obey lawful commands of employer—No 
defence against charge of unsatisfactory conduct for employee merely to disagree with employer on basis that she would 
do things differently—No unfairness—Dismissed — Hostel Supervisors  

Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking reinstatement, after Applicant gave notice of resignation and later requested that the 
notice be withdrawn— Withdrawal of notice not agreed to by Respondent—Notice of termination of employment cannot 
be unilaterally withdrawn—Facts of case did not allow Commission to deal with it under Section 29 (2) (a) LA. Act — 
Dismissed—Gold Mining  

Termination due to inefficiency—Applicant claimed dismissal unfair and sought reinstatement—Commission noted that 
applicant's work had been acceptable for the majority of her employment and decided that personal difficulties had 
caused her to make mistakes—Manager considered to have contributed to Applicant's being given "less than a fair deal" 
by failing to properly monitor situation and taking action to caution, etc.—Re-employment considered inappropriate 
given "close contact" circumstances and injured feelings, etc.—Granted four weeks wages as compensation — Retail.... 

"Termination of employment when Applicant "took six weeks off" to give birth—Applicant claimed she had been given 
assurance that she would be able to recommence work after the birth and had been "called back" to work during the period 
of absence—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Respondent claimed Applicant had terminated her 
employment herself and therefore no "unfair dismissal" had occurred—Commission accepted that Respondent had 
broken his promise to re-employ, but also noted that Applicant had been content to cease employment due to her 
pregnancy — Employer's action not found to constitute "unfair dismissal" under Section 29 (2) LA. Act—Dismissed— 
Furniture Trades   

Further application re unfair termination—Claim previously heard and dismissed (at 63 W.A.I.G. 2489)—Union later 
approached Commission claiming it had new evidence—Appeal against previous decision precluded by Act/passage of 
time Commission probably has discretion to overrule "bar of estoppel" under Section 26 (1) LA. Act, but only in the 
"most exceptional circumstances" should its discretion to dispose of such applications under Section 27/Section 44 not be 
exercised-Commission assessed new evidence and found no "patently unjust" situation had arisen because it had not 
been heard at the original hearing—Dismissed—Baking  

Summary dismissal for failing to obey employer's written instructions/responding tardily to subsequent related 
instructions—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation for loss of employment and pay in lieu of notice— 
Commission found no evidence to confirm Applicant had received written instructions—Commission considered 
Applicant had contributed to result by responding tardily, but that employer had acted hastily in "all of the circum- 
stances"— Summary dismissal not justified, compensation of pay in lieu of notice ordered—Clerical (Accounting)  

Employee terminated for neglecting duty—Claim of unfair dismissal, seeking compensation—Commission considered 
Applicant's failure to subsequently carry out duties/give truthful explanation when first questioned, irresponsible— 
lermination therefore not unfair-Dismissed - Maintenance  
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CUMULATIVE DIGES T—continued 

TERMINATION—continued 
Section 29 application seeking compensation for "breach of employment contract"—Applicant claimed she had not been 

allowed to take up position promised to her at an interview, subsequent to which she had terminated her existing 
job—Respondent claimed he had not promised her a job, but only indicated that he thought she was suitable— 
Confliciting evidence—Refusal to employ does not constitute "dismissal", etc., as required under Section 29 (2) (a) I. A. 
Act—Section 29 (2) (b) not applicable either as Applicant had not earnt any remuneration/would have had to rely on 
award to determine amount of remuneration payable/No contract in existence with previous employer to support a claim 
for wages lost had she remained in his employ—Possibility of valid claim for breach of contract in civil courts— 
Dismissed—Retail  

Teacher's Aide dismissed due to unsatisfactory working relationship with School's Administration and Staff—Claim of 
unfair dismissal seeking reinstatement—Principal had complained to Superintendent who had investigated and found 
"tense atmosphere" at school—Superintendent recommended Aide's dismissal on basis of Principal's Report and 
discussions, etc., with other teachers, parents and Aide concerned—Divergence of evidence—Commission found Union 
had demonstrated that little credence could be given to Principal's report when viewed as a whole—Also considered 
doubtful that Aide could be held responsible for tension in school to extent warranting her dismissal—However, 
Commission noted manner/consistency of Aide's criticism of Principal, their personality clash, opinions of other teachers 
and that the Aide still had obligations as an employee even when acting outside working hours/as a parent—Conduct of 
Aide considered inconsistent with her obligations as an employee—Reinstatement refused as it would not have improved 
atmosphere at school, but Order made that Aide be offered first "Aide" vacancy occurring in other schools in same 
area—Teacher's Aide  

TRAVELLING 
-'Additional return air fare to Perth at Christmas, for employees engaged on construction work at the Burrup Peninsula— 

Employees currently allowed return trip and leave after three months continuous service—Additional airfare not justified 
under Anomalies Principle 11, however order made permitting employees to take leave before it falls due/hold it over for 
up to three months, to enable their return at Christmas—Construction (Burrup Peninsula)  

Claim for increase in travelling allowance—Allowance based on "bands", with the lowest payment for areas within a 
50 km radius from Perth G.P.O. (lower band) and higher payments for areas over 50 km from Perth (upper bands)- Rate 
for lower band had been increased several times in line with that of building trades—Union claim that upper band should 
be increased by same proportions—Employers only prepared to offer most recent increase in lower band rates granted to 
building trades ($1)—Commission re-emphasised need to maintain uniformity between workers on large construction 
sites and decided that that would not be achieved if claim granted in full—Also no evidence presented re satisfying Wage 
Principle 9 (a) (i)—Granted $1 increase only—Electrical Trades  

UNIONS 
'Suspension of union's rights under the LA. Act for engaging in industrial action in defiance of Commission's Order to 

return to work—Union appeal against suspension discontinued and undertaking made that union officers/employees will 
recommend compliance with the Act, etc, at all meetings of union members—Application for an anomalies conference 
not precluded—Suspension order subsequently discharged—Electrical Trades  

Determination of what is "fair and right" re continuing employment of employee who had repeatedly antagonised union 
officials re payment of levies and had caused other union members to strike in protest at his actions—Members of unions 
have the right to refuse to pay "unofficial" levies—However, Commission saw no "stand of principle" in employee's 
repeatedly refusing to pay, then subsequently paying/ offering to pay—After several years employment in an "industrially 
volatile unionised industry", employee must have realised that to persist in such action would result in damage to his 
employer's production abilities—Reasonable that employer have the right to terminate the services of such an 
employee—Dismissed—Iron Ore  

'Allegations re irregularities in union elections and inadequate notice calling an annual conference—President refuted 
claims that he was not empowered to make orders sought by applicant—President noted that election had been conducted 
pursuant to Section 69 LA. Act by a "professional" Returning Officer and declined to make the orders sought re 
invalidating the election—Annual conference required to be convened for, amongst other things, appointment of elected 
officers; such result already achieved unless slate conference invalidated by President because of applicant's claim— 
Dismissed—Building Trades  

Demarcation dispute re union coverage of employees engaged in transporting people/goods at Pannawonica—A.W.U. 
found to have both constitutional and industrial coverage of such workers—Commission dismissed F.E.D.F. U.'s claim re 
their constitutional coverage of "Railway Messengers" and the need to have such a classification inserted in award, to 
cover employees involved in transportation of rail crews, as such duties performed by other existing classifications— 
Order accordingly—Iron Ore  

'Industrial coverage of trade assistants in the mining industry outside the S. W. land division—A. W. U. demonstrated long- 
standing entitlement, including 1969 undertaking by A.E.U. (now A.M.W.S.U.) re not extending its coverage over the 
objection of other unions—Commission to "act in equity..."—Commission saw no reason to depart from original 
"understanding"—A.M.W.S.U.'s undertaking to be treated as forming a conditional part of its rules—Guidelines re 
union coverage of current/future trades assistants and need for union "accommodation" re special problem at Finucane 
Island—Declaration made giving A.W.U. coverage of trades assistants, except electrical trades assistants—Mining, 
outside S.W. land division  

"Application seeking orders for observance of union rules re notice of nominations for election, arrangements for general 
meetings and supplying Rule Books—President found rules re nominations not complied with in strict sense, but members 
had not been denied reasonable opportunity to nominate (no order made)—Order made that remaining rules in question 
be complied with—Clothing  

'Applications seeking leave to file notice of objection to application by Association for registration as industrial union— 
Considering provisions of Section 55(2)(c) of LA. Act, Full Bench not satisfied there was power to grant applications in 
the form presented—Dismissed—Applicants subsequently granted leave to intervene on limited basis—Engineers  

'Alleged invalidity/misinterpretation of union rules re expulsion of "undesirable members"—Applicant had been charged 
under F.E.D.F.U. Rules 25 and 27 and subsequently expelled—Question re whether/not he was an "undesirable 
member" reserved for union members to decide in accordance with the Rules—However. President noted that Com- 
mittee of Management lacked ability to consider question/make recommendation under Rule 25 (although Rule itself 
not considered so vague/uncertain as to require any retifying order)—Examination of Rule 27, with reference to similar 
cases in Federal sphere, resulted in finding that it was not capable of meaningful interpretation—Rule 27 disallowed and 
purported expulsion of applicant rendered void—Iron Ore  

Alleged breaches of award re failure to pay overtime and pay in lieu of notice—Number of problems with evidence—Mere 
showing of corporate documents considered insufficient to demonstrate award respondency—Discrepancy in spelling 
company's name... Magistrate not satisfied that defendant was company referred to in documents—Employee (driver) 
did not specify his vehicle's capacity... Magistrate unable to determine rate of pay/underpayment—Evidence didn't 
demonstrate employee's eligibility for membership of applicant union—No evidence re amount of moneys already paid to 
employee—Complaints dismissed due to unsatisfactory nature of evidence—Transport  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

U N IONS—continued 
Question re constitutional and Award coverage of new "driver's assistant" classification on Westrail "block" trains— 

Westrail planning to reduce train crew numbers from three (driver, fireman and guard) to two (driver and driver's assist- 
ant)— Firemen and guards eligible to join L.E.D.F. & C. and A.R.U., respectively—Commission noted duties of 
"firemen" as originally contained in Westrail's "Rules", when L.E.D.F. & C. Rules registered in 1901 and found that a 
fireman primarily "assisted the driver"—Need only consider whether driver's assistant substantially engaged in providing 
assistance to driver—Commission satisfied that driver's assistant so engaged, but unwilling to draw same conclusion re 
other than "block" train crews—Award definition of "fireman" amended to include driver's assistant—Railway  

Application by F.C.U. for new award to cover security services' control room operators—Intervention by F.M.W.U. 
claiming workers concerned more appropriately covered under its constitution as "security officers"—Commission 
referred to another case re meaning of "clerical work" (71 AR N.S. W. 419)—Commission considered circumstances of 
employees in question different to those involved in Carey's case (57 W.A.I.G. 585) and other comparisons made by 
F.M.W.U., although it agreed that matters of such nature "primarily involve questions of fact"—Personnel in question 
considered to be substantially engaged in a clerical capacity and therefore, within F.C. U.'s constitution—Award issued 
accordingly—Control Room Operators  

Claim for employers to allow posting of union notices and copy of award in a "readily accessible" place—Employers 
objected to former, arguing that implicity they would be required to provide a noticeboard for union notices— 
Commission considered provision of such facilities best left as a matter between Union and employees concerned—Latter 
claim included as award requirement by consent—Control Room Operators  

'Claim that Full Bench erred in law in upholding appeal against Commission's decision refusing to issue a new award (see 
63 W. A. I.G. 1918 and 64 W. A. I.G. 141)—Questions re approach of Full Bench in exercising its appellate jurisdiction 
under Section 49 LA. Act—Majority noted Section 49 (4) and adopted various "established principles" as correct 
approach—Brinsden J. questioned approach taken in earlier cases re union's prima facie entitlement to an award and 
emphasised that such matters should depend on whether/not Union satisfies Commissioner re the substantial merits of its 
case—If Commission's decisions had been open on the evidence, fact that Full Bench would have decided differently 
considered no justification for reversing decision—Dissent by Olney .)., who considered that the Court's enforcement 
of "established principles" would inhibit the Full Bench's statutory responsibility to exercise its own discretion in such 
appeals—Appeal upheld by Majority—Iron Ore (A.D.S.T.E.)  

'Application by employer seeking order that Commission's decision in Matter No. 771 of 1983 (at 64 W.A.I.G. 719) shall 
operate according to its tenor, pending determination of Appeal No. 302 of 1984—Commission's decision concerned 
constitutional/award coverage of new classification, created in relation to Westrail plan to reduce train crew numbers— 
President noted Applicant's statutory obligations re public interest, evidence of staff shortages and that effect of such an 
order would not compromise rights of appellant Union—Order that Commission's decision operate according to its 
tenor whilst Appeal pending—Railways .ef.  

•Question re nature of employment relationship/entitlement to union membership, of person considered the "moving 
spirit" of a company in which he and his wife held all the shares—President noted that company/employer is a separate 
entity from the moving spirit—Person in question therefore an "employee" and entitled to the benefits, etc. of union 
membership, afforded him by the LA. Act—Rejection of Applicant on the basis of his not being an employee not 
considered vaild reason—Union rules found not to have been observed in accordance with objects of Act/within scope of 
rules themselves—Order that Applicant to be admitted forthwith—Plumbing  

••Application for registration as a Union by Association of Professional Engineers (A.P.E.)—Intervention/Objections by 
C.S.A., H.S.O.A., A.D.S.T.E. and U.S.O.A.—Full Bench noted exclusion of "Academic Staff" from meaning of 
"employees" under LA. Act and that such persons would be eligible for membership of A.P.E.—Association considered 
incapable of registration for having members over whom Commission has no jurisdiction—Additional comments 
made—Full Bench accepted it was without jurisdiction to grant registration in relation to "vocation" of engineering on 
basis of several authorities—Various difficulties re apparent proposed links with federal counterpart organisation— 
Problems of dual coverage, etc. — Full Bench concluded that if there was jurisdiction to authorise registration it should be 
refused because it was not necessary/dcsirable/likely to advance objects of the Act—Dismissed—Engineers  

VICTIMISATION 
Offence under Section 100 LA. Act—Industrial Magistrate found employer guilty of terminating employees because they 

were entitled to the benefits of an award — Matter transmitted to Commission for its consideration re compensation— 
Reference to earlier decision (61 W.A.I.G. 790) re "principles" in determining such compensation—Commission noted 
difficulty in assessing loss suffered by employees, due to the lapse of time between their actual dismissal and the hearing— 
Evidence considered inconclusive re "principles" referred to—Awarded applicants three months wages at the appropriate 
award rate—Applicants subsequently made reference to a decision of the High Court re need to consider taxation 
liabilities in assessing damages—Commission considered circumstances differed from case referred to—Order remained 
unchanged—Building  343 

Alleged dismissal due to employee's resignation from Union—Employee had informed employer of intention and 
subsequent resignation from Union — Employee subsequently downgraded then dismissed for deliberately "provoking a 
confrontation"— Magistrate considered Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act, sections 96Band 100 LA. Act 
and other decisions and decided the "resignation", etc., must be the "predominant reason" for a dismissal in order for a 
breach under section 100 LA. Act to result—On evidence. Magistrate satisfied that employer's predominant reason for 
dismissal was to avert widespread stoppages—Dismissed—Iron Ore  338 

Applicant transferred/demoted after subordinates refused to work under his supervision, then subsequently dismissed — 
Applicant claimed to have been dismissed because of union pressure/economic expediency and sought reinstatement and 
compensation—Commission found that given level of discontent, it was in everyone's best interests that applicant had 
ceased to occupy supervisory role and his subsequent dismissal had been due to a genuine downturn in work—Applicant 
had also agreed to transfer on basis that employer pay certain additional benefits and Commission considered he outfit to 
be stopped from asserting "unfairness", accordingly—Commission noted need to look at all the circumstances of a 
dismissal, not simply employee's view—Dismissed—Insulation  771 

Section 29 application claiming unfair dismissal, and seeking compensation—Applicant told she was dismissed due to her 
being pregnant, but Commission accepted that she was actually dismissed due to her shortcomings at work and that the 
reason given for termination had been to save her self-esteem—Commission considered applicant had not established 
that her dismissal had been for the reasons she claimed and that it would be inequitable, in terms of the LA. Act, if she 
were compensated for the period concerned—Dismissed—Car Cleaning  766 

Employee dismissed summarily due to persistent refusal to obey supervisor's orders—Applicant claimed that dismissal 
unfair in that it was the final act by Respondent to rid itself of employee with outspoken support of union policies— 
Employee previously dismissed on two separate occasions for alleged bad workmanship and unsatisfactory time keeping 
but industrial pressure had resulted in his re-instatement—On day in question Supervisor observed employer conversing 
with shop steward and directed him to get on with his work—Commission considered employee's reaction argumentative 
and intimidatory—Event witnessed by other employees, who confirmed he "got heated", threatened violence, etc.— 
Manager terminated employee's contract summarily as a result—Commission considered circumstances of incident 
sufficient to justify summary dismissal and employee was "author of his own destruction"—Dismissed—Metal Trades 983 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

WAGES 
•'Application for payment of wage increases previously agreed upon but deferred due to the "wage freeze"—Current economic 

circumstances/remedial action taken, could not have been foreseen by parties at time of agreement—Commission noted 
the National Wage Decision "Principles", particularly the need for consistency—Granting of claim likely to exacerbate 
economic difficulties and place employees concerned in more favourable position than others in the workforce- 
Reference to Australian Commission's rejection of "catch-up" movements in the National Wage Decision—Employees 
concerned compared favourably to counterparts elsewhere—"Catch-up" claim rejected but increase due after expiration of 
wage freeze granted in lieu of the 4.3 per cent "National Wage Increase"—Electrical Trades  

Work of employees in "slaughtering sections" under the Meat Industry (State) Award R9 of 1979—Commission noted that 
change in allocation of tasks between "slaughtermen" and "labourers" would require adjustments in tallies— Employers 
sought increases in various tallies on the basis of improved efficiency in production methods, "rosier" state of the industry 
when tallies last set, etc—Commission followed same criteria as used in earlier decision re "boning rooms" (at 62 W.A.l.G. 
1683, 1703). i.e. tested the extent to which wages have increased since a 1973 agreement vis-a-vis productivity based on the 
rates of wages in real terms—Claims generally not justified — Meat (State)  

-'Wage increase—Application previously adjourned sine die after basis for claim found "unsatisfactory"—Commission 
noted recent wage increases in related Federal and Victorian awards—Equity required similar increase in W.A.—Interim 
order issued, pending further rate increase in the Federal award—Claim granted — Photographic  

Payment of tin taken lunch/tea breaks, overtime and mileage allowance—Reference to contract of service—Employer under 
no obligation to reimburse employee for choosing not to take breaks—Employer also not liable to pay overtime/mileage 
allowance where employee not given specific instructions re performing overtime/using own vehicle for employer's 
purposes—Dismissed—Travel Consulting  

Interpretation of provisions re method of calculating units of tally and "overtally"—Question re whether processing of 
"overweights" should be considered "equivalents" or "penalties"—Commission noted general practice at large in the 
industry, i.e. use of penalties—However Commission obliged to adopt Full Bench ruling re interpretation of awards and 
their "plain meaning"—"Equivalents" to be used for the purpose of determining tally and overtally by slaughtermen, 
boners and slicers—Meat (North West)  

Managerial decision to use subcontractors resulting in the termination of several long standing employees—Union sought 
maintenance of their employment benefits with the subcontractor/compensation—Commission decided it lacked 
jurisdiction re "maintenance" claims of those not offered employment by the subcontractor, but granted them equitable 
relief (compensation) having regard to earlier "redundancy" cases—Remaining employee had been offered employment 
by the subcontractor—Commission granted "transmission" of leave benefits in accordance with principles of the "St John 
of God case" (61 W.A.l.G. 782). but refused claim for maintenance of previous above-award pay rate as it would have 
created an anomaly—Claims re maintenance of hours, and place of employment considered matters of managerial 
prerogative, although Commission stated what it considered to be "reasonable" hours and that job location should be 
"readily accessible" by public transport—Cleaning  

Underpayment of Wages—Applicant employed under a "Training Agreement" which specified both on "award title" and an 
"award wage", in accordance with requirements of the "Special Youth Employment Training Scheme"—Document not 
considered to be a contract between employer and employee, but evidence of such—Award wage stated in agreement 
lower than "actual" award rate—Applicant found to be employed under terms of award and settlement of underpaid 
wages ordered—Commission expressed concern over Training Agreement's "potential to be conflicting in its terms"— 
Beauticians  

Section 29 application re unfair dismissal and non-allowance of contractual entitlement (salary increase)—Commission 
found nothing to substantiate contractual entitlement claimed — However, reasons for termination advanced by the 
respondent not considered "substantial justification"—Termination deemed unfair and compensation ordered — 
Electronics  

'Increased rates of pay for Private hospital domestics based on a nexus with Government hospital employees—Claim 
previously refused (63 W.A.l.G. 1451), largely due to need to maintain wage relativity with nursing assistants—Nursing 
assistants have since had wage increase—Commission emphasised that precise "relativity" between nursing assistants and 
domestics will vary over time—Granted—Hospital Domestics  

Question re whether employees left their employment early of their own accord or were instructed to leave (placing an oblig- 
ation upon employer to pay them for the full day)—Magistrate unable to determine to the degree required, where the truth 
lay—Benefit of the doubt given to employer—Complaints dismissed—Discussion of Magistrate's power to award costs— 
No costs awarded—Hotel and Tavern  

'Variation of several awards to reflect wages and conditions approved by the Hon. Minister for Industrial Relations, 
pursuant to the Salaries and Wage Freeze Act, 1982—Administrative amendment of awards to reflect current situation 
only... amendments not to be regarded as having been made with Commission's approval/as a determination of what is 
fair and right in the circumstances—Commission noted possible effect on private sector... flow of Government rates may 
have to be determined in accordance with wage "Principles", but amendments made in current proceedings would be 
immaterial—Government workers  

Claim re flow-on of pay increase granted for private sector transport workers, to transport workers employed by govern- 
ment instrumentality (M.W.A.)—Reference to earlier decision (62 W.A.l.G. 2801) where other Government transport 
workers only granted part of increase obtained by private transport workers, despite union claim that remainder, 
equivalent to state wage increase, had already been discounted—Commission decided that granting of claim premature 
at this stage, having regard to the longstanding nexus with Transport Workers (Government) Award and the proceedings 
currently underway in respect of such—Matter stood over pending outcome of those proceedings—Transport Workers 
(M.W.A.)  

'Question re implementation of agreement to increase wages/other benefits in view of State Wage decision "Principles" and 
alleged "change in circumstances"—Agreement that two-phase increase take place as new technology phased in. made 
prior to State Wage decision—However, Union had imposed bans, preventing new technology from being used to full 
capacity—C.I.C.S. referred to other such agreements and decided that the terms stand unless altered by agreement 
between the parties or order of the Commission—Newspaper Printing  

'Application for payment of wage increase previously agreed upon, but deferred during 1983 "wage pause"—Question 
whether rates originally agreed upon now form an "equitable base"—Need to look at "nature" of increase—C.I.C.S. 
rejected union assertion that rates had been fixed by simply averaging "basket" of other award rates ... evidence showed 
mid-term increase had been designed to overcome difficulty of having to wait to "catch-up"—"Basket" examined in 
context of C.I.C.S. decisions in January and October 1983, with "Brewery case" approach to determine a fair wage — 
C.I.C.S. noted the wide variation in "basket" rates/difficulty of averaging and fixed new rate according to what was 
considered fair in context of existing wage fixation principles and matters raised by unions—Sugar Refining  

'Application to amend Bread carters (Metropolitan) Award 35/63 re "Collection of Moneys", "Rest Periods" and "Learning 
a Round"—Commission noted that allowance paid in respect of collecting moneys had been fixed with regard to 
allowances in other awards... decided that regard should be had to provisions of Transport Workers (General) Award 
with adjustments to reflect national wage movements—Granting of Claim re increased rest periods would interrupt work 
in the bakery/differ from practice re bakers/reduce standard hours (precluded by Principle 5) however, clause amended 
to permit partaking of refreshment without interrupting work—Application to delete clause re payment of reduced wage 
whilst employee learning a round refused, as such employees under supervision/do no exercise responsibilities of 
experienced breadcarters ... however, clause altered so that lesser wage may only be paid whilst employee under 
supervision—Breadcarters  

33411—15 
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CUMULATIVE X)\GEST—continued 

WAGES—continued 
Question as to whether "total wage", including overaward payment, should be increased in accordance with Commission's 

General Order (4.3 per cent)—Company had previously gone into receivership but union chose not to press wage claim 
during negotiations to sell—Prior to their termination employees had been working under Metal Trades (General) 
Award (13/65), but were also in receipt of an overaward payment—Arrangement had not been formalised and Respond- 
ent sought to absorb 4.3 per cent into overaward payment—Commission referred to previous cases where such 
absorption considered "destructive of the concept of national wage cases" and where indexation of overaward payments 
could "only be made after considering the facts relating to individual awards and ... perhaps, individual employers"— 
Commission awarded 4.3 per cent increase but refused to make order indexing overaward payments—Metal Trades 

Dispute re hours worked and whether or not any payment made—Defendant alleged to have paid complainant in cash— 
Conflicting evidence—Magistrate unable to ascertain where truth lay—Benefit of doubt given to Defendant, but, 
underpayment of wages had resulted—Order in favour of complainant—Transport  

Section 29 (2) (b) application seeking benefit payable under contract of service—Applicant had been expected to finish job 
in certain number of days, but had "abandoned" work prior to finishing, allegedly due to poor conditions—Respondent 
argued that.applicant had not been an employee, had been engaged for an "entire period" (and had therefore breached 
this contract) and had caused additional expense to be incurred in respect of completing the job—Conflicting evidence, 
but Commission decided on balance that Applicant had been an employee and had wrongfully abandoned work and 
breached his contract, but rejected claim that contract was an "entire" one, noting that payment was calculated by the day 
— Applicant entitled to payment for completed days worked, but acting in accordance with "equity, good conscience ... 
(etc)". Commission held that Applicant be accountable for additional expenses incurred by Respondent—Order made 
accordingly—Shearing    

Alleged breaches of award re Time and Wages Record and payment of overtime and pro rata annual leave—Complaint re 
overtime dismissed, there being insufficient evidence—Evidence that employee was never asked to sign Time and Wages 
Record ... Compaint re Time and Wages Record proved—Available evidence satisfied Magistrate that pro rata annual 
leave not paid ... Complaint proved^Order made accordingly— Musical Instrument Dealing  

'Absorption of National Wage increase into overaward payment—May, 1982 change in award applicable to certain 
employees resulted in their award wage being less than that they were than being paid—Employer had advised their 
wages would not be reduced but held at the same level until the award caught up "by about the beginning of 1983"— 
Question whether October 1983 National Wage increase should be absorbed—Commission referred to the National Wage 
case decision, discouraging absorption of over award payment—However present case considered "unique" in that 
amount retained under the no reduction concept could not be regarded as a true over-award payment—Commission 
acknowledged desirability of equalising rates of pay in the establishments concerned, but thought employer went "too 
far" in absorbing all of the National Wage increase, particularly when the wage had remained unaltere for much longer 
than had been expected — Increase of $5.00 per week granted—Aged Hostels  

Non-payment of contractual benefit—Applicant claimed not to have been paid for hours worked, at agreed (above-award) 
rate—Applicant had intended to pursue claim for award entitlement through Industrial Magistrate whilst seeking 
recovery of remaining debt through Commission—Respondent did not appear, but Commission satisfied, on balance, 
that Applicant entitled to benefit sought—Commission also decided that Applicant could recover entire amount as a 
single debt created by the contract—Claim amended by Commission and payment ordered — Hotel and Tavern  

'Question re equivalent, for the purpose of computing daily tally, when "Boners" presented with a carcass but only required 
to bine the trunk by way of the "on-rail system"—Reference to Full Bench decision re interpretation of awards (63 
W.A.l.G. 1159)—Method of Boning in question considered part of the evolutionary process arising from introduction of 
"on-rail" boning which does not appear to have been contemplated before—Requires new evaluation for "equivalent" 
purposes—Meat   ..... 

Claim re non payment of benefit pursuant to contract of service—Applicant supposed to receive 15% of earnings of vehicle 
for trip undertaken—Applicant sought percentage of gross earnings whereas Respondents maintained percentage 
should be calculated after deduction for fuel costs—Commission preferred evidence of applicant—Examination of 
Federal Transport (Interstate Drivers) Consolidated Award 1980 showed that 15 per cent, after deduction of fuel costs, 
would be considerably less than award wages—Granted—Transport  

'State Review of National Wage Decision, April 1983—Confederation of W.A. Industry opposed Australian Commission's 
decision to increase wages by 4.1 per cent, based on CPI—C.l.C.S. noted that Confederation's arguments would require 
"deeper consideration" if not for the "totality of the political, social and industrial context", in which the decision was 
made—C.l.C.S. reiterated 1983 wage decision re need to sustain indexation and maintain consistency between Federal 
and State tribunals... Confederation's arguments not considered sufficient to warrant a departure from that position— 
Confederation's request to abandon "statement of policy" re refusing employer applications to worsen conditions also 
refused; Constraint imposed considered consistent with constraint imposed by "Principles" upon unions—General 
Order made giving effect to National Wage Decision in State awards  

Application claiming one week's wages under contract of service—Wages not paid following assertion that wages had been 
"removed" from Manager's desk—Respondent failed to appear except at the speaking of the minutes—Commission 
accepted evidence of Applicant without reservation—Order in favour of Applicant—Disc Jockey  

Wage increase sought to establish an "equitable base"—Claim based on alleged "nexus" with S.A. awards for comparable 
employees—Nexus denied by Employers—Commission considered nexus claim not established, but decided to continue 
practice of looking to rates of other States and adopting that applicable in S.A., maintaining the basis upon which the 
award was founded in 1982—Allowance of claim not a vehicle for general improvements in pay, etc. and circumstances of 
a special and isolated nature—Granted—Retail  

Wage increase sought on basis of extra duties and responsibility—Claim considered under Principles re Work Value 
Changes- Work formerly done by leading hand, now being done by individual employees because of changed shift 
system— Respondent argued that granting of claim prohibited by Section 40 I. A. Act re "in term" awards—Commission 
considered requirements of Section 40 (3) met because work had been changed by employer after award issued — 
Commission satisfied that there had been a significant addition to work responsibilities in question, but not that all ot 
leading hand's duties had fallen on individuals in question—Granted part of increase claimed—Tyre Fitters (Iron Ore) 

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages and pro rata annual leave—Matter proceeded on agreed facts and 
Magistrate satisfied that award applied—Claimant and partner employed to work 29 hours per week, for payment of $100 
plus various non-monetary benefits—Without direction, Claimant worked many more than agreed 29 hours—Award 
contained no provision for part-time workers, stipulating only a weekly amount without giving number of hours that 
constitute a "week"-- -Magistrate found Claimant entitled to full week's wages for each week worked, on basis of decision 
in McGhie v. Fremantle Lumpers Union (39 W.A.L.R. 111)—Failure to pay wages proved—Magistrate not satisfied to 
necessary degree as regards failure to pay pro rata annual leave—Farming  

Question re rate of pay applicable for Long Service Leave purposes, to employee who had suffered work-related incapacity 
prior to termination/commencing L.S.L.—Award provided that entitlement was the rate applicable at the date of 
commencing such leave—Prior to incapacity employee had been remunerated in accordance with "Piecework" clause of 
award, but was being paid workers compensation payments equivalent to "time work" rates for the period of incapacity— 
Commission referred to other parts of award —"Rate of pay" only becomes applicable for work performed or for an 
absence OTHER than when employee entitled to Workers Compensation — No "rate of pay" applicable immediately 
prior to/at termination; last occasion upon which employee entitled to a rate of pay had been work performed prior to 
incapacitation (i.e. piecework) — Employee therefore entitled to have L.S.L. entitlement calculated in accordance with 
piecework provisions of L.S.L. schedule, i.e. average rate over three months preceding incapacity—Interpreted 
accordingly -Nickel Mining  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—TOmrnura' 

WAGES—continued 2Appeal against Commission's decision not to make an adjustment in the tallies for cattle, although certain previously 
unspecified tasks were included as part of the "Work of Employees in Slaughtering sections"—Question re whether 
extra work required of slaughtermen in performing tasks in question should have caused adjustment in tally—Union 
relied on inter-relationship between tasks and tallies ... Commission found to have been conscious and appreciative" of 
that factor, as it was of varying duties of slaughtermen in different teams/establishments—Work performed by slaughter- 
ing teams not increased by specifying tasks—Full Bench not persuaded that course followed by Commission had not 
been reasonably open to it—Dismissed—Meat (State)  

:Appeal against Commission's decision prescribing same tally for slaughtering sheep, lambs and goats under the "solo 
system" as the "dead rail system"—Union claimed a fair tally had never been assessed and that as each system required 
different duties, different tallies should be made—Full Bench noted that "dead rail system" first mentioned in the award 
only as a result of decision in question—Evidence showed the two systems differed and Full Bench expressed their 
reservations that the various meat industry awards, in force from time to time, had applied to the dead rail system—Tally 
should be regarded as being fixed for the first time, rather than as a revision of the earlier award—Upheld and claim 
remitted to Commissioner for further hearing—Meat (State)  2Appeal against Commission's decision reducing the penalty rate for the slaughtering of "bulls and genuine stages 136 
kilograms and over"—Commission had been influenced by rates prescribed in Federal Meat Industry Award and N.S. W. 
Awards—Full Bench agreed the rates "applicable elsewhere"did not have the relevance which was placed on them by the 
Commission—Full Bench not able to discern other factors to bring about an alteration in the penalty rate previously in 
force—Upheld—Meat (State)  2Appeal against Commission's decision re values to be used in calculating tally, for the use of various mechanical aids used in 
slaughtering cattle under both the "mechanical" and "gravity" systems—On question of aids used in removing hides. 
Full Bench considered it had been open for Commission to conclude as it did—On question of "brisket saw" it considered 
certain inferences drawn by the Union (appellant) had not been open on the evidence—On question of "automatic feed", 
Full Bench considered that the value need not necessarily be applied to both systems in that if the chainsaw feeds itself 
under the "mechanical system" there may be no other aid for which a value is prescribed—On question of "H-Bone 
Cutter", Full Bench noted that the chopping of the H-Bone is no longer carried out and ordered a slight change in the 
wording to indicate such—On question of "Hock Cutter", Commission not found to have addressed itself to the specific 
differences between the parties, i.e. whether any value/same value should be attributed to "hock cutters'when less than 
four hocks cut... Full Bench decided different value should be prescribed to that extent—Appeal upheld to extents 
indicated—Meat (State)  2Appeal against Commission's decision (at 64 W.A.I.G. 343) re question of whether Commission had erred in law in 
failing to account for income tax liabilities in determining compensation for loss of employment/ earnings, in accordance 
with High Court's decision in Cullen's case (29 A.L.R. 1)—President considered Commission's reference to 13 weeks in 
assessing compensation only a factor related to a wage rate to produce a sum adequate in all the circumstances—Cort S.C. 
considered matter fell within principles of Cullen's case and Commission obliged to follow—Fielding C, noted 
importance of considering matter in context of I.A. Act as re following High Court decisions and comparing case in 
question with Cullen's case, where different considerations involved — Appeal dismissed by Majority— 
Building Trades  

WORKERS COMPENSATION 
Employee dismissed, after an extended period of absence allegedly due to a work-caused incapacity—Commission noted 

that an employee "incapacitated through work caused injury has no less a right to remain in employment than any other 
employee", provided an "appropriate" order not unfair/unreasonable to the employer—Relevance of employer's 
common law rights reduced where issue to be decided according to "industrial fairness"—Dispute existed re employee's 
right to Workers Compensation, but Commission satisfied incapacity work-caused—Evidence that employee concerned 
had been treated unfairly compared with another employee suffering similar incapacity, but whose right to workers' 
compensation had been established—Order that employee be re-engaged when declared fit to resume work, without loss 
of Long Service Leave benefits and with leave for parties to seek further hearing if declaration of fitness not made by 
2/11 /84—Bakers  

Section 29 (2) (a) application re termination of employment after "extended absences on Workers' Compensation"— 
Employee subsequently declared fully fit—Applicant claimed Respondent had not met obligations to see employee 
rehabilitated—Commission reiterated that "whether a dismissal effected on the grounds of employee's physical indis- 
position is unfair/not, will depend on the circumstances surrounding the dismissal"—Consequently, Commission noted 
employee's absences over a long period, difficulty in performing required tasks and employer's limited scope to make 
adjustments, plus fact that employer had no reason to believe employee's recovery was imminent—Dismissed—Hospital 
(Orderlies)   

Termination of employment due to repeated absences resulting from a work-related injury—Applicant claimed unfair 
dismissal and sought compensation—Commission found no evidence to indicate that contract of service had not 
remained "on foot" during Applicant's indisposition and therefore Respondent obliged to effect termination by giving 
due notice—Commission accepted Applicant's evidence that her employment was a "monthly contract", not covered by 
an award, despite Respondent's claims to the contrary—Dismissal not considered otherwise unfair in the circumstances— 
No prohibition against dismissing a person whilst they are in receipt of Workers' Compensation benefits—Commission 
similarly rejected Applicant's claims re unfairness of the dismissal because she had not been previously consulted about 
her indisposition—Employer can only be sensibly obliged to consult with an employee before terminating his/her 
contract, if it would serve some useful purpose (Commission also accepted Respondent's evidence that certain 
consultation had occurred)—Granted compensation of one month's pay in lieu of notice—Clerks (Secretarial)  

Question re rate of pay applicable for Long Service Leave purposes, to employee who had suffered work-related incapacity 
prior to termination/commencing L.S.L.—Award provided that entitlement was the rate applicable at the date of 
commencing such leave—Prior to incapacity employee had been remunerated in accordance with "Piecework" clause of 
award, but was being paid workers compensation payments equivalent to "time work" rates for the period of incapacity— 
Commission referred to other parts of the award—"Rate of pay" only becomes applicable for work performed or for an 
absence OTH ER than when employee entitled to Workers' Compensation—no "rate of pay" applicable immediately prior 
to/at termination; last occasion Upon which employee entitled to a rate of pay had been work performed prior to 
incapacitation (i.e. piecework)—Employee therefore entitled to have L.S.L. entitlement calculated in accordance with 
piecework provisions of L.S.L. schedule, i.e. average rate over three months preceding incapacity—Interpreted 
accordingly—Nickel Mining  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

WORK VALUE 
-"'Allowance sought for "extra responsibility" associated with connecting a power station to S.E.C. power grid—Claim that 

matter constituted an "exceptional problem" within the context of the 1983 "Wage Pause"—New circumstances not 
considered exceptional and such changes not cause for Commission to authorise wage increase during period of 
restraint—Employees would be exercising no more responsibility than before/than that exercised by similar employees in 
another power station—Merits of case not fully explored—Matter adjourned whilst Commissioner investigates and 
reports—Possibility of new considerations pending outcome of 1983 National Wage Case—Electricity production  602 

Wage increase sought on basis of extra duties and responsibility—Claim considered under Principles re Work Value 
Changes—Work formerly done by leading hand, now being done by individual employees because of changed shift 
system—Respondent argued that granting of claim prohibited by Section 40 LA. Act re "in term" awards—Commission 
considered requirements of Section 40 (3) met because work had been changed by employer after award issued — 
Commission satisfied that there had been a significant addition to work responsibilities in question, but not that all ol 
leading hand's duties had fallen on individuals in question—Granted part of increase claimed —Tyre Fitters (Iron Ore) 986 
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